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ABSTRACT
A framework designed to contain and manage the use of knowledge in a real-time
knowledge based system for high level control of an industrial process is
presented.
A prototype of the framework is designed and implemented on a static object-
orientated shell. Knowledge is stored in objects and in forward chaining rules.
The knowledge has a well defined structure, making it easy to create and manage.
Rules are used to recognize conditions and propose control objectives. The
framework uses the knowledge to determine variables that if altered will meet the
objectives. Control actions are then found to implement changes to these variables
The use of explicit control objectives makes it possible to determine if an action
worked as intended and if its use is suitable for the present conditions. This
enables a learning mechanism to be applied in the expert system.
The prototype operated adequately, but the knowledge required to drive the.
system was found to be very detailed and awkward to create.
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Traditionally control of industrial processes or plants has been carried cut by human
operators. The operators adjust various actuators that alter variables in the plant.
Many of these actuators are part of a closed feedback loop which provides local
control of a plant variable, for example, the flow rate from a tank. The overall
control strategy is determined by the operator, in the form of set-points which he
supplies for such feedback loops.
Although the operator cannot easily quantify the conditions in the plant, he is able
to recognize changes in the process and take suitable control actions in response. ThP
operator is able to adapt the control decisions taken to changes in the plant structure.
For example, if a certain pump is being worked on, the operator can control tne plant
without using that pump.
Plant operators are not perfect, Hartl describes some of man's disadvantages as: the
lack of availability; poor consistency and poor comprehensiveness.
Lack of availability describes the fact that operators are not just found, they must
first be trained. During that training process mistakes are often made. These mistakes
are necessary for the operator's training, but often fairly expensive.
Poor consistency describes that human operators don't always take the same control
action under the same circumstances. Inconsistency arises when the shift changes, ana
a different operator takes over the control of the plant. The new operator has
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different experiences to draw from in order to make a decision. The result is that
under similar circumstances, the operators may behave differently. The same operator
may also act differently, depending on mood or general awareness.
Such changes in t!,,;! control strategy affect the quality of the final product, as they
move the process towards or away from the optimum conditions. They also makes
it very difficult to find the optimum conditions for the plant.
In a process there is often a conflict for example, between the design engineers who
impose limitations on what the plant can do, and the production managers, who wish
that the process takes place under specific conditions. The operator has to operate
under the orders of different experts who sometimes have conflicting interests.
Ideally one would like to have one expert that takes both opinions into account. A
system that is able to do this is said to be comprehensive.
Artificial intelligence may provide a means to help limit the weaknesses of the human
operators. The form of artificial intelligence that is to be used, is termed the expert
system or knowledge based system. The expert system observes variables in the
plant, recognizes conditions and suggests possible actions that should be taken in
response to these conditions.
1.2 Expert systems
Expert systems are programs that exhibit high levels of intelligence. As to whether
they are actually clever is a mater of debate, but they are able to appear to be
intelligent",
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Traditionally expert systems are used in the consultancy environment. Instead of
communicating with an expert, one consults with a computer. For process control,
real-time expert systems are required.
Real-time expert systems are different from consultancy or static expert systems as
they are event driven. They must continuously watch the process that is being
C rolled in order to determine events that should be reacted t04. The system must
respond to the plant conditions in a timely manner. This differs from consultancy
expert systems, which wait for the operator to initiate interaction.
All information about the state of the process being controlled must be gathered from
instrumentation in the plant and fed into the real-time expert system.
Real-time expert systems need to be time based. The system must be able to make
decisions at a speed that enables suitable response to the plant',
1.2.1 Advantages of expert systems
Expert systems can potentially provide the decision making require: ":)implement an
automated control system for an industrial process.
Of interest in this project, the expert system is more consistent than the human
operator. Operators could miss conditions in the process being controlled. An
operator's performance is affected by fatigue and the operator's personal condition.
An expert system is unlikely be affected in the, same way. The expert system will
ensure that plant conditions are reacted to and that they are reacted to in the available
time.
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Additionally, to gather knowledge about the plant requires a better understanding of
the process, thus the procedure of entering knowledge into the system will require
process study. By obtaining a better understanding of the process to be controlled,
improvements could be made to the process.
1.2.2 Limitations of expert systems













The expert system is not creative". It is .tot known what makes people creative, and
this creativity has not been captured and placed onto a computer. This limits the
performance of the expert system. A system will not be able to come up with
dynamic new ways to do something, instead it can only do what it has been taught
to do. For the normal control of a plant, this will not present a problem.
The human operator is able to take account of a very broad range of sensory data that
the expert system cannot. The proposed expert system will be linked to a Distributed
Control System (DCS) which will act as the expert system's eyes. But the expert
system can only observe what the Des is wired up to. Extensive instrumentation is
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required before suitable performance can be achieved by an expert system.
The expert system's domain of operation is very narrow. This limits the adaptability
of the system. The narrower the domain that the expert system is operating in, the
less likely it is to be adaptive to abnormal situations. If information describing as
many factors that can influence a domain is provided, the focus of the system would
be a broader allowing it to be more/adaptive.
1.? Backeround to expert systems
1.3.1 Introduction
Expert systems are systems that behave like an expert. They contain expertise and
act intelligently in a narrow domains. Over the years of development of artificial
intelligent systems, many various schemes have been tried, but it was only in the
1970's that it was recognized that intelligence depencs on the knowledge that a
!
system contains. D.A Waterman? writes:
To make !'. program intelligent, provide it with lots of high-quality specific
•
knowledge about some problem area.
~
A type of expert system that is dealt with in this plant is the knowledge based system,
IiKnowledge based system is made up of a snowledge base that contains the domain
knowledge, and an inference engine that uses the knowledge to make decisions.
Through out this report, knowledge based system and expert system may be used
interchangeably, but strictly speaking an expert system is a particular type of
knowledge based system.
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1.3.2 History of expert systems
Expert systems started to be developed in the early 1970's. The most famous of these
systems are DENDRlL, MYCIN and Prospector", MYCIN was a diagnostic system
that was used to diagnose bacterial infections. Prospector was a system used to
deduce the presence of various minerals.
1.3.3 Inference Engine
Knowledge base systems are divided into two parts, the inference engine and the
knowledge base. The inference engine is some system that takes knowledge and uses
it to deduce.facts,
The inference engine is independent of the knowledge it contains. The inference
engine will define the structure of the knowledge used in the expert system.
1.3.4 Knowledge base
The knowledge base contains the knowledge that makes the expert system intelligent.
For an expert system to control a process, knowledge is required describing:
• The procer s being controlled.
• The conditions in the plant the controller must watch out for.
• The control actions that can be taken to control the process.
• The behaviour of the process.
There are various ways to represent the knowledge in the knowledge base. In the
6
system that is proposed frames and slots, as well as rules will be used.
Frames and Slots
The. knowledge is incorporated into a pre-defined framework, that contains
~>
knowledge areas called slots. The frame contains a description of the form of the
information to be entered into the slots",
\
Rules
Rules are discussed in detailed in chapter 3. Basically rules are split into a condition
or antecedent and a response to that condition, or consequent. Knowledge that is not
stored in the frames, is stored in the rule structure'",
1.4 Project objective
Little information has been gathered describing the implementation of real-time expert
systems in the metallurgical process industry. To evaluate the effectiveness of real-
time expert systems, an attempt will be made to implement a prototype system on a
metallurgical process.
It is recognized that a framework should be developed on which such systems could
be developed", Such a framework would define the structure of the system. This
dissertation describes a possible structure for such a framework.
A proposed expert system would have to, deal the issues described below:
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• Ease of knowledge management. An expert system is based on large volumes of
information needed to determine the conditions that are to be reacted to, and the
actions that should be taken in response to those conditions.
The plant is modified occasionally, The expert system must be able to deal with
any of these modifications without a major re-working of the system's knowledge
base.
• Adaptability. As the plant under goes modifications, some control actions may not
work as well as they did in the past. There could also be errors in the knowledge
base. The system should be able to detect when knowledge fails to deduce a
correct control action and revise the acceptability of the knowledge that lead to the
incorrect solution.
• Consistency. The system should be as consistent as possible. The major advantage
of using expert systems, is that they are consistent.
• Self reliance. The expert system is a real-time system and should not need anyone
to watch over it, or to prompt it.
The expert system must always be on line. Any proposed system m~st not crash
and must be self starting in the case of power failure.
The framework should provide:
• A defined structure for the knowledge to be entered. This makes knowledge
creation and management easier. The knowledge will be grouped according to it's
function.
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• Management functions to control the use and implementation of the knowledge.
The framework will take the knowledge and apply it as it is required.
• Conflict resolution. The framework will provide mechanisms to deal with
conflicts between decisions made .y the knowledge base.
• Management of decisions made by the system. The framework ensures that the
decisions taken by the system are carried out, and indeed have the predicted
effect.
The project describes the design and development of a framework tlJat will attempt
to meet the above-mentioned objectives. Knowledge will be added to this framework,
and it will be used to control the process.
For the initial system, the plant operator will be kept in the ecatrol Joop. The system
will provide messages to the operator giving instructions describing a control action
to be carried out. The operator is free to carry out the control action if it is felt to
be suitable.
A description of the environment in which the expert system is to be tested in is
given in appendix A.
1.5 Overview of dissertation
This dissertation describes a framework for an expert system that can be used to
control an industrial process. The framework is designed for, built and tested on a.
metallurgical plant. It is created using an available expert system environment which
9
provides rule mechanisms and object-orientated design abilities.
Chapter 2 provides a description of the proposed framework in a brief form. Chapter
3 then describes how the knowledge and inference engine is stored in the object-
orientated environment. The knowledge types used in the system are also described.
Chapter 4 describes the elements '1' ... Juired for the system to be able to recognize
conditions in the plant, and to propose changes to the plant. Chapter 5 gives a
overview of the search routines and costing systems used to find a method to
implement these changes, Chapter 6 discusses the storage of the control actions
required to control the process. These control actions are the final result of the
system.
Chapter 7 contains one of the main contributions of the research. It dISCUSSesthe use
of knowledge describing the interaction of the various plant variables. This
knowledge is used to find a control action from the original condition.
Chapter 8 describes the process of implementing the discovered action. Chapter 9
describes the management of any decisions made by the expert system. Chapter 10
is an evaluation of the system, and chapter 11 draws final conclusions.
10
CHAPI'ER 2 PROPOSED KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
2.1 Introduetlon
The objective of the expert system is to provide high level control of a process, The
system will use knowledge describing the process plant to determine how to control
it.
The expert system is in two parts. The inference engine or framework and the
knowledge used by the framework. Together, the framework and the knowledge
constitute the real-time expert system. The framework is rigid and independent of the
process it is to control, but the knowledge built on the framework will alter according
to the process it is being applied to.
The framework for the system will:
• Define the knowledge structures required to contain the information required
to control a typical process.
• Define the interactions of the knowledge used.
• Provide management of the knowledge.
• Provide management of any decisions taken by the knowledge base.
The knowledge used by the system provides information describing:
• The equipment the plant contains.
• The variables that describe the plant.
• The interactions of these variables.
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-. The control actions there are available to control the plant.
• 'me conditions the controller must react to.
The framework requires the knowledge to be split into different groups. Each group
of knowledge is used at a particular stage in the expert system, for example Control
Rules are used to define the possible conditions that can occur in the plant while the
Item group is used to define the equipment used in the plant. Each group of
knowledge has a Sf)Xific structure. The knowledge groups are described in chapter
3.
By grouping the knowledge and defining how it should be used, each piece should
be easier to create and manage. Each piece of information is Indeoendent, and can
be chat[_:;t'9at any time without any need to alter much of the other knowledge. Easy
management of the knowledge is important in a plant such as the one worked on,
where the process is subject to modifications.
The inference engine uses the knowledge contained in the system to reason with, and
from this knowledge and data retrieved from the metallurgical process, the inference
engine will determine suitable control actions to be taken on the plant.
The procedure to control the plant is split into five major tasks:
• Recognition of conditions in the plant that requires a reaction.
• The definition of a response to that condition. The response is defined as a
variable change in the process called an Objective.
• The search for a variable, that if changed will cause the required response.
• The search and implementation of a control action that will change the variable
in question.
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• Observation of the results of the action to determine if it was suitable.
The frameworl' ;.Irinference engine not only manages the knowledge in the system,
but stores and manages decisions made using that knowledge. The framework will
take the knowledge groups and apply them at the appropriate times. The framework
ensures that deductions made by the knowledge is correctly stored and grouped. This
1,.. ... ;essary in order to manage the search for solutions, and the management of the
resultant conclusions of the search.
The expert system was built using an object-orientated approach where independent
objects are defined tha' have a particular behaviour. The behaviour of an object is
defined by a class definition. In this system th') knowledge is contained in instances
of the class definitions while the classes contain the inference systam Of framework.
Object -orieatated programming is discussed in the next chapter. K .owledge that is
not contained in the instances is defined in rules.
2.2 An overview of system behaviour
The control strategy is split up into a number of stages, each defined by the
framework. These stages consist of:
• A read cycle where data is read in from the process.
• Condition recognition, when the data read in from the process is analyzed.
• The creation of objectives.
• The search for possible variables to alter in response to the objectives.
• The search for control actions to implement the proposed variable changes and
hence meet the appropriate objectives.
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• A managemr stage.
During the control cycle the framework reads data from the plant, and uses rules to
determine any conditions that need to be reacted to. These rules define :an objective
that should be met in response to the determined condition. The framework then takes
the objectives created by control rules and tries to find secondary objectives or
actions in response to these initial objectives. The action or secondary objective, if
implemented will cause the initial objective to be met.
During the search for necessary responses, inference paths are created that describe
the changes the final action should cause to the process. These paths are used til
define the conclusions of each relevant decision made by the system. Any number of
these paths can exist at a time. These paths are then managed to ensure that the
changes that they describe are implemented and that the paths are removed when they
are no longer required.
Figure 2.1 shows a overview of the expert system.
2.2.1 Condition recognition
The first stage of the control procedure requires the recognition of conditions in the
plant that need to be reacted to. In order to achieve this it is necessary to be able to
ooserve the process.
Instrumentation is used to obtain information describing various vanables in the
process. The information is gathered by a distributed control system and transferred
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~1&ure 2.1 An overview of the expert system behaviour
The variable values are read from the plant via the serial link and stored in the expert
system. Rules are applied to the variables to check if any conditions exist in the
precess that must be reacted to. If the necessary variable pattern exists, and the rule
is valid, the rule will define what should be done in response to that condition.
2.2.2 Derming objectives
The obvious thing to do at this stage is to define the action that should be taken in
response to the condition. Instead the program requires the final objective of any
control action. The objective describes what a final control action should achieve. For
example if a tank is full, instead o. the objective being to shut a valve, the defined
objective is to stop the tank level from increasing.
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By defining the ultimate objective of a control action:
• One is able to find the best control action for a situation.
• The knowledge required to do this contains less repetition as it is easier to
generalize.
• The knowledge is more independent of the process.
_. It is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of an action.
• In some cases the knowledge is easier to create.
Objectives
The objectives are variable changes that should be made in response to some
condition. These objectives are created by the rules that are used to recognize
conditions in the process, The objective will state:
• The variable to change.
• The amount it must be changed by.
e The time available to make the change.
The objectives are stored in a class called Nodes. The Nodes created in response to
conditions in the process are called root Nodes. The root Nodes are the start of
inference paths that are created during the search for control actions required to
implement the necessary changes to the process.
2.2.3 Inference
Once a condition has been recognized and an objective set, it is necessary to find a
variable that if changed will cause the objective to be realized, and a control action
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to cause that variable to be altered. This assumes that all the objectives generated in
response to conditions in the process will require some variable to change in the
process.
In order to determine which final variable to change requires knowledge describing
the interaction of the, zarious variables hi the process. This information is contained
in rules called Link rules. Deductions from these rules are stored in a class called
Links.
During the inference procedure a path is created from the initial objective created by
the control rule, to some final control action. This is shown in figure 2.2 a. The
Links are used to create secondary objectives. These secondary objectives are
connected together to form the inference path which connects the root objective to
a control action. The information in the path is used during the management stage.
2.2.4 Control actions
The control actions define some change that needs to be carried out on the plant As
stated in the introduction, the system is not designed to directly change the process
bc;=~gcontrolled. Instead a message is presented to the plant operator. The message
contains an instruction that he is expected to carry out.
If the instruction is carried out, it is assumed that one variable in the process will
directl~ change. This
variable could effect other variables. Each action is defined to directly affect tins one
variable, this makes the actions easier to create.
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Actions are stored in a class called Actions. The action terminates an inference path.
2.2.5 General description of the inference path
The inference path describes the decisions that are made in order to determine the
control action that should be taken in response to an objective. Each objective is
contained in a Nodes and describes a variable that will change in the plant. The
objective describes how much the variable will change, and when the change should
occur.
The path starts with a root Node which contains a description of the initial objective
set by rules. A search is made for actions that wUl cause the change defined by the
objective, If a control action is found to directly affect the variable in the objective,
the path will end here.
If no action is found, Links are used to determine other objectives that could be met,
that would cause the initial objective to be realized. These other objectives are
created when a Link is expanded. The new objectives ate attached to the inference
path. The new objectives are called secondary objectives.
Each secondary objective is also contained in a Node. The Node is attached to the
Node containing the primary objective it effects thus building up the inference path.
The inference path continues from the initial Node through the secondary Nodes
down to a Node that finds an action to directly affect it.
The framework initiates a search for an Action to meet the new secondary objective.
A secondary o!Jjectiv~will either find a control action or other objectives that could
solve it. 1 he new secondary objectives will be added to the inference path. The
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search for secondary objectives continues until an Action is found for one of them.
The framework can contain any number of these inference paths. It manages the
creation and storage of the paths and ensures that no conflict exists between them.
2.2.6 Management
Once an action has been found for an inference path, and it's message has been
presented to the operators, the system will watch to ensure that the variable changes
specified by each objective in the path have indeed occurred.
In order to manage the Action found, it is necessary to stope information describing
the conclusions of various parts of the inference system. The information stored
specifies the variables between the initial objective and the final action that should be
seen to change, by how much they will change and the times the changes should be
seen by.
The information required by the management stage is contained in the inference path
for the particular root objective, Figure 2.2 b shows the path that resulted from an
inference procedure. Note that because the rules can create any number of objectives,
there can be any number of inference paths that need to be managed,
If the expected variable changes occur, the system presumes that the action was
successful,
If the action did not cause the variables to change, the piece of information that is
thought to have failed is marked and will not be used for a specified amount of time.
By not using some piece of information, a different and possibly more suitable
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response will be found to meet the objective the next time a search is carried out.
2.3 Costing system
During the inference procedure it is necessary to compare the possible variables that
could be changed to meet an objective, and compare the actions that could be used
to change these variables.
A number between -1 and 1 is used. This number is called a cost element as it
represents how advantageous it is to make a certain decision. The decision that has
detrimental consequences, or is not directly suited to the plant conditions is said to
be expensive and have a cost of close to 1.
Costs are generated that take various factors that influence a decision into account
and are combined using the technique used in MYCIW.
"".4l.earnillg
Because the actions are checked to ensure that they have met the objectives, it is
possible to evaluate the actions. During this evaluation, the success rate of an action
is derived.
A basis for comparison between Actions is provided using a costing system" Apart
of the costing system takes this success rate of an action into account This enables
the system to learn that some actions are more successful than others, which will lead
to consistency of the system, as the successful actions will be chosen in preference
21
to less successful actions.
2.5 Asmmptions
VIll'iowl simplifications and assumptions were made to enable the work to be tackled.
• Every action is assumed to directly change only one variable. This can be seen in
.. typical example; by changing a valve position one directly changes a flow rate
which may in tum change a number of other variables. The action has however
only changed one primary variable namely the flow rate.
There are some circumstances, as when switching from one pump to another, that
the action causes two states to directly change. Under such circumstances it is
possible to define a variable that combines both states into a single value. 'The
action will be causing a change to this one primary variable even though in reality
two or more primary variables are changing.
• It is possible to link one variable to many others, thus it is possible to describe
that to change a variable, for example variable A, the variables B,C,D or E could
be changed. It is assumed that to meet an objective to change variable A, only one
of the other variables need to be altered. Again, if a combination of variables must
be altered to meet the desired objective, it is possible to create an abstract variable
that describes the combination of these various variables.
" It is assumed that all the possible objectives can be met by a vnriable change.
Because any control action is assumed to be directed at the plant this is should not
be an issue. Any control action that is of any use will alter some (If the plant
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variables.
Problems could be experienced when the variable that is to be altered cannot be
measured. The system had to be adapted to take this situation into account.
2.6 Cencluslcn
The proposed system is built in an object-orientated programming environment. It
contains a separate knowledge and inference system. The knowledge is incorporated
into instances of objects and into rules, depending on the knowledge type.
Various types of knowledge are used during different parts of the inference process.
By providing defined knowledge groups that are independent of one another the
system should be easier create and maintain.
The proposed system uses rules to detect conditions in the plant which propose
objectives that the control actions need to meet. The rule mechanism allows
generalities to be used, thus enabling one rule to cover numerous circumstances. Any
number of objectives can be created by the rules.
The objective defines the variable that must be changed, the amount it is to be
changed by and the time available for the change to be implemented.
A search is made for some control action that will meet the objective created by the
control rule. This search is called the inference phase. By defining an objective, the
solution to a specific problem is not limited. The control action that is found, could
be any action that will meet the objective.
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During the inference phase paths are created linking Nodes to Nodes or Nodes to
Actions. The Nodes define objectives created by the control rules, or by Links. The
Links define the interactions of the plant variables, and are used to determine it there
are other variables taat if altered, will cause the original variable to change. These
variable changes are defined in the secondary objectives which are created by the
Links, An inference path is created linking the root objective to these secondary
objectives and the secondary objectives to subsequent objectives or to a control
action.
A pafu will exist for each objective created by the control rules. These paths define
the changes that are to be made to the process and are csed during the inference
phase and the management phase. The paths will end in a control action.
The control actions contain instructions that are presented to the plant operators
describing a change to be made to the process. Obviously an attempt is made to use
the) best action found.
Control actions are grouped according to the primary variable that it alters, The
action is easier to define if one considers the variable it will directly alter.
Rules are used to create the links between various variables. The rules again allow
general pleces of knowledge to create specific deductions. These Links enable a
connection to be made between an original objective and the actions primary variable.
A management phase will watch to ensure that tile. action has had the desired effect
and update a learning mechanism. The learning mechanism will update the ccsting
in the Actions and the Links which affects the use of the action in the future. Once
the management phase has completed, the inference path is destroyed allowi.ng the
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objectives to be re-created if they arc required.
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CHAPT.ER 3 KNO,\VLlOOCE REPru~~ENTA TION
3.1 Imroduction
BefOre explaining how conditions are detected and a how responses to the objectives
created by the rules are found, it is necessary to describe how the information for the
decision process is stored. This section will describe the knowledge representation
used in the prototype.
,I
1i1e expert system was created on a object-orientated shell. This shell provided a
platform for the rule base, and mechanisms for managing the roles. It also provided
mechanisms for-object creation and management.
3.2 Object-Orlentated Programming
3.2.1 Introduction
Object-orientated programming is a programming philosophy in which software
groups are created. These groups are given particular characteristics and are called
objects. The characteristics of each object can be used to describe physical or abstract
entities.
The object structure is ill! two parts. The first part is a class structure that defines the
characteristics of various entities. The class structure does not contain 3.l1Y
knowledge, but defines the information required to describe some entity. It also
defines the reaction of the object to that information, The second part is made up of
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instances.
Instances are data structures that result from the class description. Instances take on
the characteristics of the class, the class defines the structure of the instances. The
instances contain unique information describing a particular entity.
3.2.2 O'lf.ses and Instances
A general class is created that describes the standard characteristics of a particular
object. This is similar to a tvpe definition. Instances of the class are created to define
actual items that are to take on the behaviour of the class, such as a feed slurry tank
which is a type of tank i.e. the class tanks defines the structure of the specific object,
in this ~ "'.the feed slurry tank. A class can have many instances, each instance has
the same behaviour but describes some different element of the same type.
For example if trying to describe birds, the class birds could define variables such
as colour and wingspan. The instance of the class birds could describe a particular
bird called an eagle and state a 2.5 m wingspan and a brown colour. The class
defined the information required. The instance provided the inf rmation about a
particular bird.
3.2.3 Slots
The information describing the object is contained in variables contained in the object
called slots. In the example about birds, the slots would be the wingspan and colour.
If good object-orientated programming is used, slots can only be accessed by the
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object itself i.e the slotscannot be directly altered by some extemal entity. For a slot
to be altered a Method in the object should be called to make the change.
3.2.4 Methods
The functions that define how the objects behave are called Methods. Strictly
speaking any communication to the object should be through its Methods. This forces
a fixed interface to the object, should modifications to the object be required it should
not be necessary to alter much of the external code using that object, as the Method
will be the only section of code that will require modification. This assumes that
information transfer to and from the Method will stay the same.
3.2.5 Inherltance
The properties of classes can be inherited. A class of storage tanks can be created
that is decedent from the class tanks. The class storage janks which is a decedent of
the class of tanks will have all the features of the class tanks. If the class tanks
contained a variable called Level, so would the class storagetanks, The class
storagetanks could contain some additional information such as a variable SO for
example.
The "family tree" describing the relation between objects can be used to store
information describing some instance, and is used in the expert system to enable
general rules to be used. It is possible to say that for all tanks there is a variable
called level, and that for all storage tanks the level should never be over 80%. The
fact that a particular tank is a storage tank instead of a leach tank can be ascertained
by looking at the family tree of the tank.
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Figure 3.1 shows a typical hierarchical structure used in the expert system.
Figure 3.1 Hlcrarchlca! structure of objects in the expert system
3.3 Classes in the expert system
3.3.1 Introduction
Various classes define the different types of data storage that is required in the expert
system. As in all expert systems, there is a clear distinction between the systems
inference engine, and its knowledge base.
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The inference engine for the system is incorporated in to the class definitions of the
system, but the knowledge appears as instances of the classes. Different classes are
created to contain and manipulate various parts of the knowledge and inference
process.
The system is made of the following classes: Nodes, Links, Items, Actions, Variables
as well as some auxiliary type classes for the user interfaces, and general system
management. A brief description the major classes will be given below.
3.3,2 Plant information: Items
The instances and decedents of' the Hem class of knowledge it: user defined and Is the
first part of the knowledge base created. It contains a description 4;:If all the physical
objects in the plant, although obviously abstract objects can also be used.
The class will not be discussed again, but it is critical in the system as it ('cfiw;"s the
plant that is to be controlled and it defines the variables that describe the process.
These variables are used to define the objectives which result from control rules, and
the control actions used to control the plant. The interactions of these variables are
described in the Links.
The class is used extensively by the control rules as it stores the variable values that
describe the plant. When ever a variable is referred to, it is necessary to define the
Item that the variable belongs to and the variable name e.g. TKP23:Level refers to
the level in the leach tank TKP23.
This part of the knowle age base can be created directly from information on a
process and instrumentation diagram. The user specifies what each Item is, by using
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the class structure as shown in figure 3.1. The Items characteristics au defined by
the variables that describe that it. The user also specifies the other Items that are
connected at the input side and output side of a particular Item.
Ii
This raw information has it's most use when general rules are used to describe some
knowledge. The more information that is p:rovided at this level, the more general the
rules can be.
The Item class contains the methods that read information into the variables from the
distrtbuted control system. The actual variable data is not contained in the Item class
but access to these variables is via the class,
3.3.3 Variahles
This class is the object used to store information describing each variable of an Item.
Typical variables are pH, level, flow, temp and SO.
Some of the information required to describe a variable includes:
• The variable value.





.. Text for logic 1.
• Text for logic zero.
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When a variable is created for an Item, it is linked to the Item and created as a class
of Variables. The user never sees this class and it is used as if it were apart of the
Item class.
3.3.4 Storing conditions: Nodes
This class stores the objectives generated by the rules. It knows how to search for a
solution to the objective it contains, and also contains the management functions
required to manage itself in case of success, failure and inability to find a solution,
or when it needs to find another objective to meet itself. The Node is able to decide
what to do if it finds another Node that contains a similar cr opposite objective to
itself. A majority of the code for the system appears in the Methods for this class.
Because the number of objectives required depends on the rules which have been
activated, which in tum depends on the plant conditions, the instances to the Nodes
class are dynamic. They are created when required by a rule, and destroy themselves
when their task is finished.
The creation of objectives and hence the creation of Nodes is discussed in chapter 4.
3.3.5 Storing final solutlonsr Actions
The Action class contains knowledge describing how to change variable values in the
plant. The Actions class defines a control action that the operator should carry out.
It contains:
• A message describing what the operator should do.
• The variable that will be directly changed if the operator carries out the
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to meet some objective it is necessary to find the resultant control action.
Th~ search procedures defined in chapter 5,7 describe how to finu an Action that will
:ai.!::.~.~all ol~icclive to be met. Actions are discussed in detail in chapter 6.
;33.(~ Linking of variables; Links
During the inference procedure it ;5 necessary to find a variable that if altered will
risult in the original objective to be met.
From condition rules, an objective is created. This objective will define a variable
to he altered, If no control action can be found to directly change this variable, a
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instruction defined in it.
• The amount the variable will be altered by.
e The time delay between the operator carrying out action, and the variable
changing.
Each Action is assumed to alter one primary variable. The possibility that the
primary variable could alter many other variables is ignored. This makes the
definition of Actions much easier.
The Actions are created directly by the user and are associated according to Item the
Action effects.
The Action contains information describing how it should be implemented. There are
two possibillties, !he Action can either alter some internal variable in the expert
system, 0;: it can give a message that should result in some external variable change
in the plaru
In order to meet some objective it is necessary to find the resultant control action.
The search procedures defined in chapter 5,7 describe how to find an Action that will
cause an objective to be met. Actions are discussed in detail in chapter 6.
3.3.6 Linking of variables: Links
During the inference procedure it is necessary to find a variable that if altered will
result in the original objective tv be met.
From condition rules, an objective is created. This objective will define a variable
to be altered. If no control action can be found to directly change this variable, a
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secondary objective must be created defining another variable that if altered, will
cause the objective to be met. It is possible that there is a control action that could
alter this other variable.
A typical example would be trying to meet an original objective to alter the level of'
a tank. A secondary objective that would meet the primary objective, would be to
alter the flow rate from the tank.
Note that some confusion can arise from the use oi' nrlmary and secondary here. The
primary variable is the variable that causes the secondary variable to change. In the
case of a tank zvel, the flow rate out of the tank will be the primary variable, as
changing this variable will cause the rate of change of the level, the secondary
variable, to be altered. Figure 3.2 should clear up this matter.
Node containing ---7
an objective
to alter varl . 'tar 1
var2
{' root
PIimal}' objec1iVe to B




Linkdefining tM var 2
interaction of var 3
var2 and var3.
Node defines a
change to var 3.
t B contains the primary variable to A
Secondary objective to A
Primal}' objective to C
~ 8 contains the secondary variable to C
The secondary variable is var 2.
/"" 0 contains 11"10 prim6lYvariable to B
t.:: The primary variable is var 3.
Secondal)' objective to B
Figure 3.2 Diagram indicating primary and secondary nodes
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However the secondary objective is to get the primary variable to be altered. The
primary objectlve would be to alter the rate of change of the level. This can be met
by meeting a secondary objective, namely to alter the flow rate out of the tank.
The class Links contains knowledge describing the interaction of the two variables
it is linking together. It contains functions describing how to create itself, and now
to manage itself. Rules called Link rules are used to create this class as they are
required. They are never destroyed unless by the knowledge engineer.
,
The knowledge contained in the Links is deduced from the rules, but once it is
created by a rule it is kept so that it can be used later. This makes it necessary for
very careful knowledge management. If any of the rules that create the Links are
changed the Links already created by that rule are not destroyed. The old Link may
still exist but an updated Link from the new rule would also be created.
The relevance of the Links is altered as they are used, by altering a cost estimate of
each Link, and by considering the percentage of times a successful action was found
when the Link was used.
Because rules are used to create the Links it is possible use general rules that will
create links between specific variables. To do this, information about the variables
must be stored in a class called Items which has been discussed.
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3,,3.7 Conclusion
Objects are used to contain the knowledge base and inference engine of the expert
system. Some of the objects are created by the user, such as the Items class, and
Actions class. Some of the instances of classes are created by rules, this includes
instances to the Links class and the Nodes class.
3.4 Rules
3.4.1 Introduction
Much of the system's knowledge is contained in IF THEN rules. The rules are used
to determine if a specific condition has occurred, and what to do if it does. They are
also used to direct the inference process.
IF THEN rules contain W1 Antecedent and a Consequent' and are of the form:
IF' the Antecedent is TRUE THEN carry out the Consequent
A typical example is:
IF the LEVEr .. of Tank TKlJOl is > 80%
THEN reduce the LEVEL of Tank TKPOI by 10%
Note that the Consequent part of the rule comains a reaction to the condition in the
Antecedent. The Antecedent must evaluate to TRUE or FALSE. In this expert
system, if the information in the antecedent is not available it will return FALSE.
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There are various types of rules that differ in structure depending 011 their function.
Rule Sets
The rules are divided into rule se' ..according to their function. Each set will have a
specific function and will be used _ specific times in the inference process.
By defining the structure of these rules ;, .11m be attempted to constrain the type of
knowledge being.contained in them. This will make the knowledge easier to create.
and mafla~~~/.
,The sets are:
• Control rules which recognize conditions and create objectives in response to
these conditions.
• Variable rules which are use..d to deduce further variable values using
information from the plant, for example if a pump is off it can be deduced that
a particular flow rate is zero.
• Link rule, T·'es that define the relationship between various variables and
create Links.
• Link Cost rules are rules that are used to manipulate the desirability of using
a particular link.
• Action Cost rules are used to alter the desirability of taking a particular action
to meet an objective.
• Defaul~ Rules define the default action that should be taken if no solution can
be found for an objective.
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3.4.J: Control rules
This rule set is a.~tivated recond in the cycle of the expert system. The rules in the
set describe conditions that need to be reacted to.
The rules also specify what should be done if the condition occurs. The control rules
specify the objectives that should be carried cut when specuic conditions are
recognized,
To create an objectiv-e the rule requests the Item that contains the variable tc be
altered, to create a Node, The rule states:
• The variable name.
• The time in seconds available to alter the variable.
• The amount the variable is to be' altered by.
;. The priority of the request.
• A message to be used fer explanation purposes,
• A name and number describing the rule.
• The Node is told if It should wait fer a variable change, or Walt a specified
period of time before ending. The time period is stipulated as well.
• A term is passed telling the Node it is created by a rule.
Example
IF
IsAKindOf?(Item,Storagc) And ItemtLevel < 20
'mEN
Obj(Item, Level, 4,20·· ItemiLevel, 600,1000, FALSE, "Th~ tank "#Item#h
is under 20% full",C_uvcllw, 1);
This rule states that if the item of equipment being considered is a storage tank and
if the level of the tank is below 20% then ar. action must be found that will cause the
level of the tank to increase over 20% ill 600 seconds. The priority of the role is 4.
The Node must wait for the variable to change before 1000 seconds is up. If the
change does not occur within the this time the Node fails. The rules name is
C_LevelLw and its number is one.
3.4.4 Value rules
Value rules are used to deduce further information about the variables in the plant.
They are the first rules to be activated in the expert system cycle. These rules take
any piece of information in the system, and can be used to cause a variable change.
Example
IF
Itenuvarlable #= TKP18 And Itcrn:Variable #= Frimc;
THEN
ScndMrssage( TKP.l8, SctVar, Ffime~ ( 80 M TKP18:Levc) ITKP18:DLevel
);
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This rule states that if a value is required for the variable Ffime of Item TKP18,
then the value to be used is (80 - TKP18:Level)! TKP18:DLevel.
3.4.5 UnA rules
Link rules describe the relationships between various variables. The antecedent
deecribes when the rule can create a new link.
The consequent describes:
• The primary and secondary variables.
• The amount the primary variable is to be changed by in-order to alter the
secondary variable by a spectflc amount.
• The amount this change will effect the secondary variable. In some cases the
change made by the primary variable will not completely alter the secondary
variable by the requested amount. This expression defines how much the
secondary variable will actually change by. It has the most use when the
primary variable is t..discrete variable.
• The time lag between the primary variable being changed by the specified
amount and the secondary variable changing by tht~specified amount.
• The range of secondary variation that the Link is valid for. The Link can only
be used to cause a secondary variation within the range specified. This allows




Node:Item #= TKP33 And Node:Variable #= SG;
TIIEN
List(Node:Item, P33, Nodc!Variable, Flow, crt*O.S, v, sx*t*v/(18*60), -2,
2, L,)GP33Ji'1ow);
This rule states that if it is necessary to change the sa of the solution in tank TKP33
then the stream P33 should be changed by the amount:
TKP33: SG*t*v I (18*60)
where:
• TKP33:SG is the present value of the SG.
• t is a macro containing the available time for the final action to effect the Node
created by the Link.
e v is a macro that contains the amount the SG is to be altered by i.e. the requested
variation.
crt*O.5 defines the time it will take for the primary variable to alter the secondary
variable. crt is the maximum time available to make the change and is apart of the
objective definition.
The second v is the expression defining the resultant seconoary variation and states
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that if the flow of stream P33 can be altered by the specified amount, the sa can be
expected to alter by the amount requested. This· may seem to be a waste of
information, but under some circumstances, a change in the secondary variable may
not be able to cause the primary variable to alter exactly as desired.
In the example the Link is valid for any SO change from -2 to 2. The name of the
rule is LSGP33Flow. The name is included in the rule for debugging purposes.
3.4.6 Action Cost rules
The Action Cost rule is used to specify which actions are more desirable under
certain circumstances, The antecedent will check for various situations and whether
the action that the consequent is to act on, is indeed being considered.
The consequent alters a cost value in that action. The cost value determines how
suitable the action being considered is.
The rule is activated by the action being considered. This is done by the. action
placing a reference to the Item and Variable the action acts OB. The rules antecedent
must look at that Item and Variable slot.before it can be used.
Example
Ill'




The rule states that if the action being considered acts on stream P41, the action is
called Unchoke and the level of tank TKl)33 is over 95%, then this action is a good
action to use. (Tank TKP33 will only reach 95% full if it's overflow pipe at 80% of
the tank level is chocked).
3.4.7 Link Cost rules
Link Cost rules are very similar to Action Cost rules except that they direct the
choice of Links used when searching for a secondary objective, Note that the name
of the Link cannot be used in t.he rule as it is unlikely that the Link name is known.
The Link could refer to the rule that created it.
Example
IF
Link:PItcm #= CVl>()l And Link:PVariable #= Frequency And
Linl c:Varintion > 0 And CVPOl:ScrewCon #= OFF;
THEN
SClldMe..o;sagc(Lillk, AItCost, 0.5);
This rule states that if the link being considered is to change the frequency of the
screw conveyor, and the screw conveyor is off, then the link should not be US&~.
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3.4.8 Default rules
This set 01 rules are used in cases where no solution to an objective can be found.
They would normally generate alarm messages.
"
NYe:Item 11= TKP18 And Notle:Val'iable#= Level;
SendMessage(DActio"_l, Activates NULL);
If no action can be found to alter the tank level of tank TKP18, the default action
DAction_l must be used.
3.4.9 Cnscluslon
The rule system used in this expert system is fairly clumsy and could be improved
in later prototypes. However the rules provide a mechanism of storing and using very
general information. Rules are versatile as they can be used to coavey general truths
or very specific pieces of information.
Further improvements to the rule system would include activating the Action and
Link Cost rules with the Control rules. The Actions and Links would know how
desirable they are for use, before they are called. The advantages of this would be
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aIM savings ill the inference procedure and simplificationsIn the rules, as each rule
would be :J.imed at a specific Action or Link making it unnecessary to place a
dimction e.xpression iro the antecedent.
l?
Lifib aN moore .mitaMe as instances, instead of being defined by rules. ft.;, t;.-;tter
~ for Link creation should be considered.
~n8 are used to control the Intetactions of the objects and form part of the
<._i
in~ synam. As they are not part of the knowledge representation they will not
be dilCUltOO in detail, but it is important to be aware that they are used in the expert
8Y'tan.
3.6 Conclusion
An expert system must provide a method to represent the knowledge used during the
inference process. This system uses an object-orientated approach where the classes
of the objects are used to deline the inference procedure, but instances of these class
form the knowledge base.
Various classes are used to separate various types of knowledge and inheritance is
used to make the management of this knowledge easier. Further information can be
deduced from the hierarchical structure used to define the inheritance.
The instances of the class structure Items and Actions were found to be easy to r' ,,~tf':
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and manage, The knowledge was easy to obtain and describe. The shell provided
suitable management functions for this knowledge.
Knowledge not suitable for storage in objects, is stored in the form of IF THEN
rules. The antecedent describes when a piece of information can be deduced and the
consequent states what can be deduced.
Control rules were found to be effective although improvements could be made to the
consequeat by defining much of the consequent in instances, and using the rules to
trigger thel:.instance.This would allow for easier debugging of the rules and a more
"pne'l.'litl. a:pp:Jicationof these rules. Originally this was not done, as it was felt that
geReml contl,~olrules could be used enabling one rule to cover a number of situations,
An instance could not provide this feature, but by using the rules to alter predefined
slots In a standard instance, it is possible to over come this.
Link rules:provided a general mechanism to create specific pieces of information, but
were found to be clumsy. The Link Cost rules and Action Cost rules were found to
be essential to direct, the inference path.
The creation of knowledge is critical for an expert system. Although this dissertation
concentrates of the structure used to deduce suitable control actions from the
knowledge, the performance of the system is very uependent on the knowledge it
requites to drive it. Some of this knowledge was found to be simple to obtain and
create. Knowledge contained in the Link rules proved to be highly complex and
c.ifficult to obtain and manage.
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CHAPTER 4 CONDITION RECOGNITION
4.1 Introduction
The subject of condition recognition has already been mentioned. In this chapter the
issues involved with condition recognition will be discussed in detail. The control
rules have already been discussed, although more detail must be provided to describe
how the shell being used, handles them,
During condition recognition, objectives are formed. The chapter will discuss exactly
what objects arc, what happens when an objective is proposed, and the behaviour of
the objectives in situations of eonfllct.
4.2 c- litions
A condition can be any pattern of process variable values. As conditions occur in the
plant, variables describing the plant form particular patterns. By watching these
variables it is possible to determine when a particular condition has occurred.
Variable values are measured using various pieces instrumentation. v:.J.ues from the
plant are gathered by a distributed control system (DeS). The data is transferred
from the DCS to the PC via a serial link. The variable values are stored in the class
Items.
The system looks at the plant variables as they are at the time of reading in the
information, which is done cyclically when ever the inference from past conditions
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has been completed.
The control niles use the variable values to determine the conditions that need to be
reacted to and then create objectives in response to those conditions.
4.3 Control Rules
The control rule contains an antecedent that looks at various variables in the plant.
The rule can be general and could look at a range of situations. Typical example is
an antecedent that is true when any tank is over 80% fu!'. A general nile of this
nature would have to use specific data provided in the Items class in order to create
a specific objective in response to the condition detected. An example of a control
rules appears in chapter 3.
4.4 Application of control rules
4.4.1 Activation of rules
The mechanism provided by the shell being used, requires that the rules can only be
used if the rule refers tu an object:slot pair that has been placed on a rule stack.
During the read cycle of the expert system, all the variables are read in from tile
DeS, and each variable is placed on the stack e.g when the level of tank TKP33 is
read from the DeS, the slot TKP33:Level will be placed on the stack.
If the control rule refers the variable, the system will try to apply the rule.
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Should time ever become critical, only variables that change need to be placed on the
stack, thus the system will only reason about new information. This mechanism has
nrA"been placed in the present system.
4.4.1 Objectives
An objective is some event that should take place in response to a condition.
Objectives define a variable change in the plant. It is unlikely that a condition should
occur that requires a reaction that does nol result in a variable change to the process.
It is assumed that all the objective variable can be sensed directly, otherwise
indirectly using value rules. If the objective variable cannot be sensed, a different
management function must be defined.
An objective is defined as.
A variable of a particular plant ItrIU that is to be altered by a particular amount
in a particular time.
Due to speed limitations of the system, objectives should not demand to be met under
five minutes. This should be suitable for most situations in a process plant.
The information describing the objective is stored in the class Nodes, instances of
which are created when the rule forming the objective fires. The Node created in
response to a Control rule is called the root Node. The behaviour of root Node
differs from Nodes that are created by Links.
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4.4.3 Information requfred in rule consequent
Tho rule must provide the 'nformation required to create an objective. This
information consists of:
• The variable to be altered, referred by the Item that contains it, and the actual
variable name e.g. TKP18, Level.
• Th. amount the variable must be altered by.
• The available time to make the change. The time available to make the change
is defined as the critical f'me, and ~s the time after the applicable action has
been found, that the or-:ecdv IV /a~~"le should be seen to change.
• A priority given to the objective.
• The objective contains a time duration that it should stay activated for. If the
objective is waiting for a variable change it will presume to have failed if this
time period is exceeded.
• The rule can also state whether the Node should watch for the variable change
it requires or not. This later feature enables one to deal with cases where the
variable change cannot be detected.
If the variable change is observed, the Node will ternv .e after the change,
and will mark the appropriate Link or Action as a success. If the Wait variable
is TRUE, instead of the Node waiting for the variable change it will wait for
the Hold time, and then end without incrementing any Success or Failure slots.
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The Hold time is defined in the objective.
• For explanation purposes each rule is named, numbered and contains a. message
describing the reason for activation i.e a reference to fts antecedent. It also
contains a parameter used to indicate that the objective that it creates will be
a root objective i.e, the first objective in the chain.
4.4.4 Activation of consequent
When an objective f' to be created by a Control rule, a call is made to the function
Obj transferring the information described above. Ob] cans the Item that contains t;'l.C
variable to be changed. The call is to the Method Request which ID-ZSto create a
Node that will contain the objective.
During the attempt to creat .....the 1\ .le and define the objective, conflicts could occur.
The Node and the Request method in Items handle the conflicts.
4.5 Conflict resclutlon
Various cases of conflicts can occur when the various rules propose objectives. A
conflict occurs whenever an attempt is made to alter the same variable in more than
one way.
Conflicts can occur between two objectives that are proposed during the same cycle,
or conflicts can occur between a new objective and an objective that is waiting for
an activated action to have the desired effect i.e the object is in ~Jlemanagement
phase.
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The following table 4.1 describes the behaviour under each circumstance. The table
states which Node will win, the old or new. The loosing Node is destroyed. If a path
existsithaf contains ~fiOosing node, it is also destroyed.
Table 4.1 Beha.viour of root Nodes during conflict.
Two conflicting A new objective A new objective Anew
objectives conflicting with conflicts with an objective
created during an existing existing objective confllcta with
srune cycle. objecti ..e with a with a higher an objective
lower priority. priority. that could not
be salved •
.-
The two The objective The existing The existing j'r.e i',xh;ting
objectives with the highest objective is objective is left objective is
,·~g0the priority wins. terminated and alone. terminated and
vllliab~p in the the new objective the new
(
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This chapter describes the recognition of cr,,,diHons that have occurred in the process.
Conditions are recognized by particular variable patterns and may indicate if a change
needs to be made to the process.
The first step in the recognition procedure is to obtain variable values from the
process. This information is gathered by a DeS and transferred to the PC. Rules then
use these variables and look for conditions in the plant that must be reacted to. If a
condition is recognized an objective is formed.
The objective describes a change that needs to be made to one of the variables in the
plant. It states how much the variable is to change by, and the time available to make
the change. This is necessary in order to determine a control action.
Once an objective has been formed, and that objective has not conflicted with any
previous objectives that are still waiting for a certain response, it will be listed SO that
it can be processed. This processing forms part of the response search. This search
is discussed in the next chapter.
The listed objectives arc ordered '\ccording to their priority using a Shell sort. The
objectives will then be processed starting with the highest priority. The most
important Node is processed first ensuring t~at tl, most suitable action for it is
found. It also ensures that searches carried out for less important Nodes do not need
to be unnecessarily terminated when a conflict occurs.
In the prototype the rules used to determine conditions were very simple. Because of
the structure of the shell being used, complex condition recognition can be used, as
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long as it results in an objective. Defining the rules for the condition recognition
proved to be fairly obvious provided the control strategy had been decided on.
Creating the objectives for each rule was instructive as it insured that the desired
response to a control action had been thought of. If a particular control action Is to
be taken in response to some condition it is because that control action can achieve
a particular goal. By using this goal to find a control action ensures that the goal of
the control action is defined. Any control action that meets this objective can be used.
Debugging the system is easier as it is possible to check the intention of using some
.\




CHAPTER 5 SEARCH FOR A RESPONSE
5.1 Introduction
Once the Control rules have proposed a list of objectives, a search is carried nut to
~
find an action for each one. When the operators carry out the suggested action the
objective variable should vary by the desired amount. Figure S.l shows the state of
the system thus far.
fRead v«iabies
I
1. V':Iliables read ((1;"'1 the plant.
if ...• then ,
if lhm .
if tnen ..
Old infell".nce pathslhat are
in the management phase
2. Rules are app&ed to search for
conditiOP': in the plant.
/' [
3. Nodes that have been created by lules.
t.ctions ml.liit be found fOl these nodes.
Figure 5.1 Overview of cycle thus far
The search for a control action starts by looking for an action that directly acts on
the objective variable. If no such actions are available other variables are searched
for, that when changed will cause the objective to be met. The information describing
these other variables is contained in the Links.
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Uh.1!1ately some action is found that will cause a variable in the plant to change, with
the result that the variable in the initial objective will change by the amount required.
The search fur an action continues until a solution is found or all the options have
been explored.
It is necessary to compare the various Actions or Links to determine which one
should be implemented. The chapter will discuss the costing system that is used to
form a basis of comparison between the var.",~s options.
It will first describe the basic procedure for finding a suitable action to meet an
Objective.
Chapters 6 and 7 will describe the Actions and Links if. more detail.
5.2 Search Overview
5.2.1 Introduction
Up to this point the search for conditions in the plant hag been described. Rules were
used to recognize conditions in the plant, and objectives defined iI1. response to those
conditions.
It is now necessary to determine the control action that should be taken in response
to the condition i.e. to find a control action that will cause the objective to be met.
5G
5.2.1 Actiom
Findinl the eorreet action to' meet an objective is the purpose of the search. The
·oorrect aetioo is the action that will cause the objective variable to change by the
~ specified within the required time.
Actitms are described in chapter I) but it is necessary to briefly describe their purpose
'A.'1d the information they contain.
The action stipulates how to change a particular variable. It defines:
\\
• The variable to change. This is done by labelling a Item - Variable pair as
discussed in chapter 3.
• The amount the action will change the variable by or to, depending on its
function.
• A message presented to the plant operator indicating what to do.
• The time delay after the message has been pres-nted to the operator, that the
change should be seen by.
Other information required will be discussed in chapter 6.
5.2.3 Search for an action
The search for an action starts at the root Node which is created during the condition
recognition stage. When an objective is created a Node is created describing that
objective.
The Node is able to manage the search for an action that will meet the objective it
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b ) Creation of an inference path.
Figure 5.2 a & b A typical inference path
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each action and the cheapest is chosen.
If no Action is, found that can be used the Node will look for - Link it has found in
previous inference attempts. The Link contains knowledge describing a primary
variable. that could be altered to cause the objective variable to change i.e, if no
Action is found that can directly alter the objective variable a search is made for
variables that if altered will affect the variable defined in the objective. A search is
t.heii carried out for an action that will alter the newly found variable. This is shown
in figure 5.2 •
During the search tor Links a list of suitable Links is created and cost values are
determined for each. The cheapest Link will be expanded.
During Link expansion the Link creates a Node with the objective of changing the
primary variable by a calculated amount. Each Node that. is created during Link
expansion will look for a direct action, and if one is found the inference on the path
stops, but if no action is found t~e Node will then search for Links that act on it.
Each of these r.'~wlyfound Links are added to a global list. After the new Node has
completed its search it will have either found a solution to the path or added new
Links to the global list.
The global list is tnen sorted according to the predicted cost; of each Link and the
cheapest Link is expanded. This process continues until an Action is round or no
more Links are available in the list. The search is known as a best first search'. It
is not an exhaustive search but still tries to find the best possible solution to the
problem. Figure 7.1 demonstrates this search procedure. The process will be
described in more detail in chapter 7.
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Once a path has found an action, it is activated. Activation is described in chapter 8
and is the process in which the inferer '01 is prepared for management. Actions
~.reimplemented at this point
5..3 The costing system
5.3.1 Introduction
There are numerous paths that can be taken to meet a certain root objective, but
normally there are only a few Actions O~·Links that are suitable for use under a
particular set of circumstances. In order to compare these various options, a costing
system is used.
The costing system determines a number between -1 and 1 and indicates how "costly"
it is to implement an Action.
An Action that reacts very slowly could cause further damage to the plant and is
therefore more costly than a more timely action. An Action that does not cause the
variable to alter by the correct amount, is also considered to be more costly,
A cost value of -1 indicates that the action is very "cheap" i.e it causes the objective
to be met without affecting many other variables and it causes the change within the
required time. A cost of 1 indicates a control action that should not be used.
The costing system must be able to take independent pieces of information, and
combine them in such a way that the tot.al is not dependent on the x.nount of
information available. The values returned must provide a common basis for
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comparison.
There are various costing strategies that could be used, these include using Bayesian
estimation) Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence and a method used by MYCIN5•
The method used by MYCIN was felt to be the best system as it allows new
information to be added without changing the cost values in the rest of the knowledge
base. The MYCIN system is based on deriving a certainty factor for a particular
hypothesis. In MYCIN, the system uses a Measure of Belief (MB) and a Measure of
Disbelief (MD) to derive the certainty factor. The part that is of particular interest
to the project b how the certainty factors are combined.
5.3.2 Combination fonnula
Two certainty factors, X and Y, are combined to form a third certainty value using
Eq 5.1.







The certainty factors range between -1 and 1.
In this project the certainty factors are called cost elements as they represent slightly
different information. A cost of 1 means expensive i.e. the Action or Link should not
be used, -1 means a large profit is made i.e. the Action or Link should be used, and
zero is the break even point.
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The formula always results in a number between -1 and 1 and should not be
dependent on the number of pieces of information.
Impartial or uncertain information (cost of close to zero) has little effect on the
overall conclusion, and conflicting costs ( a factor with an opposite sign to the
current total) results in an uncertain value i.e. a value close to zero.
5.3.3 Cost elements
Cost elements are calculated for each of the various factors that influence a decision.
These factors are then combined with the above formula, to form a single value
which forms a basis for comparison between the Links or Actions.
The final cost number will represent how suitable a particular Action or Link is,
under the current circumstances.
Both the Links and Actions derive a cost element to take into account:
• Required variation of the specified variable.
• Number of failures of the Action or Link.
• User specified information in the form of :rules
• The time delay between implementing the Link or Action, and observing the
defined variable change.
Links also contain an:
• An estimate of what the rest of the path will cost
• A cost element passed down from the Node that called it defining the cost of
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the path thus far.
Each of the cost elements are described .
Variation
The Action or Link chosen must produce the correct change in the objective variable.
This cost element describes how closely the Action or Link will come to meeting the
variation stipulated in the objective. The graph used to calculate the cost is shown in
figure 5.3. Negative values are not used as the value -1 returned when the variation
is exactly as requested, was found to saturate the costing system. The system is
impartial to an Action that produces the correct change, but is certain not to use an




Figure 5.3 Graph used to calculate variational cost element
Time Delay
There is no point in using an Action that will not solve the problem in the allocated





Ftpre 5.4 Gmph used to atlClliate delay cost clement
The C08t is never below zero as there can never be a, ••egative delay, Delay time is
nerrnally detrimental to a coot.l'~£loop and hence the positive cost values.
The success rate of a particular Action is taken into account in determining a cost
value for an action. If a particular Action is used that never seems to work, it will
be less likely to be used in the future (depending on what other options are available).
The failure cost value is calculated using equation 5.2
Cost - ( No.Failures _ - C. 5)' 1.6
No. Failures + No.,successeEr
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Failures cost will help enforce the consistency of a decision. If a decision is taken
that works often, it will be more likely to be used again. The failures cost forms a
simple learning mechanism that is updated whenever a node succeeds or fails.
Heuristics
Heuristic rules take the form of Action Cost rules and Link Cost rules, which are
used to direct the inference process. The rules have already been discussed in chapter
3. To revise, Link Cost rules allow the knowledge envineer to manipulate the search
fat' secondary variables so that the most suitable variable is used for the existing
•
circumstances.
Link Cost rules also allow the effect of changing a variable to be taken into account
e.g, if a possible solution to a problem is to increase the flow into a tank that is
already full, a Link Cost rule can be used to ensure that proposal is not used.
Action Cost rules allow the user to define which action is more suitable to act on 11
variable when taking conditions in the plant into account.
The costs of the rules are combined to the tou:.lcost last. This is done incase the rule
contradicts the conclusion from the rest of the cost system. The rule will have the
power to over ride the rest of the cost value.
Node cost
The. Node cost element takes into account, the cost of the path to get to the Node
being considered. Normally the cost of each Node in a path will become higher as
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one moves down the path. This is more realistic as there are more variables being
altered as the path becomes longer, thus there are more secondary effects to the
control action. The more secondary effects an action has the more expensive it is to
use as it is more liikely to have detrimental consequences.
The Node cost element combines the Delay cost of each Nooe, and the cost value
resulting from the Link Cost rules applied to the path. Originally a cost element
describing the attractiveness of changing a variable was built in. This cost element
v..mld be high if a variable was to be moved off a set-point for example. This
dement was removed as it over complicated the system.
5.3.4 Lack of associativity of the costing system
The MYCIN system is not associative. The table below shows the effect of
combining three arbitrary cost values in different orders. The final column is the total
of the three middle numbers using equation 5.1 to combine them.
Table 5.1 Lack of associativity inMYCIN system
1 O.S 0.7 -0.8 0.027
2 0.5 ..(l.S 0.7 0.416
3 ..(l.S 0.5 0.7 I' 0.416-
4 -0.8 0.7 O.S 0.416
5 0.7 ~O.8 0.5 0.416
6 0.7 0.5 ..(l.8 0.027
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The result is that one must be careful of the order the cost elements are combined.
Note that problems are only experienced if the two parts to be combined are of
opposite sign and thus contradict each other. This situation indicates uncertainty in
the final conch
In the system they are combined as follows:
Actions: CF(CF(CF(Variation, Failures), Rules) , Delay)
Links: CF(CF(CF(F.stimate, Failures), Node) , CF(CF(Delay, Variationj.Rule)
The combination used could be improved but this combination was found to be
adequate. In the sequence for actions, the Delay cost is dominant. It would be better
to swap this cost element with Variation, making the variation dominant. For the
Links, the system used was the easiest to implement, but it auld be better to use a
system such as:
Link: CF(CF(CF(CF(CF(Estimate,Node) ,Failures) .Delay), Variation) .Rule)
By combing the rule cost element towards the end, if it has an opposite sign to the
total, it will have the most effect. This allows one to over ride decisions.
5.4 Conclusion
Once an objective has been created from the control des, a search f~r an Action to
meet that objective is initiated. The Actions that can directly affect the variable being
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worked on are considered first.
If no suitable Actions can be found a best first search is canied out for new
objectives. If the new objectives are met they could cause the primary objective to
be realized. The new objectives are attached to the old objectives to create an
inference path which describes the propagation of variable changes through the
process.
The search continues until an Action can be found for any objective in the inference
path. The action will cause 0 variable change in the process which will propagate up
the variables described in the inference path.
A costing 8y8\ em based on the system used by MYCIN is used to generate values to
compare various Actions and Links. The system uses cost values derived from a
description of the Action or Link it is comparing. These cost values take variation,
time delay, success rate and directed cost (rules) elements into account. These cost
values are combined to create a value between 1and ~1. A cost of -1 is more suitable
than a cost of 1. The costing system was found to work well and formed an adequate
basis for comparison between the various possibilities.
The next two chapters will discuss the search for a suitable Links and Actions in
more detail.
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CHAPTER 6 ACTIONS AND TI·IE ACTION SEARCH
6.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the structure of the Action class and it's behaviour. It
describes the information contained in the action and how the action uses the
isfomuttloo.
l'!JlrActions class def s the possible control actions that can be taken on a plant.
'ftle actions are created by the knowledge engineer.
Wh& the action is used it wlU present a message to the plant operator giving
in8I:rUctions 1..0 be carried out. A typical instruction would be to alter a valve position
by half a turn clockwise. The action could also cause some variable to be directly
altered in the expert system.
6.2 Actions purpose
The action is the final result of the inference process. It ocfines the control action
that is taken to cause some change to the process being controlled. This control
action is used to meet some objective which resulted from a condition found in the
process.
The action contains specific instructions to the plant operator. These instructions
indicate exactly what control action needs to be taken. The instructions are displayed
to the operator from the PC. The operator is expected to acknowledge the action
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mes age. This is necessary to ensure that the learning mechanism is not foole, by the
operator not executing the specific actions.
The action does not need to give the operator a message. Instead it could alter a
variable in the expert system.
6.3 Action data
The action must contain particular pieces of information, to describe What it does and
how it can be expected to behave. This information is provided by the knowledge
engineer. The knowle
listed below:
is contained in slots with in the action. These slots are
• Item: The piece of equipment that the action should act on e.g. CVPOI which
is a screw conveyor.
• Variable: The variable within the equipment that is changed by carrying out
the action e.g, Frequency.
• Variation: Either the amount the action will cause the variable to change to,
or the amount the variable will change by, depending on the action mode. E.g.
50 Hz. After the operator has carried out the instructions in the message, the
variable should change by/to the amount stipulated here.
• Mode: FIXED or DELTA. If the mode is r....IXED the action will calculate the
difference between the present value and the fixed value that the variable
should be set to. This calculated value will be used as the variation of the
variable. If the mode is DELTA the action should alter the variable by the
specified amount.
• Rule number: A rule number is written to the DeS to enable a station
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removed from the PC to determine which rule was activated. It is possible to
use this information to create user messages from within the DeS.
• Tag: The tag name that the rule number is to be sent to.
• Message: The message to be displayed when the action activates. E.g Increase
the screw conveyor speed to 50 Hz.
• Time: The time delay after the action has been activated, that the variable
change will be seea. E.g. 300 sec.
" Initlal cost: An initial cost value.
• Action types MANUAL or AUTO. When an action is activated it can either
display a specific message to the user or alter a specified variable in the expert
system. This later feature can be used over value rules, when a complicated
inference procedure is required.
This information is provided by the user to specify the control actions that can be
taken.
The control actions are fixed i.e. the expert system is not able to generate control
actions from general templates. This was originally done so that the control action
could be displayed from the DCS, which is less flexible than the PC.
6.4 Action search
The search for an action is carried out from the Nodes. When a Node is searching
for an appropriate action, it forms a list of the actions that will affect the objective
variable.
The Node calls the method Precondition in each Action which returns a cost number
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back to the Node. If the cost is lower than the maximum allowable cost for an action
of that priority then the delay cost component is added by the Node. If the resultant
cost is the cheapest thus far, the cost and the action name is stored. The cheapest
Action is the name stored at the end of the search.
Once the Node has found an Action, it returns a message FOUND to the control
function. The message causes the main control loop to stop searching, to clear the
Links used, and to activate the path. Activation is described in chapte J.
6.5 Cost criteria




• An initial cost.
Variational costs and Failures costs were discussed in chapter 5.
6.5.1 Initial costs
The initial cost is used to indicate whether an action is always the most suitable
action available. A set of actions could act on the same variable, causing similar
effects. The user can use the initial cost values to indicate a preference.
It can also be used with actions that should only be used under specific
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circumstances. The action can be given a high initial cost and Action Cost rules will
be used to reduce this cost if the correct situation exists.
6..5.2 Rule costs
Action Cost rules are activated when the rule refers to the Item slot in the Action.
The Action's method Precondition places the Item on the stack, and activates the
chaining process. When the antecedent is satisfied, the consequent causes a cost value
to be combined with the total cost of the Action. The Action Cost rules are used to
indicate when a particular action should or should not be used and is very useful
when dealing with exceptional circumstances.
A typical example of an exception is when an Action requests a particular stream line
to be uri-choked. The Action is created with a very high initial cost, typically 1.
Normally the Action will be ignored because of it's high cost. If particular condition
exists such as the feed tank to the chocked line is getting fuller, an attempt will be
made to increase the flow through the choked line. The Action to unchoke the line
will be considered. Normally because of the Actions high cost it is ignored but
because the Action Cost rule can be used to reduce the overall cost of the Action
below the threshold value when symptoms of a choked line appear, and the Action
will be found and used.
6.6 Activation
Once a rule has been found, it must be implemented. This phase is called activation.
When a Node activates an Action it calls the method Activate. This method causes
the Action to list itself in an Action list and marks itself as Activated. The Node then
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notes the amount the action should cause the variable to change by, and when the
change should occur.
1.1J.e actiou are removed from the list at periodic intervals, and the action message
IIpresenred to the operators.
W'tIen the action is presented to the operator i' message describing the initial
condition, and the action to be carried out in response to that condition, is displayed.
".fhe operator is expected to acknowledge that the action has been carried out.
Actions that have not been acknowledged CU'e assumed not to have been implemented
and therefore do not fail.
Should an action be found and an attempt made to activate it fails, the Nodes created
in the inference path must be destroyed and the inference started over. This is done
as it is difficult to return to the inference path,
6.7 Action failure
An Action is considered to have failed if it did not cause the specified variable to
alter in the specified time. The Action only increments the Failure slot if the operator
acknowledged executing the action. When an Action fails, it is not available for a
period of time. By marking an Action as failed it will be unavailable for a period of
time enabling a different Action to be found later.
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6.S Action success
Actions that are: successful increment a Success slot. Actions that succeed are also not
available for a specified time, as there is often no point in carrying out an Action that
has just been implemented. If a situation occurs that requires the Action that has been
implemented, to' be applied it will find some other action, as the action taken has
obviously failed to affect the condition being considered. Situations can occur where
the propagation of the' effect of the action is still to be seen. This case was ignored.
6.9 Conclusion
The Actions class describes the individual control actions that can be taken to control
the process. Each Action will only affect one variable, When the Action is called it
will return a cost value indicating how suitable it is. This value is used by the Nodes
to pick the best Action. The Node will then activate the Action. During activation the
Action is listed and will be displayed to the operator.
Actions were found to be very easy to create and manage. The reason is that they are
assumed to affect only on primary variable. The creation of Actions tended to be a
bit tedious as every possible control action needs to be found. The Actions Were
grouped according to the item of equipment they act on, making the management
easier.
Deciding on delay times and initial cost values required that the system had to be
"tuned" .
The Action mechanism could easily be adapted so that the message could be created
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depending of the Actions requirements. This would make the Actions easier to create,
and less repetition would be required.
Actions are searched for before Links are considered. If a Node finds an Action first
it will be used before looking for suitable Links. Normally this works well, but
occasionally a better Action could be found if the Links were used first. To work
around this problem requires the use of Action Cost rules. In future systems the
search for an Action should be simultaneous with the Link search. This issue will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7 LINKS AND THE SEARCH FOR A SECONDARY
OBJECTIVE
7.1 Introduction
After a Node t~...;s searched for an action that could cause it's objective variable to
change, and none is found, the Node will search for a secondary objective thrlt if met
would result ill the objective the Node defines being realized. Each of these
secondary objectives will in turn become a primary ocjective, and search for a
suitable Action or another Link and nence another secondary objective. During this
process inference paths are created describing changes to the process.
As an example of a secondary objective consider two solutions that are mixed f 1a
tank to a constant pH. The primary objective is to change the pH. A secondary
objective would be to find an action that will effect the flow rate of either solution.
Thus the secondary objectives would change variable. that are found to affect the
primary variable. In order to find the secondary objectives it is necessary to know
the relationships between the pl . variables.
This knowledge is contained in instances of the class Links. Links are created from
knowledge in Link rules. The knowledge in the Link rules can be general or specific,
but the Links themselves are always specific. The Link rules are created by the user.
Before discussing the search for secondary objectives the Links must be described.
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7.2 !.inks
Links are critical parts of the search for a secondary objective. They contain
knowledge that describes how variables interact. This knowledge is created by Link
rules or directly by the user. An example of a Link rule appears in chapter 3.
Links contain a description of:
• The primary variable. This is the variable that if changed, will cause the
secondary variable to change. The objective created by the Link will alter this
variable e. g. The primary variable for a tank level is the flow out of the tank.
• The secondary variable. This is the variable that is described in the primary
Node and is the variable that needs to be changed by a specific amount.
• An expression used to calculate the desired variation of the primary variable.
This expression stipulates the amount the primary variable must be altered by.
Normally this expression is a function of the required variation of the
secondary variable.
• An expression to calculate the resulting variation of the secondary variable if
the primary variable alters by the correct amount. The expression returns a
number predicting the secondary variable's variation. This value will be
compared to the amount the secondary value should change by, and a
variational cost dement will be derived using these two values.
• The time after the primary variable has changed that the secondary variable
will change by the amount specified.
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7.3 Link Rules and Link Creation
Links are specific, they link one variable to another with a specific relationship.
However the knowledge used to create the Link could be more general.
A Link could state that in order to reduce the rate of change of the level of any tank
the flow out of the tank must be altered by -dlldt*(Cross-sectiollal Area). This is
could be true for aU tanks. However an unique Link is requited to specify the
relationship between each specific tank. This is necessary as the use of each Link
depends on the specific circumstances surrounding the item it is to affect, also
information such as the Estimate cost and Failures cost will be specific to each Link.
The Link rules provide a mechanism to allow general knowledge to be used to link
variables together. When the Link rule is fired, it takes specific conditions and tests
to determine if these conditions can be applied to a general rule. If so, a specific
Link is created.
The antecedent of the Link rule refers to a Item - Variable slot pair that is contained
in the Node fer which the Link is to be used. The Node:Item refers to some item
e.g. TKP18, and the Node.variable is some variable e.g. Level, that the Node is
trying to alter.
The Item - Variable slot pair could be specific in which case the antecedent of a Link
rule could refer to:
Node:Item# = TKPOl And Node:Va,.mble#= Level;
In this case the Link will only be created for a Node trying to change the level of
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TKPOl.
Or the antecedent could be general e.g,
IsAKindOfl(Nodc:Itcm)#= Storage And Node:Variable #= Level;
In which case the Link rule could be activated by any Node that describes a change
to the level of a storage tank.
When the antecedent of a Link rule is true the consequent will call a function called
List. The following information is passed during the call:
• The Primary variable.
• The Secondary variable.
• An expression to calculate time delay.
• An expression to calculate the variation required of the Primary variable.
.. An expression to calculate the resultant variation (If the Secondary variable.
o The maximum variation of the secondary variable that the link can be used for.
o The minimum variation of the secondary variable, that the link can be
used for.
o The name of the Link rule.
Listt) takes this information and creates a new Link. The information passed to ListO
contains specific information, although the rule that created that information could
be general.
Note that the Link is defined to be valid for a particular range of required variations.
This allows one to handle non-linear relationships between the primary and secondary
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variables. Approximate linear relations can be used over a small range of the
relation. Numerous Links are used to describe the complete variation range.
The Links are grouped according to the item of equipment that the secondary variable
belongs to. The name of the Link is derived from the secondary variable a"ct a suffix
of the next free number of Links e.g. Flow Ll,
7.4 Tile inference path
The connection between a initial objective and a final control action is defined by an
inference path. This path is created during the inference process. This process will
be discussed in this section.
The inference path describes the interactions of variables required in order for the
root objective to be met. It is built using Nodes, these Nodes are inter-connected
using Links.
As already described the Links define how variables interact. The Nodes define
changes that need to be made to a process. Knowing how a variable needs to be
changed, and using the Links, it is possible to define secondary objectives that if met
will cause me necessary change to the primary objective.
7.4.1 Creation (if an inference path
The creation of the inference path is based on a best first search technique". Objective
of the search would be to find and create the best path to a control action.
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To find the best solution to some situation requires an exhaustive search which could
take some time. The best first search is a compromise that uses the path that looks
the best at the time. To ensure that the best solution is found during most
circumstances, an estimate of the total cost of taking some path is made. A
description of this cost value is given later.
The search technique is best explained by means of an example.
Example
Let us consider an attempt to change a tank level in a tank called TKPOI. This tank
was full and a response to this condition requires that the tank level is reduced by
20% in one hour. This objective forms the root objective and is shown in figure 7.1a.
The Node is called NTKPO I_Level.
The Node has looked for an action that will directly affect the level, and found none.
The Node will find Links that list the Nodes variable as a secondary variable. If"!this
example three Links are found. LI.I indicates that to decrease the tank level, it is
necessary increase the flow out of the tank. The other, Ll.2 indicates that to alter the
level the flow into the tank should be altered.
The third link contains a heuristic connection; it stipulates that to alter the tank level,
an unrelated flow rate called P12 must be altered some where in the plant. From
experience, the operators have found that under particular conditions, this helps.
A call is made to these Links, passing the required variation and the available time,
This results in a cost value indicating how suitable each Link is. The cost values are
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Figure 7.1 d Finding a control action
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Now move onto figure 7, lb. The cheapest Link in the Unexpanded list is found. This
Link is LI.l which links the level to the output flow rate PO!. If the estimate cost
in this path is accurate it should lead directly to the best action. This Link is
expanded. Expansion is described in detail later, but briefly the Link now creates a
new objective defining how to change the flow rate of PO1. This Node is called
NPOl_Flow.
No direct action can be found to alter this flow rate, but the Node NPOl._Flow is able
to find two other Links that will effect the flow rate. These are links L2.1 and L2.2.
L2.l describes the relation between the flow rate and a pump. L2.2 finds the relation
between the flow rate and a valve. The costs of these Links are calculated. It turns
out that this path may not be that cheap after all.
The Link L1.3 is predicted to provide a cheaper action than the other Links, it has
a cost value of 0.4 as apposed to 0.7 and 0.45. Thus the Link 1.1.3 will. be expanded
next, as shown in figure 7.1 c. Switching to the cheapest Node is a part of the Best
First search mechanism. The Node NP12_Flow which is generated as a result of this
Link is unable to find any Actions or Links.
The search has not yet ended so the next Link is expanded, this is Link L2.2 which
defines a change to a valve. The new Node NVPOl_Turns is able to find an action
which requires that a valve be opened by three revolutions. Remember that the action
defines how much it will effect the primary variable. The primary variable for the




This example has described the process of finding an action that will ultimately effect
the primary Node. By changing the valve position, the flow rate of stream POI will
be altered, and hence the rate of change of the tank level. If the rate of change of the
tank level has been altered by the correct amount, the tank level should change within
the specified time.
The best first search uses a cost estimate that is derived from past experience, to
determine how suitable a Link is. This estimate would reflect the cost of the action
to be found, and the time delay when implementing the action. The cost values
determined for each link is described in section 7.5.
The inference path predicts how each variable should change after the action is
executed as one moves back up the path. This information is used in the management
stage which is described in chapter 9, thus the inference path must be cleaned up and
prepared. This will occur during activation which is described in chapter 8.
7.5 Cost Elements
Cost elements are calculated in order to compare the various Links which define the
form of the inference path.
The cost of a Link to be expi.aded depends on:
et The delay between the secondary variable changing, and the pnmary variable
being changed..
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e The amount the secondary variable will be changed by, if the link is used.
• •he success rate of the link.
• An estimation of what the total cost of using this path. This estimation will
depend on the cost of the final action found, and the cost of the Nodes between
the present Node and the Node that finds the action.
• The cost of the path thus far.
• User cost provided using Link Cost rules. The cost can be used to alter the
total link cost and hence the inference path.
7.5.1 Estimate costs
The estimate cost is a critical part of the search technique. It is an estimate of what
it will cost to continue down the present path, thus it tries to predict what is up
ahead.
At each Link, the total cost to reached the current point is determined. The true cost
of the link should also indicate how many other variables need to be altered in order
for this variable to change, and how expensive the action that is ultimately found is.
This information is not definite but can be estimated from past experience. Once a
path has been used, and has resulted in an action being found, cost values are
returned up the inference path during activation. The cost of the path is determined
and the estimate is updated.
The updated cost value is calculated by taking a cost value from the secondary node.
This value includes the final action cost and cost element of each Link used in the
path. The cost of the Link combines the values of the Link Cost rules, delay and
variation.
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7.5.2 The use of link cost rules
Link Cost rules allow factors that are not directly considered, to influence the use of
various Links. Under some situations certain Links are significantly better than others
although their standard cost values do not indicate this. A typical example, there are
two flows feeding into a tank but only one flow can be altered at a time. The Link
Cost rules will cause the flow being used at present to be altered.
The Cost rules allow external situations to be incorporated into tile decisf '1. These
rules can become very important when trying to describe some situations.
7.5.3 Node Cost
The Node cost is a cost value passed in to the Link when each Link is found. The
Node calculates the Node cost by using the cost passed down during expansion, and
the delay between it and the previous Node.
A description of the other cost elements have been discussed in chapter 5.
7.6 Link Expansion
When a Link is called using the method ~all, it lists itself in the Unexpanded list. If
the Link is the cheapest Link in the list, it will be expanded. During expansion the
Link creates a Node that contains the objective to alter the primary variable in the
Link by the variation calculated. The Link also calculates the critical time for the
Node i.e. the time available for the decision to have an effect.
If the Node tries to alter a variable that is being altered by some existing objective,
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a conflict will occur. The Node acts differently depending on the circumstances of
the conflict. if the Node is riot able to expand the search continues as if t; 1t Link
were not there.
7.6.1 Conflict resolution
During the expansion of a Node several conflicts could occur. These are best
represented diagrammatical and are shown in figure 7.2.
These are:
"" Looping back. The Link finds a Node in its own path. If this Node is used no
solution will ever be found.
• Conflict with an activated Node with opposite variation. If the new Node has
a higher priority a copy will be made of the existing node. The result is two
Nodes that act on the same variable at the same time. This will be discussed
later.
• Conflict with an activated Node with similar variation. In this case it is possible
for two paths to share a Node.
These conflicts are detected by the Node during creation. When the new Node has
a lower or equal priority compared to the conflicting Node" it will not be created and
if it is created it will not activate. Because all the Nodes in a path have the same
priority, no looping back will occur.
Normally if a conflict occurs and the new Node has a higher priority, a copy of the
Node will be made. If the new Node is activated, the lower priority Nodes will be
terminated. The old Node is only terminated when the n ~wNode is definitely needed.
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D root noc[es waiting tobe soIv,!d
aJ This path does not find a
solution
_, J
b) Even though node C already ex.f$ts
a copy of C is created and used It C was more
important than A, the path would find no solution.
c) Node C has already been used, but has implmnentoo
an action that could solve path A. fIath A connects
onto path B and waits for node C to be solved
Figure 7.2 Conflicts during link expansion
7~6.2 Copies
In order to meet some primary objective, it may be necessary to consider an
secondary objective that has already been used. Because of the system architecture,
in order to consider changing a particular variable it is necessary to create a new
Node.
Normally only one Node can be created for one variable as it IS only possible to
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make one change to a variable at a time. However, if a high priority condition is
searching for a secondary objective that has already been used, it may be necessary
to terminate that existing objective, and replace it with a objective more suitable for
the high priority condition. It is not possibk to terminate an existing objective if the
option of using that condition is merely being considered as that objective may not
be used. For this reason when ever a conflict OCZUIS under these circumstances, a
copy of the objective is created.
A class called Copies contains a list of all the objectives that will alter the same
variable i.e they conflict. However only one activated objective can exist that will
alter a variable. Table 4. 1 is applied during activation a..d the loser commits suicide.
Note that two copies act on the same variable, but may alter the variables by totally
different amounts.
7.6.3 Using existing Nodes
In some situations paths may exist that contain Nodes that require similar changes to
a secondary variable. If this situation occurs, the new objective will register itself
with l!1e existing objective that causes a similar variation. When the r'dsting
secondary objective ends, it will send the appropriate message to all the primary
objectives that use it.
This was done to ensure that the new Node does not find a sub-optimal action when
the most suitable action has already been used. It will also not reactivate an action
that has already been implemented. Figure 7.3 shows a path where the Node is using
a Node from another path.
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Existing path New path
~ Node
Link
Objective that meets the
links requirementsAction
.a) The inference path during the seerch,
b) The inference path after activation.
Figure 7.3 a & b Inference paths sharing Nodes
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7.7 CIearling
Once a pain that the Links were used in, has found an Action, the Links are cleared
so that they can be used for other objectives. This process is called Clearing, and is
initiated by the control function. Once cleared, the Link will have no record of how
it was used.
7.8 Percentage Failures
Like Actions, l.inks also contain a cost value indicating how successful they are.
Every time a Link is expanded, it percentage failures decreases. Every time the Node
that the ":.ink created failed to change the primary Node, the Link's percentage
failures increases.
This feature helps to ensure consistency in the decision process.
7.9 Conclusion
Links are critical for the search for relevant actions. The Node and the Links specify
the few Actions that could provide a suitable control action for the plant. The use of
Links has several weaknesses which could be over come by improving the method
of Link creation and search.
7.9.1 Evaluation of Best first search
A best first search technique was used to find the best path to an action. Practically
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the best action for a particular situation was not always the cheapest, To solve this
problem Action Cost rules were introduced. These would be used to direct the choice
of an action.
Because of the best first search technique, in order to find this particular action, the
path to tile action has to be the cheapest as well. Often this means the cost of a path
must be manipulated so that it always appears the cheapest. This can be done using
Link Cost rules bU1~the knowledge base becomes more difficult to manage.
For other situations the best first search worked well. Normally in these situations,
the particular path chosen was the fastest or provided the closest variation.
The best first search is good in situations where there are many paths to actions that
can be taken in response to some condition. It does not preform well when it is
necessary to keep the inference on a particular path as extensive Link Cost rules must
be used. This situation occurs when for a particular situation only one solution ('ax;
be used out of a number of choices.
Because of the % failure, once a decision has been made under particular
circumstances the same decision is normally taken again.
7.9.2 Action Link separation
The present system searches for an Action that will affect a variable. If no Action is
found it searches for a secondary variable to cause a variable change l.e. it searches
for a suitable Link. This was done ecause it was assumed that an action that directly
affects a variable will always be better than an action that could cause many other
variables to be affected before altering the objective.
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This is not always the case. An example, a particular flow rate is altered to kee}::a
pH constant, but under exceptional cases lime must be added, When implementing
such a system a Link is created between the pH and the flow rate and an action is
created describing how to alter that flow rate. An action describing the addition of
lime: is associated directly with the pH. During the inference procedure under normal
conditions, the system finds a objective to alter the pH which is linked to the flow
and the action to alter the flow will be found. Unfortunatc.y the system will I111dthe
action to directly alter the pH i.e add lime before finding the better action to alter the
flow rate. To solve this problems Action Cost rules are required to ensure the action
to add lime remains undesirable unless needed.
This problem could be overcome if the Links and Actions were compared at the same
time. In this case the Link to the flow rate would appear to be the best option for the
situation.
To implement this, both Actions and Links should be placed on the Unexpandcd list
and the search should continue until an Action was the first in the list i.e cheaper
than any of the availrble Links.
By comparing the Actions and Links at the same time, the best solution to a problem
can be found with out the need for Action Cost rules to eliminate options. It also
allows further versatility to the system.
7.9.3 Link creation
The Links were created from Link rules. The reason is that the rule mechanism is
well suited for generalities.
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For example: A Link rule could state that if the level of any tank must be changed,
radOOfJ the flow rate of the input stream. The input stream is defined in the Item
clau. Thus this general rule can be applied to any tank.
If a Node is searching for a Link that changes a particular tank level, and none is
r'CuOO~ this rule will be activated, and from the general information ~l\the rule and
in the specific description of the tank, a new Link can be created specifically for the
tank.
Two problems occur with this approach:
.. When the rule changes, the information deduced by the rules becomes invalid. It
is necessary to revoke all the Links created by the rule.
• Knowledge used in the rules is difficult to create. It is often easier to create direct
Links, instead of general Link rules as large amounts of information is' required
to create the general Link rules. In the example mentioned above, the input
streams for each tank would have to be defined and the dimensions of the tank
would be required for the variation expressions.
7.9.4 Inadequacy of link search mechanism
If a rule has created a Link, which may only be done under specific conditions, the
Link is always available. This Link will be looked at before new Links are created.
The Link will always be found if the secondary variable must be changed, even if the
Link is inadequate for the particular circumstance. To rectify the condition Link Cost
rules are used. Often information in the Link rule is repeated in the Link Cost rule.
The Link cost rules have been found to be easier to create if they are very specific.
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7.9,,5 Gatbclring infonnation for links
The information in the Links describes how the variables interact, This information
is available from the process. From an understanding of the process being controlled
it should be possible to obtain the necessary information to describe the variable
interactions.
In the plant that the system was applied to, the information describing the process
was not available. A detailed process study would have to be done.
In order for the correct action to be found it is not necessary provide the correct
variable changes so long as the knowledge creation is consistent. Problems occur
when the system expects the process to physically change by the amount specified.
This will be discussed further in the chapter discussing management.
7.9.6 Adaptlve mechanisms
Itwas initially felt that because the plant structure that is being controlled changes,
the knowledge used should be adaptable. Actions used at present may not work as
well in the future. Knowledge claimed to be suitable by the knowledge engineer may
also present problems in practice.
A method to counter-act this is to measure how successful each Action is. If an
Action is found to fail often, it should not be used. In order to accomplish this, the
number of times the Link results in a Node that succeeds or fails, is recorded and this
information forms part of the total cost.
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The effectiveness of this adaptive mechanism was never fully tested and it could be
neglected in an initial prototype. It will only be useful when dealing with situations
where two possibilities could be used, that are very similar. The system will tend to
use one ~I~steadof the other, enforcing the consistency of it's decision.
7.9.7 Recommended developments
Search
The search technique should be improved. A better alternative is to place Actions
unto the globakllnexpanded list as well as the Links. The search continues until the
cheapest Action is found. If Links are cheaper, they will be expanded first. If an
Action is cheaper than the Links, it will be used and the search stopped. Actions that
act on a particular Node, could be excluded using general Action Cost rules. Link
Cost rules could be used to exclude groups of Actions.
Link creation
Links, even general Links, should be created in objects. Links are easier to create,
edit and manage while they are stored in objects.
Links have been found to be easier to create if they are specific. General Links
should also be contained in the objects. These general Links could be used to create
more specific links, The general Links could be defined as classes.
7.9.8 Conclusion
The comments on the Links have been pessimistic at best hut Links make the creation
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of actions and objectives much simpler as only the Actions primary variable need be
defined. By defining how the variables interact, Actions that are not suitable are
automatically excluded making the it unnecessary for extensive rules to be used to
discover particular actions.
The principle of using Links is important as it makes it possible to apply more
general knowledge to describe a situation. General knowledge is more likely to be
portable to similar situations. Work must still be done to improve the method of Link
creation and management, and methods used in the search for the Links. The ideas
on this topic have already been discussed.
The search for Actions and Links can be done simultaneously. Enabling a better




Once an action has been found that will affect the root Node it is necessary to check
that the path used by the action can be implemented. Delay times, costs and names
must be transferred to the relevant points in the path and the action must then be
implemented. This is done during the activation stage.
After a search has been completed a structure similar to the one shown in figure 8.1
could exist. After activation a structure shown in figure 8.3 should exist. Each Node
will find it's parent and descendent Nodes and will have found the delay time
between the lower Node: changing and itself changing. Each Node will find what
change to expect after the delay.
S.2 Behaviour if unsolved
If no action could be found for a Node, it is unsolved. Under such circumstances
default rules are activated, and the Node is marked as unsolved and will not be used
for a period of time. This will ensure that process time is not wasted on a Node that
has nG!solution, and gives time for conditions to change in the plant. A solution may
be possible under the new conditions.
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8.3 Normal Activation
'When a Node finds an action it returns a message FOUND to the control routine.
'The control routine will then call the method Activate of the root Node. The activated
Node will check that it can activate itself. This entails checking if any copies of that
Node exist,
A copy of a Node is a Node that will act on the same variable. If other copies exist
the chances are that the Node being activated is the most important one, otherwise
it would not have been created. However each of the copies ate checked and if they
are less critical than the present Node they arc: prematurely terminated. If one of the
other Nodes are more important then the Node cannot be activated and the Node
fails. The behaviour under such conditions is described in section 8.5.
If the Node can be activated it will retrieve the name of the decedent Node from the
Link that created that descendent. The Nodes that are activated are in the path that
contains the action, The other decedent Nodes are destroyed,
The Node then retrieves the time delay between the decedent Node being solved and
the current Node changing. The decedent Link contains this information. The Node
will then activate the decedent Node which will in turn go through the same process.
Each Node in the path will call the Activate method of the next Node in the path,
until the Action is reached and activated. The last Node in the path labelled as
ACTIVATED, all the others are labelled as HOLDiNG 8.S they are waiting for the
decedent Node to succeed. This will be described in Lhe next chapter.
lu1
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2. ReplY to calling node
3. Data transfer from called link
1
Figure 8.2 Inference path during activation.
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root node
final node in path
Figure 8.3 Inference path after activation.
When the action is activated it marks itself as activated, and places itself on an action
stack. The actions are removed from the stack at a user specified rate and the method
Action is called.
The method Action will cause a message to be sent to the operator) and rule number,
action number =nd variable numbers to' be transferred to the DeS. This has been
described in chapter 6.
8.4 Information transfer
During activation information required during the management phase is gathered.
This information include i the delay between the Node and it's decedent, and the
expected variation. This information is necessary in order to determine when a Node
has succeeded or failed.
Costs are gathered in order to calculate the estimated cost for the Link that created
the Node. The cost of the lower part: of the path IS retrieved and the cost of the Node
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k added. This cost is transferred to the Link that created the Node and is averaged
with the existing estimate cost for the Link.
8.5 Conflict resolution
During the search for actions for the various objectives, Nodes that act on the ",..uue
variable can be created. These Nodes are copies of each other and listed together in
the list Copies.
As it is only possible to alter a variable in one particular way at a time i.e. only one
of the copies of the Nodes acting on a particular variable can be used at a time. The
most important Node, or the first Node is always activated. Any other Nodes are
either terminated or they are not activated.
A Node is terminated if it has already been activated. When a Node is terminated a
termination message is passed down to all the lower Nodes until the action is
reached. A termination method is caned in the action which will allow the action to
be 'terminated properly. Each Node then destroys itself.
This behaviour ensures that the most important action under all circumstances is
used. A typical situation is when an action has been taken to full a tank. Should tLat
tank become overfull, it will be necessary to reduce that tank level. The path waiting




Activation is a procedure: where the Action found to cause a change to a Node is
implemented. Jt forms the transition between the search and management stages.
Message passing necessary for the implementation of this section proved to be





Once an action has been implemented, the inference path used to find that action is
not destroyed. Instead a management phase is entered. The nanagement phase
determines when to destroy the path.
It is important to ensure that on successive cycles of the expert system, conditions
that have already been responded to, do not reactivate the search procedure. This is
done hy not erasing the inference path that was created from the condition.
When a condition is detected an objective is created. If a control rule hies to create
an objective and the objective already exists which describes a 'Similar situation, the
rule assumes that it has aiready been attended to and does nothing.
If the original condition exists and the Node is destroyed, the Node will be recreated
and another search for a response implemented. Depending on the action, it may be
found again or another action could be found in response to the condition.
Because the inference path exists, it is necessary to determine when to erase it.
The inference path is made up of individual Nodes. Each Node governs itself but can
alter the behaviour of the complete path. The behaviour depends whether the Node
has succeed or failed to have its objective met.
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9.2 Node behaviour
Each Node in the path is cleared individually. To determine when to erase each Node
there are two possibilities:
• Check when the objectives described in each Node are physically realized. This
requires watching the variables described in the objective. If they changed by
the amount specified, within the available time, the initial condition is assumed
to have been attended to, and the Node succeeds.
• Itwas found that it is not always possible to -leterrnine if the objective variable
has changed. This is due to a lack of inst.umentation or noise in the plant.
Also, by solving the objective does not necessary mean the original condition
not longer exists. Feed forward control is a typical example.
In such circumstances the Node remains active for a particular amount of time.
It is assumed that after this period the condition should have been cleared and
if it has not, it must be reacted to again.
9.3 Conditions for success
The Nodes are cleared after they succeed or fail. The behaviour of the rest of the
inference path depends on the Node.
As already mentioned there are two possible management systems for each Node.
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.. Waiting for a variable change; On each cycle of the expert system, the
variable change described in the activated Node is compared to what is actually
happening in the plant. If the variable change is within more than '7~ It' '}f the
predicted value, the Action or Link is assumed to have worked. 75% is used
as it is recognized that the variable change may not occur as predicted.
• Waiting for a specified time: This management scheme is only applied if the
Node is the final Node in a path. If a Node is the fim\l Node, it will wait for
a specified time, and then succeed. Thus if a condition exists that uses the
Node as a response, it will be blocked for that time period.
9.4 Conditions for failure
Node failure depends on two conditions
" The Node has existed longer tl 'I the maximum time available. This does not
apply if the Node is the final Node and managed by the second management
scheme.
• The Node is expecting a variable change Le ACTIVATED but the delay time
between either the implemented action, or the secondary objective, and the
Node has been exceeded.
The description below describes the process of clearing a particular inference path
depending on the success or failure of the Nodes.
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9.5 Conditions for clearing the path
'l'1lo inference path is collapsed slowly as long as each Node in the path succeeds. If
MJ'pi "b~ ltlqdes in the path fail, it is assumed that the objective required by the
~J condidon will not be met. In this case the complete path must be destroyed,
~ I new action to he found.
~ i.1 indicates the various parts of the inference path and is used extensively
_ .:tJM dacription of the path management.
l.II!t 'II consider the Node at the end of the path. This Node is the Node that found
the implemented action, or its secondary Node has already been met. In figure 9.1
a it is Node D. In figure 9.1 b it ls Node C.
StatU$; Status:




• HOLDI!lJG PlilTl~I~'node fe''' D. ACTNATED
ACTNATED -(D
'.__ final node 111 path
and $econdary node
for C.
a) Stale aflar action is activated b) Slate .;!ter 0 changed bV
75% of the reqlJ~edamount.
Figure 9.1 Management of an inference path.
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Consider the Node that found th,;; action, The action has been activated and the
operator has carried out the instr\!;'~~('.11Sin the action message. The Node knows how
soon atter the operator has re'tlJ the message that it should expect a change in the
plant.
Depend.in~ on the Nodes management, this Node will watch the variable it defines
for the tir\.~ period defined by tM:: dclay. If it has not changed with in the specified
1ime tIite Npde fails. If the variable changes by 75% of the objective it is considered
ta::J.~ BUGooeded. Or the Node could wait a predetermined time before it succeeds
witboot an)~regard for the process variables.
moo the Node succeeds it will inform its primary Node, Node C in figure 9.1a.
N'OQeC will then become the: final Node as shown in figure 9.1b.
If I:!lefina! Node, Node D fails, the complete path is considered to have failed. When
a path fails it is destroyed, making it possible to find another response to the initial
condition if it still exists.
Consider Node C in figure 9.2 a after Node D succeeds. Node C knows that the
action has worked and has tnus far altered the variables below it in the path. The
Node C knows from information obtained in the Links that after the secondary
objective, Node D, is met there is a time delay before the variable in Node C will
be seen to change.
Depending on the management of the Node C, h will either:
• Wait for the delay time pc.iod. If the:variable ;las changed within the this time
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period, it will succeed. If the Node does not change within this time period it
will fail.
• Wait a predetermined time and succeed regardless of what the plant does.
If Node C succeeds it will end and inform its primary Node of its success, in this
cue Node B. If the Node fails the complete path will be erased.
~,NUde C succeeds, it will be destroyed causing Node B to be the final Node.
_'WiH oontinue until the root Node succeeds or fails. If the initial condition still
...~ after the root has been destroyed the inference cycle will start again.
~ing on the nature of the actions, another action could be found.
ne other Nodes in the path are also watched. Should one of the other Nodes
succeed, such as Node B is figure 9.1a, the Nodes below it will be erased and Node
B will succeed causing Node A to be the final Node. Note that a middle Node can
only succeed if it detects a. variable change it is waiting for.
,
All the Nodes contain a time value that they should ultimately have changed by. The
action should cause the change before this time value, but if this ultimate time value
is exceeded the complete path will terminate.
9.6 Learning
Because variables are checked to ensure they do change, and because of the presence
of a costing system, it is easy to implement a learning mechanism.
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Whenever a Node succeeds or fails, it will update the Action it calJed or the Link it
used. During the update, the percentage successes and percentage failures of each
action or link: will be altered .
.'l1le ~ent phase of the expert system ensures that the system does not
~y find a solution that has already been attended to. It determines when a
eootrol action has worked and when a condition should be reacted to again.
P..a¢1\JN'ode in the path is checked to ensure that it has indeed changed as it predicted.
~":
Thia is done so that the system is able to determine if an action was actually
implemented by the operator, and if it failed, to enable a better action to be searched
for.
A problem that could be experienced with this stage occurs when an action is found
to solve a particular inference path. The system does not cheek that the final Action
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will alter the root variable by the required amount, it only checks to ensure that it
will meet the final Nodes objective, which should in turn meet the objective in the
root Node. However each Link and the final Action in the inference path may not
change the necessary variables exactly as required. This could eventually lead to
large errors in the required change to the final variable . This problem could be
solved using the secondary relation in the Links and using this either during
Activation or during the Management phase to propagating an expected variation
value back up the path. It can also be circumvented using Action Cost rules.
It was found that it is not adequate for the management phase to only watch the
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variables in each Node to check that they change as specified. Conditions occur
where:
• The variable being considered is not measured.
• The variable value cannot be deduced using Value rules.
_. The variable change is obscured by noise.
o Feed forward control is used where the initial condition could still occur after
a response has roon implemented.
• The variable does not change as defined by the Node l.e. The inference path
used .~ find the correct action is not accurate.
In these conditions a second management scheme was used, where the Node stayed
active for a specified period of time.
Using these two management schemes ensured searches carried out as a result of a
condition are only repeated when necessary. The management also provides a
mechanism to enable the system to learn.
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CHAPTER 10 SYSTEM EVALUATION
10.1 Introduction
In order to test the system, various control tests were carried out, The majority of
the tests were done by simulating conditions that were known to occur in the plant.
Instead of reading instrument value from the process: the values are fed directly into
the system.
In order to test the complete system, the expert system was applied to a section of
plant. The scenario that the system was applied to will be described. The procedure
for entering knowledge will be presented and results of the testing will be then be
discussed.
10.2 Scenario
In the process being controlled, a tank feeds a solution into a mixing tank TKF a, ' ..
A calcine slurry, called stream P41, is added to this solution. The ratio is altered to
keep the pH constant, at 3.5. The amount of calcine added is indirectly altered by
altering the speed of two screws. A variable speed drive is connect.ed to the two
screws, but only one screw can be on at a time. The pitch of the two screws are
different. Figure 10.1 shows the plant process diagram.
The pH of the control system is altered by regulating the flow out of storage tank.









Figure 10.1 P&ID of process
The objective of the control was to keep the rate of change of the tank level of
TKp18 below 2.5%/hr while the tank level is between 40 - 60%. The rate of change
will be limited to -2.5%/hr - O~;'Uhrif over 60% fun, and O%/hr - 2.5%/hr if below
40%.
The control will be accomplished by altering the calcine screw speed as this will
increase th"" in the tank. To compensate, the flow from the storage tank is
increased, thus altering thi tank level.
The control action must alter the screw speed until the limit is reached, and then
switch over to the next screw.
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10.3 Knowledge implementation
From figure 10.1 the following Items are created: T} ~"18!P22, P41, P38, P36, P37;
C'VPOl, CVP02. The appropriate variables a ~.a~ for each. Note that. the items
are referred to by their tag names that are used In process and instrumentation
diagrams,
To revi~) the items describe the physical entities 7 k the plant and provide access to
"'~hevariable values. Figure 10.2 shows the hierarcl: pal structure used to describe the
plant.
,-Le eft 'W''''"",,, N 7KP2.1'
':"Sb rage'<N""~ ~ 7KPIIl"Vesseoi$ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1ank:s ,...." ..,,''-:. !
./ " S' fJrage2 .....,: ': 7J(P.7S
i TKPJj
, .I-~'V
" /Calcine ""..,..,;', F-: ~
, Items ·....·......"i,-, / .,Po ~
" 'Steams .."....· .".. \
\ \:'. Calcine_Stun, "\ P./J
't \,. .' P';' r::, ACll:l " .. ' n~~
~. r.'_'·. t
\;'P'Jrnps ·..··..·..··..··..Discr,.~te Pl~ ?ID
, CY. ~1
"Conveyors'" . Screw······,. cv.W2
Figure 10.2 Structure used to describe process 11 be controlled
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Conditions that the plant must respond to are defined. These arc In Control rules.
The r-iles rre shown in Appendix C. The control rules all start with the prefix C_.
Actions were defin~. The actions indicate the possible control actions that can be
taken. Some of the control action messages are shown below:
Actions on CVPOl:
" Increase the drive frequency of 'C!VPOI by 5Hz .
• Decrease the drive frequency of CVPOI by 5Hz.
!oJ Turn off CVPOI.
• Turn on CVPOI.
• Switch from CVP02 to CVPO1.
Actions on CVP02:
~~ Increase the drive frequency of CVP02 by 5Hz.
• Decrease the drive frequency of CVP02 by 5Hz.
• Turn off CVP02.
• Turn on CVP02.
• Switch from CVPOI to CVPOk.
Link rules are then created. The Link rules will nnk the necessary variables. Because
it is not possible to measure the flow rates of the streams P36, P37 and P38 Value
Rules are used to generate the values from the calcine screw rates. Appendix C
shows some Link rules and Value rules.
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Because only one screw is on at a time, it is necessary to direct the inference path
to the crew that is on. Link Cost rules were used for this purpose. Further rules were
to handle the situation where crossover ws« required.
Action Cost rules were used to ensure the correct action was used under the
necessary circumstances. A typical example is to use the action to switch from one
screw to the other. These rules are also shown in Appendix C.
10.4 EvaluS\Uon of the test
The system was implemented and executed. Initial simulations were run in order to
debug the knowledge. From these simulations it was found that the cost values used
in the Actions, Action Cost rules and Link Cost rules had to be altered to ensure the
system worked COIT'Xtly.
The system worked. Itwould determine }hecorrect action when required. The screw
frequency would be adjusted in 5Hz increments 01' more, depending on the amount
the'tank level had to be altered by. The screw was switched from one to the other as
required.
The inference path used seven Nodes in the path. The Link Cost rules would direct
the choice of path to be taken"
Figure 10.3 shows a typical inference path generated during the execution of the
example.
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Incroaso floq;J<lnc.l' by 5Hz
Sel ftoquenc.l' 1030Hz
Sel frequency 1025HZ
Figure 10.3 Typical Iaference path in the test example.
10..4.1 Expected plant response
From the simulations, it was ascertained that the system would behave as expected.,
To ensure that the behaviour was adequate for process control, the system was
connected to the process. The requests made by the program were carried out and the
system would wait for the expected response from the process variables. Problems
were experienced at this point.
The problems related more to the control action than the behaviour of the expert
system. The plant did net respond to the action carried out on it. If the change
occurred, it was not reflected in the variables being monitored. This could be due to
high noise levels.
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Simulations of the variables being changed showed that the program did indeed work.
To implement the control system, the management method used for the Nodes was
altered. Instead of the Node waiting for a specific variable change, the Nodes would
exist for a predetermined time and then succeed regardless of the plants condition.
This constituted "open loop" control.
10.5 Conclusion
Even though the system responded correctly under simulation, and when placed on
the process plant it responded with the correct control action for the existing
condition, it was not possible to observe (he variable change in the process.
The system recognizes condluons in the process. It creates objectives to alter the
objective. In this case the objective was to alter a tank level. The inference process
would be carried out correctly. In this scenario: to alter the tank level, flow P38
would have to be altered. '.k..~esystem could then try to alter tlre flow of streams P36
or P37. Link Cost rules would direct the process to the correct Link. To alter the,
flow rate the calcine screw could either be started or the frequency changed. Again
Link Cost rules were applied to direct the decision process. Once ascertaining the
variable to change, the most suitable control action would be found.
Once the system had found the correct action it would then watch the variables to
ensure that the change occurred. If a simulation was used, the change on the plant
was mimicked, the system would succeed, and the appropriate learning take place.
On the plant, the change was not always seen and the process would fail. The search
would be carried out again.
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The example showed that the knowledge structures are adequate to represent the
required knowledge to describe the control of a process.
'l'he system is able to recognize conditions in the process. These conditions propose
objectives, that are used to determine a suitable control action. During the search for
a control action, actions that do not case a suitable change to the process are ignored.
The management of the decisions was shown to be adequate under simulated
conditions. But issues such as variable noise, and poor process knowledge made it
.rfficult to complete the control loop. The system was easily adapted to an "open
loop" system where the Node did not wait for suitable variable changes by using the
alternative management strategy.
The test indicated the complex nature of the knowledge to be entered and the need
for adequate process study to gather the necessary information for the control
knowledge.
The test also indicated the need to be able to deal with inaccurate and noisy
•
measurement of variables in the control loop, but it is felt that these issues are




A real-ti-ne knowledge base for controlling an industrial process based on a object
orientated techniques has been designed. The inference engine is defined in terms of
functions and classes of the objects. Knowledge is stored in the instances of the
classes. This mteraction keeps the inference engine separate from the knowledge but
allows a simple inter-connection of the two. Rules are used to contain knowledge that
is not suitable for the oojects.
Rules are used to recognize conditions in the process. Conditions are variable patterns
that occur in the process. These conditions are used to determine if any change needs
to be made to the process. If a change is required the rule creates an objective
describing that change.
Once objectives have been defined, a search is made for a control action to cause t.he
,
required change to the plant. To find the control action, knowledge describing the
interactions of the various plant variables is required. The knowledge describing these
variable interactions is contained in rules. These rules create a class called Links,
which contain the specific deductions from the rules.
The knowledge in the Links describes how to change a primary variable in order to
obtain a desired response in the secondary variable. The knowledge must also define
the expected time lag between changing the primary variable and seeing the
secondary variable change.
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During the process of finding a control action, an inference path is created. The path
contains information describing variable changes that should occur in the process
when the ?~tion works. This information is used to evaluate the action.
The plant is watched to ensure that the action does change the necessary variables as
specified. This is done to determine if an action worked. If the action failed. a more
suitable action will be sought. The success rate of an action can be used to influence
the use of the action in the future.
11.2 Assessment of the prototype
11.2.1 Conditions and objectives
The use of objectives instead of directly defining control actions, allowed the control
rules to remain simple. Fewer :des are required to find a suitable action, as it is
possible to determine if an action can meet the desired objective from the information
defined by the objective, The creation of objectives makes it easier to adapt the
•system to plant changes. By altering an objective, the control actions found could be
totally different but the change to the knowledge base would be minimal.
The condition recognition of the system was found to be adequate although the
control rules could be made easier to create by improving the use of the consequent.
This could be achieved by defining conditions in an object class instead of containing
all the information in the consequent is as is done at present.
Conflicts occur when rules create different objectives that act on the same variables.
Conflict resolution determines what to do in these situations. The conflict resolution
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works well. A variable can only be altered in one way, !J,w :-,nlyone objective on
a. variable can be activated.
It is often.lleCeSW}' to consider altering a particular variable in more than one way.
To alloW this copies of objectives are made. A copy of 311 objective is an objective
...... OR the same variable, but can specify a different variable change. The use
of·.. is important in the search procedure. The copy mechanism was found to be




~Ofl of actions proved to be simple although somewhat tedious. The actions are
well defined, and are easier to create when only the primary variable is considered.
The search for actions is carried out before the search for Links. In some cases this
lead to sub-optimal actions being found. The search for Actions and Links should be
combined in future work.
11.2.3 Items
Items were found to be successful technique for are storing inforrnation describing
the physical layout of the process being controlled. The information required to
create the items is directly available on process and instrumentation diagrams,
11.2.4 Links
The information required is important, as it simplifies the description of the control
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actions.
The knowledge required for the Linlc~i~not easy to define. Detailed process stud},
is often required. Links do not have to be precise"but there are repercussions in the
~t phase if this information contains inaccuracies.
The ~ describing time lags is equally important, as it describes if an action
CJi1.med. t:he nequired objectives v 'In in the available time period.
I;WIll :t'ound that the mechanism for creating 2J;d describing the Links used in the
~ ,yatem is not adequate, and a mom versatile method should be devised.
_ tWa system expressions were used to describe the interactions of variables. It
WQtddbe better to use rules, fixed values as well as expressions for this purpose.
J.u.lel actU1i on the Link object class would be particularly powerful as they
would allow for the Links to be adapted to the current plant situation.
Methods for excluding Links, and for manipulating the choice of Links should
also be improved. This includes the use of initial costs, and further use of Link
Cost rules ..
11.2.5 Rules





• Action Cost rules
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~ 1V1tt.~ esch define a different part of the knowledge base and are each
~,,~ points in the inference procedure.
Ii...~t implementation, the Link and Action Cost rules are called from the
il'iJ«.~ that they could influence and must refer to values in the Action or
~ It would be better if rules were called when variables in the plant change,
*....eoOOitioos are activated. Values could then be written directly to the
~ ActIon or Link. Thus these objects will have an indication of how
~le ~ are.rbefore they are used.
11..2.6 Management
The rn..t).nagementstage determines when to terminate the inference path. Two
management schemes were evaluated as discussed in chapter 9:
During the inference path creation the requi- ; variational values are passed down,
the path during Link expansion. Because variation values are not propagated back
up the path after an action has been found, errors in the variation expected by
each Node could accumulate. Minor problems were experienced in this regard.
11.2.7 Knowledge requirements
The knowledge the framework requires has been well defined. The objective is to
make the knowledge easier to create and manage.
The amount of detail of knowledge required to implement the system was found to
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be surprisingly large. The knowledge in the actions is acceptable, as is the
knowledge in the Control rules. However the knowledge in the Links is too
detailed and difficult to obtain in a typical metallurgical industry for practical
implementation of the present system to be feasible.
1l.JFuture work
~. shortcomings were discovered during the development of and the
.,e-dmentation with the system. This section describes suggestions for future
~opment. Some possible improvements stem from practical limitations of the
development. platform. Others from awkwardness of the proposed system.
The design of a new system should:
1) Be timer based. This will solve some practical problems with the shell. Itwill
also ensure that decisions can be made timeously. No problems were ever
experienced with slow decisions, but they could occur.,
2) Provide a class for condition definitions. Instead of Control rules containing a
condition message and objective, provide this in a class of conditions. The
advantages are :
• Easier management. Objectives can be destroyed when they are met.
Conditions will ensure rules are not fired again.
• The Conditions can be used as an alarm system. Objectives need not be
proposed with every condition. The system could be used as an
intelligent alarm system. As the need arises, conditions can be expanded
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into objectives.
• The control rule's Consequent would be simpler. Various rules can be
used to defir an objective and the control rules would be easier to
debug.
• Complex decisions processes are possible with the use of a Condition
class.
3) Link Cost rules and Action Cost rules applied w:~h Control rules. At present
these rules are called when they are required. The rules would be easier to
write if they refer directly to the plant variables as the Control rules do and are
applied when the Control rules are applied.
4) Value cost rules should be introduced. Link cost rules provide two functions.
They indicate which Link should be used, i.e., how the variable should be
altered, and also watch the proposed variable change and indicate if the Chrul~;;;
is suitable for the present plant conditions. Value rules that are activated during
the Node search should take over this second function.
5) Link rules used to create Links, should not be used as they are difficult to
create and manage even though they provide a mechanism to usc general
knowledge. Specific Links would have to be built to contain the information in
the Link rules, It has been found that in many cases the knowledge required by
the Links had to be fairly specific as each situation in a plant has its own
peculiarities. The Link rules tended to be specific and are not the best way to
represent the knowledge.
A knowledge system such as predicate logic could be much more suitable for
creating Links. If this is the case the search for new Links should occur before
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existinl '.Jnes are used u,:.iike the present system where Links are created if no
existing Links can be found. This is necessary (0 enable new knowledge to be
used in the system.
6) Ql)jecti'Vel are associated with Items at present. Instead the management of the
"
obj~ iAould be directed through the Variables class. Objectives would
~·the variable that 1~is to alter for the change, instead of making the
~ tft:rough the Item class. This would make the management of conflicts
.'f.IfII4("- euie.r .
.."f).•~ m.r Links and Actiens simultaneously -.T'lis was discussed in chapter 7.
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GLOSSARY
Adlow A class that describes the control action that is to be executed on the plant
.,{ctlml,.n: The process where an inference path is prepared for the management
phase.'·
Critical Time: A time value in a Node indicating time that is available for the
action to effect t!le Node.
Elcpert System: A form of artlfical intelligence that mimics the behaviour of a
plant operator.
Forward Chain.lng: A chaining technique where niles are checked to ensure that
the antecedent is true. If it is the consequent is applied.
Link: A class of knowledge that defines the interactions between variables in the
plant.
Link rule: A rule used to create Links.
Hold Time: The time that a Node should stay active for, after the descendent
Node has succeeded.
Infereuce engine: A mechanism that takes knowledge in a particular format, and
uses this knowledge to make deductions.
Inference path: A path made up of Links and Nodes, that describes a sequence of
variable changes.
Item: A class of knowledge that describe the items of equipment (real or abstract)
that make up a process plant.
Knowledge bases A collection of knowledge. Thi, knowledge is usually in a well
defined format.
Knowledge base system: A system that contains knowledae. Because of this
knowledge the system is able to appear to be intelligem,
Nod-: A class of knowledge that defines the objectives of some control action.
Obj ~cdve: A description of a variable change to the process. It defines the
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amount the variable is to be altered by and the time available for the change.
Prbnary node: The node that is searching for a link.
Primary variable: The variable in the secondary node.
Priority: A number between 0 and 10 indicating the relative importance of
various pieces of knowledge.
Ro The start of an inference path.
Root node: The node created by the control rule.
Secondary node: The node that if solved, will eventually change the primary
node.
Secondary variable: The variable in the. primary node.
Shell: A basis on which a expert system can be created.
Variable: A value describing a property of the process.
Variation: The amount 11 variable is to be altered by.
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APPENDIX A BACKGROUND TO PROJECT ENVIRONMENT
A.l Intmductlon
The Knowledge based system is to be implemented in a section of plant at the
Zinc Corporation of S.A. This plant produces zinc from a zinc oxide ore. The
section of interest forms part of the leaching process where zinc is leached from a
slurry under high temperature and acid levels. The system is being developed as a
prototype to show that expert systems can work in process control, and is
restricted to the Residue Treatment Section.
The project has been restricted in order to reduce complexity and size of the
prototype and because of the availability of process information. Unlike the rest of
the plant, a Distributed Control System (DeS) is being used to monitor the
Residue Treatment Section and thus information required by the knowledge base
can be directly retrieved from this Des.
An important aspect to any reasoning systc.n is its reaction to various inputs. A
systems intelligence is measured by its reaction to its environment or its input.
Before any intelligent system can react in a suitable manner to its €:nvironment, it
must be able to determine what state that environment is in. A highly "Intelligent"
system may be used to control a particular environment but if it is not supplied
with enough knowledge about the environment that it is controlling its reactions
will appear to be unsuitable.
A.2 Interrace to a DeS
The expert system will use the data obtained from the distributed control system
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to drive itself. The DeS will be linked by a serial link to the expert system which
will be running on an IB~l compatible pe.
The operator,~will be using the DeS to monitor, and eventually control the plant.
The only in~~face for the expert system is via the DeS. The DeS provides
information describing the plant, and messages to the operators are displayed by
the OCS.
AI the DeS does not provide a dynamic interface, all the possible messages must
be pre-oco, gured, The expert system must D'ld the suitable message for the
condition in the plant.
A.3 Plant experts
During the development of any expert system it is critical to be able to identify
the sources of expert knowledge. In real-time expert systems this information is
available from plant operators, plant foreman and metallurgists .
.
A.4 Hardware and software environments
A.4.1 Shells
The, dissertation describes a proposed structure for a real-time expert system, A
cntlcal part of the project is to find a platform on which to build this structure. A
static expert shell was found for this purpose. The shell provided an object-
orientated programming environment and forward and backward chaining
mechanisms. The shell is more suitable for interactive expert system building but
it was felt that a real-time expert system could be created on it.
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The proposed structure of the expert system would attempt to provide a
constrained environment in which knowledge about a process could be placed that
would be easy to create and manage, but still provide suitable control of the
process. The framework would also control the decision process and manage
decisions taken by tile system.
The dissertation describes a framework that is created using the tools provided by
the shell. The shell itself is not suitable for real-time process control.
A.4.2 Hardware Platform
The hardw. platform is defined by the shell being used, as well as speed
requirements of the system. Cost is a major factor.
The structure being proposed would form a prototype to investigate some of the
issues involved in creating an expert system. The speed performance did not need
to be very fast, especially as the process being controlled was fairly slow. The
fastest decision would have to be made in five minutes.
For these reasons a PC based system was adequate.
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APPENDIX B PRINT OUT OF A TYPICAL EXPLANATION
This explanation was generated during test work described in chapter 10. The
conditions during the test:
• Rate of change of TKP18:Level = 4.72
• CVPOl:Screwcon = OFF
• CVP02:Screwcon:;:: ON
• CVPOI & CVP02:Frequency = 45Hz
The explanation describes the process of finding an action to switch over from a




Rule C_DLevelHi has initiated a change to Flow of P41
by 2.38. The original value is 51.50 units.
4
----------------------- Working on ~"P41_How -----------------------
Action not available.
- Considering action Unchoke to change the Flow of P41.
The delay cost is 0.200 cost of the action is 1.000 .
• The Flow of P41 may be changed by changing the Flow of
P33 by 2.38. Original value: 29.00. Link: Flow_l .
Node 0.000, Estimated 0.000 , Var 0.000, Delay 0.007,
Fail 0.000, Rules 0.000, Total Cost 0.007
• The Flow of P41 may be changed by changing the Flow of
P38 by 2.38. Original value: 22.50. Link: Flow_2 .
Node 0.000, Estimated -0.653 , Var 0.000, Delay 0.007,
Fail -0.635, Rules 0.000, Total Cost -0.861
- The Flow of P38 may be changed by changing the Flow of
P36 by 2.38. Original value: 0.00. Link: Flow_3 .
Node 0.007, Estimated -0.305 , Var 0.000, Delay 0.007,
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Fail -0.004, Rules -1.000. Total Cost -0.991
- The Flow of P38 may be changed by changing the Flow of
P37 by 2.38. Original value: 22.50. Link: Flow_ 4 .
Node 0.007, Estimated 0.155 , Var 0.000, Delay 0.041,
Fail -0.004, Rules 0.111, Total Cost 0.280
- The Flow of P38 may be changed by changing the Flow of
P37 by 12.62. Original value: 22.50. Link: Flow_8 •
Node 0.007, Estimated 0.42~ , Var 0.000, Delay 0.041,
Fail 0.000, Rules 0.111, Total Cost 0.512
- The Flow of P36 may be changed by changing the FlJ.~uency of
CVP01 by 2.38 . Original value: 45.00. Link: Flow_) •
Node -0.973, Estimated 0.373 , Var 0.000, Delay 0.041,
Fail 0.540, Rules 0.000, Total Cost -0.108
- The Flow of P36 may be changed by changing the ScrewCon of
CVPOI by 1.00. Original value: 0.00. Link: Flow_6 .
Node -0.973, Estimated 0.347 , Var 0.000, Delay 0.041,
Fail 0.004, Rules -1.000, Total Cost -0.958
Rule: 0.000, Var: 0.000, Fail: 0.000, Total Cost 0.000
Requested Variation 1.00
- Considering action CV;oOlOn to change the ScrewCon of CVPOI.
The delay cost is 0.432 cost of the action is 0.432.
Action not available.
- Considering action CVPO1Off to change the Screwtfon of CVPO1.
The delay cost is 0.432 cost of the action is 1.000.
Rule: -0.200, Var: 0.000, Fail: 0.000, Total Cost -0.200
Requested Variation 1.00
• - Considering action CVPOlSwitch to change the ScrewCon of CVPOl.
The delay cost is 0.432 cost of the action is 0.193.
12;57:41 AM 01123/93
- The action CVPOlSwitch was found, which will cause the ScrewCon of
CVPOI to change by 1.00. The original value is 0.00 units.
The critical time is 1390.00
Node NCVPOl_ScrewCon to be solved after 600.00 sec
Critical time for NP36 Flow is 1460.00
Critical time for NP38=Flow is 1480.00
Critical time for NP41_Flow is 1500.00
12:57:55 AM 01123/93 ACTION: CVP01Switch
The rate of change of TKP18 is over O%/hr
Please switch over to CVP01. Set the frequency to 15Hz slower than it is now.
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APPENDIX C RULES USED IN FINAL EXAMPLE
Appendix C shows a list of the rules that are used in the example described in
chapter 10.
The rulesare created with the function MakeRule. The syntax for MakeRule is:
MakeRule(Rule Name, General variables, if expression, then expression);
1***************************************Ift*RULE: L_P37ScrewlOn
*************************************1
MakeRule( L_P37ScrewlOn. [Nodej Nodes],
Node:Item it- F37 And Node:Variable n=< Flow,





Node.ltem #:::: P37 And Node:Variable #:=. Flow,
List( Node.Item, CVP02, Node.Variable, ScrewCon, 60,
-1 * P37:Flow, 0, -100, o, FAl.SE. LP36ScrewlOn ) );
/********************************~******** RULE: L_P36ScrewlOff
*~'*********************************""*I
MakeRule( L_P36ScrewlOff, [Nodej Nodes],
Nodeeltem #= P36 And Node.Variable #= Flow,
List( Noderltem, CVP01, Node:Variable, ScrewCon, 60, " -1 * sx",
0, -100, 0, FALSE, LP36ScrewlOn ) );
1***************************************** RULE: L_LeveIDLevel_l
*************************************/
MakeRule( L_LevelDLevel_l, [Nodej Nodes],
Node:Item #= TKP18 And NodetVariable #= Level.
List( Node.Item, TKP18, Node:Variable, DT..evel, "Max( 60, crt * 0.25- 1800 )".





MakeRule( L_DlevelFlow1, [Nodej Nodes],
Node:ltem 11= TKP18 And Node:Variable 1/:::: Dl.evel,
{
EnumList( Node.ltermlnputs, 1'1, List{ Node:Item, PI, Node:Variable,
Flow, 2400, v, NV", -100,
100, FASLE, LDlevelFlowl ) ):
EnumList( Noderltem.Outputs, PI, Lif;t( Node.Item, PI, Node:Variable,
Flow, 2400, v, "-1* v",





MakeRuIc( L_pHP221, [Nodej Nodes],
Node:ltem 1/= TKP23 And Node:Variable #= pH,
List( Node.Item, P22, NoderVariable, Flow, crt, v, "U60*v*(TKP18:Acid-
TKP23:Acid)/(TKP23:Add*«p22:Flow+P4l:Flow)+58-TKPJ8;Add*P22:FIow)",




MakeRule( L_pHP411, [Node INodes],
Node:Item #= TKP23 And Node:Variable #= pH,
List( Node:Item, P41, Node:Variable, Flow, crt, v, "tf60*v/(P41:Flow)",




MakeRule( L_P4lP33Flow, [Node INodes],
Node.Item #= P41 And Nodeivariable #= Flow,





MakeRule( L_P41P38Flow, [Node INodes].
Node:Item 1/= P41 And Node:Variable 11= Flow,
List( Node:Item, P38, Node:Variable, Flow, 10, v, V, -100,




MakeRule( L_P38P36Flow, [Node INodes],
Node:Item #= P38 And Node:Variable #= Flow,
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Node:ltem 11= P38 And Node:Variable #= Flow,
{
Ust( Noderltem, P37, Flow, Flow, 60, v, v, -20,20, FALSE,
LP38P37Flowl );






MwRule( L_P36Screwl, [Nodej Nodes],
Node:Item #= P36 And Node:Variable #= Flow,
Lis~( Node:Item, eVPOl, Node:Variable, Frequency, 60, V, V,





Node:Item #= P37 And Node:Variable #= Flow,
List( Node:Item, eVP02, Node:Variable, Frequency, 60, V, "2>1<v",




MakeRule( L_SGP33Flow, [Node INodes].
Node:ltem #= TKP33 And NodeeVariable #= SG,
List( Node.Item, P33, Node:Variable, Flow, crt * 0.5, v, sx*t*v/18/60,




MakeRule( L_PUP18P22, [Node INoc.les],
Node:Item #= P22 And Node:Variable #= PFlow,
{
List( Node:Item, PUPIS, Node.Variable, PumpAOrB, 60, 40, 1,
O. 100, FALSE, LPUP18P22);
!..ist( Node:ltem, PUPIS, Node:Variable, PumpAOrB, 60, "-l*sx",






MakeRule( L_P22P41, [Node INodes],
Node:ltem 11= P22 And Nooe:Variable if==- Flow,
Ust( Nodeeltem, P41. Node:Variable, Flow, 2900, v, "v*5/8",




Noderltem #= P36 And Nade:Variable #= Flow,




MakeRule( C_Level, [Itemj Items],
IsAKindOf?( Item, Storage) And Item.Level > 80,
0lli( Item, Level, 3, 70 - Item: Level , 6000, 6000, FALSE, If The tank "#Item#~ is over 80~
full".
CLevel, 3 ) };
1*************************************• "'**'"RULE: C_LeveiLw
*************************************1
MakeRule( C_Level.Lw, [Item IItems],
IsAKindOf?( Item, Storage) And Itemd.evel < 20 And TKPlS:DLeveJ
< 0,
Obj( Item, Level, 3, 20 - ItemtLevel, 6000, 6000, FALSE, "The tank "#Item#" is under 20%
full" ,




MakeRule( C_DLevelHi, [Itemj Items],






}, 1500, 2000, TRUE, "The rate of change of " # Item # " is over"




MakeRulo( C_LeveIHi2, [ltemj Items],
ItI}tr'.i- TKP33 And Item:Level > 95,
~ ':f Item, Level, 3, 85 - 'I'KP33:Level. 600, 600, FAL.(\E, .. The calcine storage tank is over
9S ,u11",





Item #- TKP18 And Item:DLevei < Item:DLevMin And TKP18:Level
< 80,
Obj( P41, Flow, 5, 1 * ItemrDl.evel, 6000, 6000, TRUE,
"The re.te of change of ta'lk " # Item # .. is less than _" II




MakeRule( C_TKP33Level. [Itemj Items],
TK.P33:LeveI > 95,
Obj{ TKP33 , Request, Level, 5, 90 - TKP33:u.Nel, 1800t 1800,





MakeRuIe( C_DLevMul, [Itemj ltems],
TKP18:Level > 65 ,"nd TKP18:DLevMax > 0,
Obj( TKP18, Dl.evlvlax, 5, -1 * TKP18:DLevMax, 120, 120, FALSE,
"Changing the maximum allowable rate of level change", CDLevMaxl,
7) )j
SetRuIeComment( C_DLevMaxl, " " );
I*~***********************************"''''*''' RUT~E:C_DLevMax2
*************************************/
MakeRule( C_DLevMnx2, [Itemj Items],
TKP18"Level < 60 And TKPI8:DLevMax < 2.5,
Obj( TKP18, DLevMax, 5, 2.5 - TKP18:DLevMru-, 120, 120, FALSE,
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MakeRule( C_DLevMax3, lItem IItems],
TKP18:Lcvel < 60 And TKP18:DLevMax > 7.5,
Obj( TK.P18. DL.avMu, S, 2.S - TKP18:D~vMax, 120, 120, FALSE,





MakoRule( C_DI..evMint, [ItemJ Items],
TKP18:Level < 3.5 And TKPlS:DLevMin < 0,
Obj( TKP18. OLevMin. S. -1 ...TKP18:DLevMin, 120, 120, FALSE,





MakeRule( C_Dl»vMin2, (Item IItems].
TKP18:uvel > 35 AndTKP18:DLevMin > -'L..:;,
Obj~ TKP18, DLevMIn, 5, -2.5" TKP18:DLevMin, 120, 120, l'ALSE,
M Chan&ing the maximum allowable rate of level change", CDLevMin2,
12) );
/*~****** ...**************************, 1'***RULE: C._DLevMin3
·*************************~**********I
1akeRule( C_DLevMin3, [Item IItems],
TKP18;Le.vel >, 35 And TKP18:DLevMin < -2.5,
SendMosBage( TKP18, Request, DLevMin, 5, -2.5 - TKP18:DLevMin,
120, 120, FALSE, "Changin¥ the maximum allowable rate of level change" I





Item:Variable 11- TKP18 And Itemrvariable II ....FTime,






MakeRule( V_PAOrPB. [Item IItems],
( PTJP18:PumpA 11- oe ) Or ( PUP18:PumpB //= ON ),
SendMe&sllge( Item, SetVar, PumpAOrB, 1 ) );
1***************************************** RULE: V_P36
*****~***************~***************I
MakeRule( V_P36, [Itemj Items],
CVPOl:SctewCon //- ON.
SendMessage( P36. SetVar. Flow, CVPOl:Frequency ) );
1****************************************'" RULB: V_P36_1
*************************************1
MllkeRule( V_P36_1, [Itemj Items],
CVpOl:ScrewCon #- OFF,
Se-.ndMessage( P36, SetVar, h.W, 0) );
/***********************************~***** RULB: V_P37_1
11<+***************"'***********"'*******/
Maln'Rule( V_P37_1, [Itemj Items],
CVP02:ScrewCon #= ON,
SendMes:mge( P37, SetVar. Flow, 0.5 * CVP02:Freqvency ) );
1************"'****************>1<*********** RULE: V_P37_2
**",*.~*",***********************" *'*****1
MakeRule( V_P37_2, [Iteml Items],
CVP02:ScrewCon #- OFF,





I~em:Flow > -1 And Item //= P36,











MakeRule( V_CVP02Freq, [Item IItems],
CVP01:Frequency < 55,




Action:ltem #- P~2 And Actionrvariable #= Flow And Action:Variation
< 0 And TKP18:l.evel < 10,




MakeRule( AC_P22FlowStrt. [Action IActions],
Action:ltem #- P22 And Actioruvariable 11= Flow And Action:Vurl.ation
> 0 And P22:Flow < S,
SendMessage( Action, AltCost, -1 ) );
I"'****"'******"'>!<************"''''**'''*'''***'~"'*** RULE: AC_P4111nchoke
**********~*******"'******"'**"'********I
MakeRule( AC_P41Unchoke. [Action IActions],
Actiomltem 11= P41 And Action fI= Unchoke And TKP33:Lc.vet >
• 95,
SemlMessuge( Action, AltCost, ~0.8 ) );
1***************************************"'* RULE: AC_CVP01Swch
*************************************1
MakeRulc( AC_CVPOISwch. [Actionl Actlcns],
Actionrltem #= CVPOl And Action 11= CVPOlSwitcb And CVP02:ScrewCon
11= ON,
ScndMr,ssage( Action, AltCost, -0.8) )j
I********+****'~*************"""********"'*** RULE: AC CVP02Swch
********************¥****************I
MakeRule( AC_CVP02Swch, [Aetionj Actions],
Action:Item n- CVP02 And Action #= CVP02Switch And CVPOl:ScrewCon
t'/= ON,




MakeRule( AC_ScrewFreq, [Actionj Actious],
(Action:ltem /I- CVPOI Or Actionsltem /IN CVP02)
And ( Action:Variable /I..,. Frequency) And ( Actlomvarietlon
< 0)
And ( CVPOl:Frequency < 26 ),
SondMessage( Action, AltCost, 1 ) );
I*******************************~********* RULE: AC_ScrewI;req2
*************~***********************I
MakeRule( AC_ScrewFreq2, [Action IActions],
( ( Action:ltem /I::a CVPOI And CVPOl:Frequency > 35)
Or ( Action:lte.n #- CVP02 And CVP02;Frequency > 45 ) )
And Action:Variable /1- Frequency And Action:Variation
> 0,






LinkiPltem II- P37 And Link:PVariable #= Flow And Link:SItem
11- P38 And Link:SVariable 11.- Flow And Link:SVnriation
< 0 And Link:Variation > 0 And CVPOl:ScrewCon #- ON And
CVPOl:Frequenc~' < 30,




MakeRule( LC_P38P36 _1, [Link ILinks],
LlnkiPltcm 11= P36 And Link:PVariable 1/:.:: flow And Link:SItelll
11- :Il3SAnd Link:SVariable ,,,.. Flow And Link:SVuiation
> 0 And CVP02:Sc::ewCon #= ON And CVP02:Frequcncy > 44,




LinktPltem 11= CVPOl And Link:PVariable 11= ScrewCon And CVP02:ScrewCon
1/ .... ON,




MakeRule( LC_CVP02, [Linkj Links],
Link:PItem 11= CVP02 And Link.:PVariable H= ScrewCon And CVPOl:ScrewCon
#- ON,
SendMessage( Link, AltCost, "1 ) );
1************************** ************** RULE: LC_P38P37_3
***************"-*********************1
MakeRule( LC__P38P37_3, [LinkILinks],
Link.:Pltem #= P37 And Link.Pvariable #= Flow And Link:SItcm
#- P38 And Link:SVariable H= Flow And Link:SVariation
< 0 And Link:Variation > 0 And Not( CVPOl:ScrewCon H=
ON And CVPOl:Frequency
< 30),
SendMessage( Link, AltCost, 1) );
I********************************~******** RULE: LC_P38P37_2
*************************************'
MakeRule( LC_P38P37._2, [Linkj Links],
Link:PItem 11= P37 And Link:PVariable #= Flow And CVP02:ScrewCon
H- ON,




Link.Pltem 1/: P36 And Link:PVariable 11= Flow And CVP01:ScrewCon
#= ON.
SendMessagc( Link, AllCost, -0.8 ) );
,11<******, <~********...********************** RULE: LC_P38P37_4
****** -<~*********~'*******************I
MakeRule( LC_P;'~P37_4. [Link ILinks],
Link:Pltem 11- ~"l7And Link:PVariable 11= Flow And Link:Var:ation
> 0 And CVP02:Frequency > 44,




MakeRule( LC_P38P37_5, [Link ILinks],
Lil'k:PItem II:=. P37 And Link.Variation > 0 And Link:SVnriation
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> 0 And CVP01:ScrowCon 11= ON.
SendM~ Link, AltCost, 1 ) );
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APPENDIX D PARTIAL CODE LISTING
This code is written in KAL, an interperator language for the shell being used.
The shell provided an object-orientated platform on which the work described in
the thesis was built.
149
f)/YIIHecA
P&ga ].50 l'2:Ot-. included- in the pegina.tion.
1"'...*..."'**"''''...tIc+**............''''''''' ...* ...+**,~** ...*'''>I<'''*...'''''.........'''>Ic**>Ic*'''''''''>Ic"'''''''*'''1















SetFunctionComment( Start, "This function is called to start the knowledge base." ):
1****+>Ic********'~*******>Ic*>Ic**>Ic+*>Ic*>Ic>lc>lc>lc*
*lI<>Ic>lcFUNCTION: Init











St\tMenuBar( BROWSER, BrowserMenu ):
Explanation:Explain = TRUE;
Explanation:Error = TRUE;
SelldMessage( Explanation, Clear ):
SendMessage( Explanation, Add, FormatValue( "\n Initili7..ingHAL Expert
RCllCtClock( ):
Teltt1:Title:: Date( );




Global:StartTime ... GetTime( );
SetTimer( 1, 30, (' );
SetTimer( 2, 1, 0 ):
SetTimer\ 3, Global:BackUpRate, 0 ):
SetTimer( 4, 0, Global.Actionspacing );
SetTimer( 5, Global:SimulationSpacing, 0 ):
\n" ) ):
Hil
If Not{ Instance?( Rule) )
Then {
MakeInstance( Rule, Root );
MakeSlot( Rule, ControlRules ):
SetSlotOption( Rule:ControIRules, MULTIPLE ):
MakeSlot( Rule, DefaultRules );
SetSlotOption( Rule:DefaultRules, MULTIPLE );
MakeSlot( Rule, Cosffi.ules );
SetSlotOption( RuIe:CostRules, MULTIPLE ):
MakeSlot( Rule, LinkRules );
SetSlotOption( Rule:LinkRules, MULTIPLE ):
MakeSlot( Rule, ActionRules );
SetSlotaption( Rule:ActionRules, MULTIPLE );
MakeSlot( Rule, ValueRules);











EnumList( Global:Init_List, x, Deletelnstancet x ) );
ClearList( Global:Init_List);
Getlt1stanceList( Copies, Global:Init_List):





EnuroList( GlobaliInit List, X,( -







EnumList( Olobal:fuit List, X,{ -
SendMe:;sage( X, Init, CLEAR );
} );
} );
SendMessnge( ActionDisp, Init );
Olobal:ItemNo = CountAlIInstances( Items) + 1;
GIobal:VarNo = CounWISubClasses( Variables) + 1;





Otobal:RUliS,-~ - NUll ..;
} );
s.tFunctionComment( Init, "TWs function initilit.es the system ." );
/*******************+******~**********





If Not( Member?( HruEtlit:Disabled, Run ) )
Then AppendToList( HalEdit:Disabled, Run); •
SetMenuBu( SESSION, HalEdit);





















Then SendMessage( Node, Reset) )j
};
While « Not( LengthList( Global:NewSetNodes )





SendMessage( Quicksort, Shell, Global:NewSetNodes.
Priority);
ClearList( GIobal:SetNodes );
AppendToList( Global:SetNodes, Quicksort:Item );
If ( LengthList( Global:SetNoc1es) > 0)













"\n - .- Working on -
# Ex II • ");
Global:Temp = SendMessage( Ex,
Seek, 0);




While « ( Not( Global:Temp
11=
FOUND)


















































If Instance?( Ex )
Then {























SetFunctionConunent( Control, "This function forms the main control loop in which the program cycles
through." );
1"""*************************************** FUNcrroN: Get_Datil.








GetInstanceList( Iteia, Glob~l:Item _List );






SetFlIlIctionComment( Get_Data, "This function calls each item getting them to get the necessary data." );
1******''''**'''************'****'''***''''''**'''**
























Error( 2.0, Read Data, Tag ):
Global:ReadState == CLOSE;
CatchError( HBClose( i,
Error( 20 ) );
Global:ReadState = OPEN:
CatchError( HBOpen{ Global:StationID ),










SetFunctionComment( Read_Data, "This function provides the interface between the KB and the H&B. "
»
1***"''''*'''''''''*********'''****'*'''*****'''********* FUNCTION: Clear KB








EnumI ..ist.( Global:Init_List, Element,
{
If Instance'?( Element )
Then Deletelnstancc( Element ):
} )j
If (Not( Inst #= Actions) And CountSubCiassl'lS( Inst )
=:= 0 And Not( Inst #= Default) )





GetlnstanceList( Inst, Global: Init_List );
EnumList( Gl()bal:I:lit List, Element,{ .~
• If Instance7( Element)
Then Deletelnstancef Element );
} ):
If ( Not( Inst #- Links) And ConntSubClasses( Inst )
:"'.:: 0)
Then DeleteClass( Inst );
} ):
Clr.arList( Global:lnit,_List):
GetInstanceList( Nodes, Global: Init_List ):









If Inswnce?( Element ~
TIlen Deletelnstance/ EI')meut ):
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})j
If (Not( Inst 1/ ... Items) And CountSubCla.:.;se,'l(lost)
=="" 0)
Then DcleteClass( lnst )i
} );




If ( Not{ Item ,I .. Items) And CountSubClass~( Item)
=== 0)










Then Deletelnstancef Element );
} );
If Not{ Inst 11= Variahles )








Then DcleteRule( Rule) )i
Cleall..ist( Rule:ControlRules)i
};
If Slot?( Rnle:LinkRules )
Then {
EnumList( Rule:LinkRules, Rule, If Rule?( Rule)
Then DeleteRule( Rule) );
ClearList( Rule:T .inkRui~);
};







If Slot?( Rule:CostRu(cs )
Then {
EnumLlst( R\de:CoslRules, k"le, If Rule?( Rille)








Then DcleteRule( Rule) )i
CiearList( Rule:ActionRules )i
};














MakeFunction( Opf ,site?, [Value! Value2],




MakeFunction( C 'AI.'d, [X YJ,
{ ,
If « X > 0) And (Y > 0 ) )
TIlen {
X + Y"X *Yj
}
Else If « X < 0) And ( Y < o ) )
Then (
Negative( Negative( X ) " Y - ( X >I< Y ) )i
}
Else {






MahFunction( CostVar, lAV DV],
{
If Not( NuU7( AV ) Or Null7( DV ) )
Then {
159
If (Nl.unber7( AV ) And Numher?( DV ) )
Then {
If( AV == 0)
Then ( Global:Collt "'" 1 )
Else {
If ( DV I AV > 1 )
Then {




Global.Cost = -3 I 2 '" DV I AV
+ 3/2;
»
If (Global.Cost > 1)
Then Global:Cost = 1;
If ( Global:Cost < -1 )
















MakeFullction( CostFail, {Suc Fail],
{
If « Sue + Fail) "'"= 0 )
Then 0




Ma.keFunetiQn( CustTime, [CritT Time],
{
If ( csrr =>::-; o
Then ( Global:Cost =: 1 )
Else Global:Cost::: 1 / CotT '" Time;
If (Global:Cost > 1 )
Then Global:Cost = 1;
If ( Global:Co.~t < -1 )
160



















CostSlf:X == Caller:OriginalValue -I- Caller:Variation;
Let [x CostSlf:X]
{





If (.( > == SendMessage( I, GetVal,
V, $P»
Then {
If ( > SendMessage( I, GetVal,
V, UL»
Then {









Then ( CostS}': Cost
= 1 )
Else CostSlf:Cost






























If (x < SendM ...ssage{I, GetVal.
V, LL»
Then {














































If ( CostSlf:Cost > 1 )
Then CoatSlf:Cost - 1;
If ( CostSlf:Cost < -1 )
Then CostSlf:Cost == -1;
CostSlf:Cost;
} )j
SetFunctionColllll1cnl( CostSlfp "This function uses CostSlf to store it's data. It determines the cost of




MakeFunction{ List, [ASI API ASV APV A'rREL AVSREL AVPREL MIN MAX WAIT Caller},
{
If Not( Class'!( L_II ASI ) )
Then MakeClass( L_ # ASI, Links );
ClearUst( Global:NLinkList);
GetInslanceList( L_II ASI, Global:NLinkList);
Global: ListTemp .. TRUE;
EnumList( Global::NLinkList, NL,
{
If ( (NL:Creator #- Caller) And (NL:PItem 1/= API)
And (NL:PVariable 11= APV) And (NL:SItem #=
ASI)
And (NL:SVariable II- ASV) And (NL:MaxVar 11=
MAX)
And (NL:MinVar 11= MIN»
TIlen {
Global:ListTemp == FALSE;




And ( NL:VSRelation #= AVSREL) )
Then {
SeodMessage( NL, Set, ASI, API, ASV, APV,











MakeInstance( ASV # _ # Global.Counter,
L_ # ASI);
SendMessage( ASV # _ 1/ Global:Counter, Set, ASI, API,























SetTimer( 1, 30, 0 );
}:
If ( TimerNumber =< =< 2 )
Then {




If (TimerNumber == 3 )
Then {
SenuMessage( File. BackUp );
CJearTranscriptImage( Error ):
KillTimer( 3 );
SelTimer( 3, Global:BackUpRate, 0 ):
}:




SetTimer( 4, 0, Global:ActionSpacing);
},
If (TimerNumber ... "'" 5 )
Then {
SendMe5SIige( Simulation, Evaluate )i
}:
} );






















If ( ( Lem~thList( Global: Actionl.ist ) > 0 ) Or Not( Nu1l7( Global:TempAction ) ) )
Then {
If ( LengthList( Global:ActionList) > 0)
Then {




Appe.ndToList( Global:ActionList, Quioksortiltem ):
}:
If Not( Null?( Global:TempAction ) And Not( Member'?( Global:ActionList,
Global:TempAction ) ) )
Then AppendToList( Global:ActionList, Global:TempAclion );
If ( Not( Member?( SingleListBoxl:AllowableValues, GetNthElem( Global:ActionList,
1) ) )
And Not: GetValue( GetNthElem( Global:ActionList,
1 ), Acknowledge) ) )
Then {
AppendToList( SingleListBox 1:Allowable Values,
GctNthElem( Globat:ActionList, 1) );
RcsetImage( SingleListBoxl ):
}:




GetNthElem( Global:ActionList, 1) ):
ActionDisp:CurrentChoice = GetNthElem( Global:ActionList,
1 ):
};
If ( LengthList( GlobaltActionl.ist ) > 0)
Then {
If ( SendMessage( GetNthElem( GlobaI:ActionList,
1 ), Action )
no::: FALSE)
Then {
Global:TempAction = GetNthElem( Globak.Actionl.ist,
1 ):






















Global:PauseTime = GetTime(. );





If (Gemme( ) - Global:PauseTime > 10)









Times:Time ... GetClock( );
If (GetClock( ) < 0 )
Then ResetClock( );




If (Times:CycleNo >= TimesiMax )
Then Times:CycleNn = 1;
};





MakeFunction( CompTime, [Tl TI],
{



















MakeFunction( Error, [Num Caller Parameter],
{
If( Num == 1 )
Then SendMessage( Explanation, Error. FormatValue( "\n ERROR" ) );
If( Num == 2)
Then SendMessage( Explanation, Error. FormatValue( •.• File Error - Could not open filel" ) );
If ( Num :::;.-= 3 )
Then SendMes.sage( Explanation, Error, FommtValue( "\n File Error - Error in interpreting
knowledge base !" ) );
If( Num =:;-.= 4)
Then SendMessage( Explanation, Error, FormatValue( "\n Read Error - Can't read data file!" ) );
If(Num =,.,. 5)
Then SendMessage( EXplanhliol:, Error, FormatValue( "\n File Error - Can't Retrieve File!" ) );
If (Num == 6)
Then SendMessage( Explanation, nUor, FOilllatValue( ft\n File Error - Can't Save Explanaticn!")
);
If( NUIll == 1)
Then SemJMe,sage( Explanation, Error, FormatValue( "\n File Error - C!n't R~d CeU"»;
If( Num == 8)
Then S~ndMessage( Explanation, Error, FormatValue( "\n Discrete variable being considered as a
continuous variable" ) );
If ( Num = == 11 )
Then SendMp.,ssage(Explanation, Error, Fornl.a~Value( "\n File Error ~ could not record explanation
data- ) );
If ( Num == 20 )








". " ) );
If ( Num :== 21 )
Then SenrlMI',ssage( Explanation, Error, "Au action has been lost" );
If( Num == 22)
Then SendMessage( Explanation, Error, "Variable" 1/ Parameter
/I " listed but does not exist'In "
/I Caller »
If ( Num == 24 )





















MakeFunctiolll( Write_Data, [Value_Tag Number],
{
If Not( VaJue_Tag #= NONE)
Then {
Globlll:ReadState = WRITE:




Errol( 20, Write_Datl\, Yal.:ie_Tag );
Catc,t2rror{ HBClose( ),
Error( 20 ) »
Global:ReadState = CLOSE:
CatchError( HBOpen( Global:StationID ),












Makeltunctionf BarDca,w, [Title Num Max Min],
{
SetLineStyle( 1, 1, 0 );
MoveTo( 59,20);
Rectangle( 25.56 );
SetLineStyle( 1, 1, 7 );
l<'orx From 61 To 81
169
Do {
SetLineStyle( 1, 1, 4 ):
Mo\eT(){ 1;, 15 ):
LineTo{ x, 75 ~.55 * Num I Max );
SetLineStyle( I, I, 2 ):
LinuTo( x, 20 );
};
MoveTo( 30, 85 ):
DrawText{ FormatValue,( "%3.2f", Num ) );
MoveTo( 0, 20 );
D-:awTclI.t(FormutValuc( ..%3.2f", Max) ):
MoveTo( 0, 60 ):
DrawTcxt{ FormatValue( ..%3.2f", Min) );













SetLineStyle( 1, 1, 1 );
Move'1'o( 0, 10);
])rawT~xt( "Average Process Time" );
MoveTe;( 20, 60 );
DrawText( FonnatValue( "%3.2f Sec·, Global;A VTime ) );
} );
1***************************************** FUNCTION: Clean**** This function is used to stop the explanation window becoming too large.





PostBusy( ON, "{'leaning up" );
SendMessage( Times, Date):
File:EFileName ... File:Puth # Hal # Ttmes.Montl; # Times:Day
#.Exp:






Else Error( 11, NULL, NULL);




SentlMessage( Explanation, AdJ, " Cleaned Explanation Window ~data stored in "
# File:EFileName );
Text1:Titlo = DatC',( );
PostBusy( OFF ):
} );
SetFunctionConnnent( Clean, "This function is used to stop the explanation window becoming too large.




Makl}FuDction( Couvert, [Item Variable Value],
{
If ( Not( Nu11'l(Value) ) And Not( Numbel'1( Value) ) )
Then SendMmllge( Gei.Value( Item, N # {
Variable;












If (Times'reNo > Timcs:Mux )
Then Times:TCNo = Timcs:TCN(I - Times-Max;
If (Thncs:TCNo < 0 )
Then Timcs:TCNo "" Timcs:TCNo + ThncsrMax;




* * FUNCTION: Updatevar
*",.;."'**********************"'*****·t.****1
MlikeFunc~joll( UpduteVar, Il.













CatcbError( I!lterprctFilt~( Fi1e:BlIckUpFiI~~), SendMessage{ Explanation,

















If Mcmbel'?( SingleListBox I: Alfowable Values, ActiunDisp: CurtentChoi~ )
Then RemoveFromList( SingleListBox I :AllowableValues,
Actiol'lDisp;CurrentChoice );
Resetlmage( SingleListBox 1 );






1\<01<** This function is culled by the cancel button in the action window.
***"''''+**''''''**'''**+***I\<**'~******'''*******I
MakeFunction( CloseAWin, [],
HideWindow{ Session3 ) );





ActionDisp:ChoicePos = GetElcmPos( ActionDisp:ActiollS, ActionDisp:CurrentChoice );
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If ( ( ActionDisp:ChoicePos + 1 ) > LcngthList( ActionDisp:Actions ) )
Then ActionDisp:ChoicePos == 0;
If Not( LengthList( ActioIlDisp:Actions) == = 0 )









ActionDisp:ChoicePos:::: GetElemPos( ActionDisp:Actions, ActionDisp:CurrentCboice);
If ( (ActionDisp:ChoicePos - 1) <: 1)
'Then ActionDisp:ChoicePos = LengthList( ActionDisp:Actions )
+ 1;
ActionDisp:CurrentChoice ... GetNUIElem( ActiollDisp:Actions,





MakeFunction( Obj, [Item Variable Priority Variation Critical_Time l~epeat_Time Wait Message
Rulename RuieNoJ.
SendMessage( Item, Request, Variable, Priority, Variation.
Critical_Time, Repeat_Time, Wait, 0, Rulename, ACTIVE,
Mem;age, RuleNo ) );
/****************************************'" FUNCTION: BBRend
*******************"''''****************1












































SetSlol0ption( Mcnu:Cboices,. MULTIPLE ),:
ClearList( Menu:Cbcices );










"'*** This object links actions to nodes. The Links contain
"'*"'* the knowlegde that links the actons to a particular node.
******************~******************!
MakeClas,c;(Links, Root ):
SetClassCommcnt( Links, "This object links actions to nodes. The Links contain
the knowlegde that links the actons to a particular node, " );
1************** METHOD: Set *"'*********>(c**1















1************** METHOD: Reply ******"'***>l<***1
MakeMetblXl( UltkS, Reply, [State],
{
If ( State 11= FAIL Or State 11= SUCCESS)
Tbel\ {
If ( SUtte 1/:::; FAIL)
Then {
Self:Failures += 1;
If ( Self:Failures > 1000)
Then {
Self:Successes = Sclf:Successes I 100;
S~Jf:Pailures = Self:Failures I 100;
};
Global: Failures += I;
If ( Globlil:Failures > 11)00)
Then {
Global.Successes = Global:Succcsses I
1()Oj
Global-Failures == Global:Failures II!)?;
}j
Self:Status - FAILED;
Self:CaUoo_Tiu..'e = GetTirne( );
};




If (Self:Successes > 1000)
Tlrn{
Self;Successes "'" Self:Successes 1 1000;
Self:Failures =: ScIf:Fuihtrt:s 1 1000;
};
Global:Successes + '= I:
If ( Globak Successes > 1(00)
Then {
GlobalrSuccesses "'" Global:Successes 1
1000;
Global:F'ailures = Globakf'ailurea I 1000:
}:
Self:Status :;: READY;




If ( State If= FOUND)
Then {




If ( State #= NOUSE)
Then {
SendMessage( Self, Init, NORM • T v ,
Self:Failures += 1;
Self:Status = FAILED;
Self:CalIed_Time = GctTime( );
}





1****"'**"'****** METHOD: Reset **************1
MakeMethod( Links, Reset, [],
(
If CompTime( Gemme( ), Self:Called_Time + Self:Delny )
Then SendMessage( Self. Init ):
} );
/***.*********01< METHOD: Expand **************1'* "This function is called from the control loop when the link
must expand itself;" *1
Ma\:eMet!lod( Links, Expand, ll.
{
Rt1moveFromList( Global: Unexpandedl.ist, Self);
If Instance?( Self;PItem)
Then ( Self.Node = SendMessage( Self:PItcm. Request, Self:PVariable,
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Self, LOOK, NULL, 0 ) )
Else {
Self:Node "" Dummy;
SendMl'.SS8ge( Explanation, Error, "Item" # SeIf:Pltem
# " no longer exists! H );
};
If ( Self:Node #= USE)
Then {
AppeudToList( GlobaI:ExpandedList, Self);
Self:Node = GetValue( {
Self:PItem:
}, Nodeblame );




If Instance?( Self:Node )
Then {
AppendToList( Global:ExpandedList, Self );
Self:Temp = SendMeasage( Self:Node. Seek, Self:NodeCostE);
If ( Se1f:Temp Or Self:Temp #= FOUND)
Then {}
Else {











SetMethodC.omment(Links, Expand, "This function is called from the control loop when the link
must expand itself, " );
I***~ ~Ijc****"'+*METHOD: Call **********"'***1
MakeMethod( Links, Call, [ACaller AItem AV3i'iable AVariation Crt_Time Cost 1,
{
If ( CompTime( GetTime( ), Self:Called_Time + Global:StdDelay)
And (Self:Status #= FAILED) )
Then Self~Status = READY;
If ( ( Altem #= Self:SItem) And ( AVari"ble #= Self:SVariable)











Seli:CostDelay == CostTimc( Crt_Time, Self:TimeLSP );
Sdf:CostVar = CostVar( Self:SVariatioll, AVariation ):
Self:CostFail = CostFail( Self:Successes, Self:Failures);
Self:CostP == CostAdd( CostAdd( Seif:CostDelay, Self:CostVar),
Self;CostS );
Self:NodeCostE :::;CoslAdd( Self:CostP, Cost ):
Self:ECost ::::CostAdd( Self:CostFail, Self:EstimatedCost):




Self:Critical_Time:::: Crt_Time - Self:TimeLSP;
Self:Hold_Time = Self:Critical_T,me;
If (Self:Cost3 < 1)
Then {
Self:Status = UNEXPANDEI);
AppendToList( Global, Unexpandedl.ist, Self);
SendMessage( Explanation, Display,
f'onllatValue( It - The" # Self:SVariable #
" of " if Self:Sltem 1/ " may be changed by chaaging the"
# Self:PVariable # " of\n "






} ), Self) );
SendMessage( Explanation, Display,
Formatvalue/ It Node %1.3f, Estimated %1.3f, Var %1.3f, DelllY %1.3f, \n













1* "This function uses the formula provided in the Link Rule to
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determine the delay between two variables and the variation
required of the primary variable to cause the desired change." *1
MakeMethod( Links, Evat. iVai ],
{
Setf:V = Val;
Setf:PX = SendMessage( Self:PItem, GetVal, Self:PVariable,
VAR );
Self:SX = SendMessage( Self:SItem, GetVal, Self:SVariable.
VAR):












II "j }; " )
II "; " ) );
If ( Self:TimeLSP ee= 0 )
Then Seif:TimeLSP = 0 1;
Self:Variation == EvaluateKAL( "Let Iv " # Self # ":V]
[px "
[sx .. #
1/ Self II ":PXj
Self 1/ ":SX]
[t" II Self
II ":TimeLSPj {" 1/ Self:VPRelatio!l
1/ "; }; " };
Self~SVariatjon = EvaluateKAL( "Let [v " # Self # ":V]
[px ..
1/ Self # H:PXJ
[sx •
II Self II ":SXj
[t" #
Self # ":TimeLSP] {" # Self:VSRelation
II "t }; If );
} );
SetMethodCummcut(Links, Bval, "This function uses the formula pr-ovided in the Link Rule to
determine the delay between two variables and the variation
required of the primary variable to cause the desired change. " );
1*****"'******** METHOD: Init *****"'********/
1* "This function initilizes the link. It will also clear any expanded
nodes linked to it." *1
MakeMethod( Links, Init, [AStatus ],
{
If ( AStatus 1/= CLEAR Or A~tatus #= NORMAL Or AStatus 1/= Cl.EARDOWN)
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Then {
If ( ( AStatus #= NORMAL) And Not( Null?( Self:Calier ) ) )
Thcn SendMessage( Self:Caller. Reply, Self, NOLINK);
If ( AStatus #= CLEARDCWN )
Then If Not( Null'!( Self:Node ) )
Then SendMessage( Self:Node, End, Self, CLEARDOWN );
If Member'?( Global: Unexpandedl.ist, Self)
The~ RemoveFromList( Globalrtlnexpandedl.ist, Self):
If i'.Jember?( GlobakBxpandedl.ist, Self)











Else PostError( "Incorrect status call to " # Self # ":Init" );
} );
SetMethodComment(Links, Init, "This function initilizes the link. Itwill also clear any expanded
nodes linked to it. " ):
1*****"'******** METHOD; T I{.tlate **************1
MakeMethod( Links, Update, [1\Cost ].
{
Self:EstimatedCost = ( Self:EstimatedCost + ACost)
!2;
} ):
1************** METHOD: AltCost "'*************1
MakeMethod( Links, AltCost, [Cost ],
{




SetSlotOption( Links:TimeLSP, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
SetSlotOption( Links:TimeLSP, MINIMUM _VALUE, 0 ):
Links:TimeLSP = 0,
SetSlotOption( Links:TimeLSP , IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOplion( Links:TimeLSP, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:TimeLSP, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:TimeLSP, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Linksrvariation );
SetSlotOption( Links.Variation, .IlO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Links: Variation, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
LinIcs:Variation = 0;
SetSlotOption( Links.Variation, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Linksi Variation, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
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SetSlotOption( Links: Variation, BBFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption{ Links:Variation, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL):
Mak('Slot( LiaksrPltem );
SetSlo(Optiou( Links.Pltem, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRU.e:);
SetSiQtOption( Links.Pltem, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT):
SetStotOption( Links:Pltem, ALLOWADLE_ CLASSES, Items );
SetSlot0'ptlOn( Links:i'Item, IF_NEEDED, l'lULL);
SetSlotOpt~on( Links:Pltem, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOptiUl~(Links:Pltem, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOpti~n( Links:Pltem, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Unks:l'Variable );
SetSlotOption( LinksjPvariable, NO__AUTO_ASK, TRUE »
SetSJotOption( Lillks:PVariable, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOpt!on( Links:PVariable, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( LinksiPvanable, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
SetSlotOption( Unks:PVariable, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Links.Successes );
SetSlotOptkn( Links.Successes, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUB »
SetSlotOption( Links:Successes, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Links:Successes, MINIMf'M_ VALUE, 0):
Links:Successes = lOa:
MakeSlot( Links-Failures ):
SetSlotOption( Links.Failures, NO_AUT<.. ~.» SK, 1 hJE );
SetSlotOption( Links:Failures, VALUE_TY,tI.tl, NUMBER ):
;SetSlotOption( Links.Failures, MJNIMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
Links:Failures = 100;
MakeSlot( Link.s:EstimatcdCost )j
SetS!otComment( Links:EstimatedCost, "This contains the latest estimate of the cost oftwing the link.
" );
SetSlotOption( Links:EstimateclC(.)st, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Links:EstimatedCost, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Links:EstimatooCost, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Links:EstirruttedCost, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, !);
Links:EstiroatedCost = 0;
MakeSIot( Links: VPReiation );
SetSlotOption( Links:VPRelation, NO_AlITO_ASK, TRUE):
Links: VPRelatioa :::::! ';
SetSlotOption( Links:VPRelation, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:VPRelation, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SctSlotOption( Links:VPRelalion, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Links: VPJ.';'elation, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( Links:SHelll ):
SetSlotOption(Links:Sltem, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SefSlotOption( Links:SItem, VALUE_TYPB, OBlBer );
SetSlotOptio".( Links:SItem, ALLOW ABLE_ CLASSES, Items );
SetSlotOption( Links:SItem, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:SItem, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
S(~tSlotOption( LinksrSltem, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:SItem, AFTER _CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Links:SVariable );
SctSlotOption( Links:SVariuble, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SctSlotOption( Links:$Variabk:, IF_NEEDED, NULL)i
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SetSlotOption( Links:SVariable, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL),
SetSlotOption( Links:SVariable, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
s~tSlotOption( Links:SV arieble, AI1TER_ CHANGE, NTTLL);
~.tak,*,lot( Links:Status );
~tSlotOption( Links:Status, NQ_AtrfO_ASK, TRUE );





SetSlo.tOption( Li.nks:CaUed_Time, VALUE__TYPE, NUMBER);
~JolOption( Links:CaUed_Time, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
Linlcs:Called _Time ... 0;
~IotOpt.ioo( L.i.r.dQ;I:CaUed._Time,IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:r'..aUed_Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOpt.ion( Links: (..:aU,. , _Time, BBFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
S~lotOption( Links:CaIIed_Time~ AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Unks:TRelation );
SetSlotOption( Links:TRelation, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
I...iIlks:TRelation ,.,. 1;
SetSlotOption( Links:TRelation, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
S6tSlotOptioc~ Links:TRclation, WHEN_A"::CESS, N\7LL);
SetSlotOption( Links:TRelation, BEFORE_CHANGE, i-.IULL);
SetSlotOption( Linksi'I'Relation, AFTER_ CHANGE, r. ULL );
MakeSlot( Links:CaUer );
MakeSlot{ Li.ttks:1SCost );
SetSlotColtuUel1t( Links:ECost, "Ihis is a combination of the cost to get to the link
and ilie estimate ccst to carry on further. This cost win
indicate if the link is good to use or not. M );
SetSlotOption( Links:ECosL, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption{ Links.BCoat, VALUE _TYPE, NUMBER );
St>,tSlolOption(Links:ECost, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
S~tSlotOption( Links:ECost, MAXIMUM _VALUE, 1 );
Links:ECost = 0;
MakeSlot( Links:NodeCostE );
SetSlotCollUnent( Unks:NodeCostE, "This cost element is the combination of the COE't of the node
that called It, thus far and success rate. It also contains the
cost of the variation and ~ime as well as link cost rules. This
cost" );
SetSlotOption( Links:NodeCosm, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Links:NodeCostE, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Links: NotleCostE, MINiMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Links:NodeCostE. MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
LitJks:NodeCostE = 0;
MakeSlo~( Link$:Critical_Time);
SetSlotOpti(;u( Unks:Critical_Time, NO_AUTO_ASK. TRUE ):
SetMotOption( Links:CrHical_ Time, VALUE _TYPE, NUMD. I);
SetSlotOpfion( Links:Critical_Time, MINIMUM_ VALUn, 0 );
Unks:CriticaI_Time = 0;
SetSIotOption( Links;Critical_ Time, I}1__NEEDED,NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:Critical_Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);




SetSlotOption( Links.Node, NO~.AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
Se.t..~I()tOption(Links:Node, VAtUE_ TYPE, OBJECT )i
S0t! lotOption( Links:Node, ALLOW ABLE_ CLASSES, Nodes }j
SetS).otOption( Links:Node, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSll)tOption( Links-Node, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSl<ttOption( Links.Node, BEFORE_.CHANGE, NULL ):




SetSlotOption( LinksiX, Il'_NEEDEu, '('-fULL);
SetSlotOption( Linl:s:X, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:X, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL):
SetSJolOption( Links:X, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
Mak~Slot( Links:T );
SetslotOption( Links:T, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
Links:T"" 0:
SetSlotOption( LinkseT, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:T. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:T , DEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:T, AFfER"SHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Links:DV );
SetSlotOption(Links:DV, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
SetSlotOption( Links:DV, IF_NEEDED, NUI"L );
SetSIQtOption( Lillks:DV, WHEN_ACCESS, GctDV);
SetSlotOption(Li'lks:DV, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:DV, AFfER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MnkeSlot( Links:TempStr.ng );
MakeSlot( Links:V ):
SelSlotOption( Links: V, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
Links:V - OJ
SetSlotOption( Links:V, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:V, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:V, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOptkm( Links:V, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MnkeSiot( Links:MaxVar);
SetS[olOption( Links:MaxVar, NO_AUTO_;~SK, TRUE);
SetS)otOption( Links:MaxVar, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Links:MuxVar = 100;
SetSlolCptiou( Links:MuxVar, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SelSlotOption( Links:MaxVar, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:MaxVar, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOptlon( Links:MuxVar, AFfER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSJot{ Links:MinVar);
Se~SlotOrtion(Links:MinVar, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Links:MinVur, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER )j
Links:MinVal' := -100;
SetSlotOption( Links:MinVar, IF_NEEDED. NULL );
SetSloLOption( Links:MinVar, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Links:MinVar, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
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SetSlotOption( Links;MinVar, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSIot( Link.s:PX );
SetSlotOption( Links:PX, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
SetSlotOption( Unks:PX, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Unks:PX, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
~lotOption( Links:PX, BEFORE_CH/.NGE, NULL );
SetStotOption( Links:PX, AFlER_ eHA!' juE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Links:SX );
SetSlotOptiOll( Links:SX, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Links:SX, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOptiotl( Links:SX. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Links:SX, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);




SetSlotOption{ Links:SVariation, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
MakeSlot( Links:CostS );
SetSlotComment( Links:CostS, "This is the cost from the link cost rules" );
SetSlotOption{ Links:CostS, VALlIE_TYPE, NUMBER )j
setSlotOption( Links:CostS, MINIMUM_ VALUE, ~1);
SetSlotOption( Lillks:CostS, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, i );
Links:CostS == 0;
MakeSlot( Links:CostP );
SetSlotComment( Links:CostP, "This cost element describes how closely the node fits tll~
desired variable variation and how fast it is. It also contains
a cost element from the link cost rules." ):
SetSlotOption( Links:CostP, VALUa_TYPE, NUMBER );
SeLSlotOption( Links:CostP, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Links:CostP, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Links:CostP = 0;
M5keSlot( Links;CostFail );
SetSiotComment( Links.Costfuil, "This is a cost element derived form the success rate of the
link. H );
SetSlotOption( Links:CostFaH, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBB1{ ):
SetSlotOption( Links:CostFail, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 ):
SetSlotOption( Links:CostFail, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1);
Links:CostFail == 0:
MakeSlot( Links:CostDelay );
SetSlotComment( Links.Costlfelay, "This is the cost due (0 the time lag of the link. It ):
SctSlotOption( Links:CostDelay, VAl.UE_TYPE, UMBER );
SctSlotOption( Upks:CostDeiay, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Links:CostDelay, MAXiMUM_ VALUE, 1);
Liuks:CostDelay ::: 0:
MakeSlot( Links.Costvar );
SetSlolOption( Lillks:CostVar, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SctSlotOption( Links:CostVar, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( LinJ~s:CostVar, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1);
Links:CostVar .... 0;
MakeSlot( Links:Hold_Time);
SetSlotOrtion( Links:Hold_Timc, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);








*"'** This object handles any duplication of the nodes.
*************************************1
M'lkeCIasa( Copiee, Root );
SetClIi8SComment( Copies, "This object bandles any duplication of the nodes ." );
I****"'~***"'***I)METHOD: Insert **************'
MakeMethod( Copies. Insert, [Node J.
{
If Not{ Mernber?( Self;Copies, Node) )
Then AppendToLh;t( Sclf:Cop1cs. Node };
SendMessage( Explanation. Display, Node # .. has been copied" );
} »
1"'*"'***********METHOD: Remove **************1
iVlhlceMethod(Copies. Remove; [Node 1,
{
If Member?( Self:Copies, Node)
Then RellloveFromList( SelfrCopies, Node ):
If( LengthList( Self: Copies ) == 0)
Then Deletelnstancef Self);
} );
1************** METHOD: Ok'? **************/





If (Inswnce?( N) And Not( N #= Node»
Then {
If ( ( N:Status #= ACTIVATED) Or ( N:Status #=
HOLDING}
Or ( N:Status #= 1.00KING ) )
Then {
If ( Node.Priority < = N:Priority)
Them {














SetSloiOption( Copies:Copies, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Copies.Copies, MULTIPLE);
SetSIotOption( Copies:Copies, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Copies:Copi~, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Nodes ):
ClearList( Copics:Copics );
SetSlotOption( Copie ..~:Copies, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetS!otOption( Copics:Copiel!, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Copies:Copies, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption{ Copics:Copics, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Copics:Temp );
SetSlotOption( CoplesrTemp, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
Copies.Temp = FALSE;
SetSlotOption( Copiess'Iemp, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Copies.Temp, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Copiest'Temp, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
Set.SlotOption( CopiesfTemp, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
1**"'**"'*************************'1' **
*"'** CLASS: Actions
**** The class contains all the actions that can be ~akcfl.
**** This class contains user defined knowledge.
***"'*>I·*"'****"'*~**********.f<*"'*********1
MakeClass( Actions, Root):
SetClassComment( A" ';" "The class contains all the actions that can be taken.
This class contains user defined knowledge. W );
/************** METHOD: Init **************1
1* "This method is called during initilizatlon. " *1
MakeMethod( Actions, Init, u
{
If Member?( Global:ActionList, Self)
Then RemoveFromLisl( GiobaI:ActionList, Self);
If Member']( SinglelistBoxl:AliowableValues, Self)
Then RemoveFromLl.st( SingleListBoxl:AlIowab.leValues, Self);
If Membcr?( ActionDisp:Actions, Self)
Then RemoveFromList( ActionDisp:Actions, Self);











SetMeUlodComment(Actlons, Init, "This method is called during initilizatlon. " );
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ii.I>i'************ METHOD: Set **************1
1* "This slot sets Status slot to READY." *1
MakeMetbcd( Actions, Set, [],
{





If Member'l( Globak.Actionl.iat, Self)
Then RemoveFromList( Global.Actionl.ist, Self);
If Member?( SingleListBoxl:AllowableValues. Self)
Then RernoveFromList( SingteListFloxl A.IlowabfeValues, Self);
If Member?( A,,;tionDisp:Actions, Self)
Then RemoveFromList( ActionDisp:Actions, Self);
If ( Not{ Null?( Global:TempAction ) ) And ( Global:T~mpAction
11= Self»




SetMethodConunellt(Actions, Set, "This slot sets Status slot to READY." );
1************** METHOD: Activate ***!lc**********1
MakeMethod( Actions, Activate, [ACaller APriNity ARoot ],
{




Self:ActivatedTime = Time( )j




If Not( Member?( Global:ActionList, Self) )
Then AppendToList( GlobalrAcrlonl.ist, Self);
TRUE;
};
Self:Status 11= ACTIVATED Or Self:Statll~ 11= READY;
} );
1************** METHOD: Action **************1
MakeMethod( Actions, Action, n,
{
If (Self:ActionType 11= MANUAL)
TIl-en {
GlobakResponse = FALSE;
If ( Not( Null?( Self:Root ) ) And Instance?( SeIf:Root ) )
TIlen {
If Writc_Data( Self:Tag, Se[f:ActionNo)
Then If Write_Data( RULES.X, Self:Root:RuleNo)
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If (Self:Mode #= FIXED)
Then {
















1****"'********* METHOD: Terminate **"'*"'*********1
MakeMetltod( Actions, Terminate, [1,
{
SendMcssage( Explanation, Add,· Action" # Self # " has been terminated" );
} );
1************** METHOD: Reply **************1
MakeMetho(t( Actions, Reply, [Message ],
{
If ( Self:Status = ACTIVATED)
Then {































If ( Self:FaiIures > 1000)
Then {






If (Global:Successes > 1000)
Then {







Self:Called_Time = GetTime( );
SemlMessage( Self, Set );
};







/*******.****** METHOD: Precondition ************>1<*/
MakeMethod( Actions, Precondition, [AVariation ],
{
If (CompTime( GetTime( ), Self:Called_Time + ~zlf:Delay)
Aud ( Self:Status #= FAILED) )
Then SendMess'lge( Self. Init );




Else Self:Cost = CosiVar( Self:Variation, AVariation)j





ForwardChain( NULL, Rule:ActionRules );
Self:Cost = CostAdd( Self;Cost, CostFail( Self:Successes,
Self:Failures ) ).i
Self:Cost = CostAdd( SeJf:Cost, Seh':FreCost );
SendMessage( Explanation, Display, FormatVaIue( " Rule: %1.3f. Vat: %1.3f, Fail:






Self:C()st, AVariation ) );
}
Else {




1************** METHOD: Variation **************1
MakeMethod( Actions, Variation, n,
{
If ( Self:Mode #= FIXED)
TIlen {
Convent Self:Item, SeJf:Variable, Self:AcVariation)









Else Convert{ Self:Item, Self:V - '~, Sclf:AcVariation );
} );
1****>\«""*******METHOD: Var'Iype *********'1'****'
MakeMethod( Actions, VarType, u
{
Self:VariableType ... CatchError( SendMessl!ge{ Self:Item, GetVal,
Self:Variable, TYPE ),
{






1************** METHOD: AltCost **************1
MakeMe~hod( Actions, AltCost, (Cost ],
{
Se!f:PreCost = CostAdd( Self:PreCost, Cost);
} );
MakeSlot( Actions.Caller );
SetSlotOp~ion( Actions.Caller, NO_AUTO _ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption{ Actions: Caller, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT);
SetSlotOption( Actions:CaUer, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, NO(f~,b);
SetSlotOption( Actions.Caller, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions.Caller, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions.Caller, BEFORE _CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ActionsiCeller, AFfER_ CHANGE, NULL );
Make-Slot( Actions-Cost );
SetSlotComment( Actions:Cost, "Total cost of using au action excluding any time considerations
.. );
SetSlotOplion( Actions.Cost, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Cost, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER};
SetSlotOption( Actions:Cost, MINtMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Cost, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Actions.Cost = 0;
MakeSlof{ Actions:Failures );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Pailurcs, NO_AUTO _ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Failures, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlolOption( Actions.Failures, MINIMUM_ VALUE, o );
Actions.Failures = 100;
MakeSlot( Actions:InitCost);
SetSlotOption( Actions:InitCost, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSIotOption( Actions:InitCost, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Actions:InitCob~, MINIMUM_VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Actions:InitCost, MAXIMUM _VALUE, 1 );
Actions:lnitCost = 0;
SetSlotOption( Actions:lnitCost, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOplion( Actions:InitCost, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:InitCost, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:InitCost, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
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M&keSlot( Actions.Item »
SetSlotOption( Actions.Item, NO_AUTO _ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Item, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT »
SetSlotOption( Actions:ltem, ALLOWABLE_ CLASSES, Items ):
SetSlotOption( Actionsiltem, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Actions.Item, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSbtOption( Actions:ltem, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Actions:Item, AFTER CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Actions.Priority ); -
SetSlotOption( Actions:Priority, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption{ Actions:Priority, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Priority, MINIMUM_VALUE, 0 );
SetSlotOption( Actions:Priority, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 10 »
Actions:Priority = 10;
SetSlotOption( Actions.Priority, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Actions:Priority, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotO!:.tion( ActionsiPriority , BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption{ ActioDs:Priority, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSiot( Actions.Status );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Status, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):




S-stSlotOption( Actions.Successes, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SeiSlotOption( Actions.Successes, MINIMUM _VALUE, 0 );
Actiolls:Successes = 100:
MakeSlct( Actions:TimeLSP );
SetSlotOption( Actions:TimeLSP, NO_AUT0 _ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOptioll( Actions:TimeLSP, VALUE_~ iPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOptioll( Actions:TimeLSP, MINIMUM_VALUE, 0 );
Actions:TimeLSP = {)o;
MakeSJot( Actions:Variable);
SetSlotOption( Actions.Variable, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOp!ion( Actions.Variable, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Variable, DEFORE_CHANGE, NULL)j
SetSlotOption( Actions.variable, AFTER_CHANGE, VarType );
MakeSlot( Actionsivariation );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Variation, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):
SetSlotOption( Actiors:Variation, WHEN_ACCESS, Variation );
MakeSlot( Actions.Delay )j
SetSlotOption( Actions.Delay, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Actions-Delay, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Delay, MINiMUM_ VALUE, 0);
Actions:Delay = 0;
MakeS!ot( Actions.Called Time );
SetSlotOption( Actions:CalIed_Time, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE)j
SetSlotOption( Actions; Called_Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Actions.CalledThne, MINIMUM_VALUE, 0 );
Actions.Called Time = 0;
SetSIotOption(Actions:Called_Time, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions: Called Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
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SetSlotOption( Actions:eaUed_Time, DEFORE._CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actioo~:C.a.Ued_Time, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Actions:ActionMesg ); ,
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActionMesg, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSJofOption( Actions:ActionMesg, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActionMesg, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSI~!Option( Actions:AcHonMesg. AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeStot( ActionsrMode );
SetSlotOption( Actions:Mode, ALLOWABLE_VALUES, DELTA. FIXED);
Actions:Mode = DELTA;
SetSlotOption( Actions.Mode, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SefSlotOption( Actions:Mode, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetS!otOption( Actions.Mode, BEFORE_CHANCE, NULL);
St.tSlotOptioll( Actions:Mode, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Actions:AcVariation);
SetSlotOption( Actions:AcVaIiation, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Act!ons:AcVariation = 0;
SetSlotOption( Actions:AcVarintion, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actiolls:AcVariation, WHEN_ACCESS. NULL );
Sl;ltSlotOption( Aclions:AcVariation, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Actions:AcVariation, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL);
MakeSlot( Actions:ActivatedTime );
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActivatedTimc, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ActionsiActivatcds'ime, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActivatedTime, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActivatedTime, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot{ Actions:ActivatedDate );
MakeSlot( Actions:VariableType):
SetSlotOption( Actions:VariableType, ALLOW ABLE_ VALUES, Analog, Discrete);
Actions:VariableType = Analog;
SetSlotOption( ActionsiVariable'Iype, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSIotOption( Actions:VariableType, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:VariableType, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSloiOplion( Actions: VariableType, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSfot( Actions:PreCost );
SetSlotOption( Actions:PreCost. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
SetSiotOption( Actions:PreCost, MINIMUM_ VALUE, ~1 ):
SetSlotOption( Actions.Prertost, MAXIMUM_.YALUE, 1 ):
Actions:PreCost:.: 0;
SctSlotOption( Aclions:PreCost, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:PreCost, WHEN._ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Actions:PreCost, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Activns:PreCost, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSIot( Actions:Tag );
Actions:Tag ;:::NONE;
SetSiotOption( Actions.Tag, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ActionsrTag, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOptioll( Actions:Tag, BEFORE_CHft.NGE, NULL);
SetS!otOption( Actions.Tag, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakaSlot( Actions:ActionNo ):
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActionNo, VALUE_ TYI·.oJ,NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActionNo, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
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Actions:ActionNo :II: OJ
SetSlotOption( Actions:ActionNo. IF_NEEDED, NU:.:L );
SetSlotOptii>n( Actions:ActionNo, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
S~~otOption( At, ',ons:ActionNo, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
sr~lotOption( A. ons:ActionNo, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
J~akeSl01( Actions.Acknowledge ),
:iSetS1otOpuon( Actions-Acknowledge, VALU&_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
[iActiolls:Acknowledge = FALSE;
'§..f~lotOptiOn( Actions..:Acknow!edge, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
~btSlotOptioll( Actions.Acknowledge, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
~letSlotOption( ActionstAcknowledge, BEFORE CHANGE, NULL };
$etSlotOption( Actions.Acknowledge, AFrER_CHANGE, NULL);
)M:akeSlot(,Actions:Root );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Root, IF_NEEDED, NULL),
SetSiotOption( Actions.Root, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Root, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions.Root, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL )j
Ma.keSlot( Actions:Activated );
SelSlotOption( Actions.Activated, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Activated, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Actions.Activeted, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actions:Activated, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Actlons.Actlvated, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( ActionsrAction'Iype »





MakeClass( Default, Actions );
/**~t*************of.********************
*"''''* CLASS: Nodes
**** This class is an internal object that is used to find
**"'* the best action for a particular situation,
***"'**********************"'***"'******1
MakeCla~<;(Nodes, Root );
SetClassComment( Nodes, "This class is an ioternal object that is used to find
the best action for a particular situation, ft );
/************** METHOD: Init *****>10********1
1* "Initilization routine that calls clear and then finds the increasing_Actions and decreasing_Actions." *1
MnkeMetbod( Nodes, Init, [AS talus ],
f.
If ( AStatus #= NORMAL)
Then {
If Not( NuIl?( Self:CaUing_Link) )
Then SendMessage( Self:CaUing_Link, Reply, NOUSE);
}
Else {








If ( AStatus #= TERMINATE)
Then {
EmllnList( Self:CaIle.r, Can,
If ( Instance?( Call ) And IsAKindOf?( Call,
Nodes) )









If Not( Null?( Self:AppIioo_Action»)
Then Sem.lMessage( Self:Applied_Action, Set );
EnmnList( Self:NewLi;Jes. NL,
{
If Instance?( NL )





If Member?( Global~NewSetNoues. Self)
Then RemoveFromList( Global:NewSetNodes. Self );
If Member?( Global:SetNodl,".s. Self)
'111enRemoveFromList( Global:SetNode.:, Self);
If Member?( Global:NewLinks, Self)
Then RemoveFromLis~( G1obIlI:NewLinks, Self);
If Membct?( Global:Activated Nodes, Self)





SetMethodComment(Nodes, Inlt, "Initilization routine thli.tcalls clear and then finds the
increasing_Actions and decreasing Actions, " );
1************** METHOD: Set **************1
1* "See notes. Main procedure for setting up a effect." */
MakeMf:!ll~( Nodes, Set, [Altern AVariable APriority AVariation ACritical~Time ARepeatTime Wait
ATimel.:,iC ACalIer AMessage Explanation RuleNo ],
{
If (Self:Status #= UNSOLVED)
Then {
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If CompTime( GetTime( ). Self:Called_Time + Self:Repeat_Time)
Then Self:Status - READY;
If Oppooite'i( AVariation, Self:Variation)




If ( S(;lf:StatU811= READY Or Self:Priority > APriority)
Theo{




SendMessage( Self, Store, APriority, AVariation,
ACritical_Time, ARepeatTime. Wait, ATimeLSC,
ACaller, AMessage. Explanation, RuleNo);
}
Else {








If ( ( APriodty == Self:Priorily) And Not( Member?( Setf:CaUer,
AGaIler» )
Then {






If ( Self:Status #= SET)












SotMethodCommcnt(Node.c;, Set, "See notes. Main procedure for setting up a effect." );
/************** METHOD: Activate ********* ...****/
1* "Called to activate the rule finding procedures." *1
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MlkeMethod( Nodes, Activate, [Root ],
{
If Net( NuU7( Self:Copies ) )
Tlbm (







If ( Self:BestType #= LINK And Self:Status #= USE)
Tben{




Self:Variation:= GetValue( GetValue( Self:AppliectLink),
SVariation );
,Self;CostP = Self:Al'pJiet1;_Link:CostP;
Self:CostPT = Self:Activated Node:CostST;
Self:CostST "'" CostAdd( Se.I1-;CostP, Self:CostPT);




































Self:Variation == GetValue( GetValue( Sclf:Applied_Action),
Variation );
















" to change by %3.2f. The original value is %3.2f
units.\u









" to be solved after %3.2f sec",
Self:Ti.meLBS ) );
If Not( Null?( Self:Calling_Link ) )
Th~n {

























Self:CostST = CostAdd( Self:CoHtP,
Self:CostPT );
SendMessage( Explanation,















Display, "Could not activate H
1/ Self:Activated_Node
II. ):








SendMessuge( Explanation, Display, "Could not activate ..
# Self U " • More important copies exist." );




SetMethodConunent(Nodes, Activate, "Called to activate the rule finding procedures." );
1************** METHOD: GetAction **************1
1* "See notes for functional description." *1







If Class?( A_ # Selfrltem )
'Then GetlnstanceList( A_ # Selfiltem, Sclf:Valid_Actions);
EliUmList( Self: Valid_Actions, VA,
{
If (VA:ltem #= Self:Item And VA:Variable #=, SeIf:Variable)
Then {
Self:TempCost = SendMessage( VA, Precondition, SeIf~Variation );
If ( ( Self:TempCost '< Self:MaxCost)
And ( Self:TempCost < 1 ) )
Then {
Self:TempCosl = Cost.Add( Self:TempCost, CL'''tTime( Self:Critical_Time,
VA:TimeLSP ) »
};
If ~Self:TempCost '< 1.1 )
Then!' jMusage( Explanation, Display,
FormatValue( M - Considering action"
# VA # ~to change the ~
;/ Selft Variable # " of H
II Selfrltem # H. \n The delay cost is % 1.3f cost of the action is
%1.3f ." ,
CostTime( Self:Critical_Time, VA:T~meLSP ).
Self:TempCost) );










Not( Num{ Self:B~t ) );
} );
SetM~thodCommem',{NocIes, GetAction, "See notes for functional description. " );
r************** ME1 HOD: Fall **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, Fail, ll.
{
SendM~~age( Explanation, Add." - The" 1/ SelfrVariable II
H of" 1/ Selfrltem # " has not changed satisfactorily!" );
If Not( Self:Wait)
Then {
If Not{ Nuu?( Self:Applit'4_Link) )
Then {
SendMessage( Sclf:Applicd_Link, Reply, FAIL);
};
If Not( Nul1'?( Self:Applied_Action) )
Th~l1 {
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SendMcssage( Self:Applied_Action, Reply, FAlL);
};
};
IfMember'?( Globak Activated Nodes, Self)
Then RemaveFromList( GlobalrActivated Nodes, Self);
SendMessage( Self~ End. Self, TERMINATE);
} );
1************** METHOD: Reset **************1
Ma1ceMethod( Node'!, Reset, [J,
{
If ( CompTime( GetTime{ ). Self:Repeat_Time + Self:Called_Time)





If ( ( Self:Status 11= ACTIVATED) Or ( Self:Status
II=. HOLDING) )
Then {
If ( Self;Wl!.it #= TRUE)
Theil




Else Self:Boo!ean = ( ( ( Self;Variation <




















If ( Not{ Null?( Self:Boolean ) }
And S~lf:Boolean )
Then ,(




If ( CompTime( GetTime( ),
Sclf:Calling_Time + Self:TimeLBS )
And ( Self:Stalus #= ACTIVATEO)
And Not( Self:Wait ) )
Then {







I***~********** METHOD: End **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, End, [ACalIer AStatus 1.
{
If ( AStatus #= CLEARDOWN )
Then If Member7( Self:Caller, ACaller )
Then RemoveFromList( Self:CaHer. ACalIer);
If ( LengiliList( Self:Caller ) ==:= 0 0, ~;ot( AStatus #= CLEARDOWN )
Or ACaUer #= Self)
Then {
If Not( Null?( Self:Copies ) )
Then SendMessage( SeltrCopies, Remove, Self);




1*************'" METHOD: Reply **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, Reply, [ACaller AStatus ],
{
If ( ASlatus #= NOLINK )
Then {
IfMember7( Self:NewLinks, ACaller )
Then RemoveFromList( Self:NewLinks. ACalier );
if ( Self:Status #= PENDING Or Self:Status #= l.OOKING )
111eo SendMessage( Self, NoLinks);
}
Else {






If ( lI~stallce?( GetNthElem( Stlf:Caller, i ))
And IsAKhldOf?( GetNthElem( Self:Caller,
1 ), Nodes»





If (AStatus #= SUCCESS)
Then {
Self:Calling_Time = Gemme( );
Self:Status = ACTIVATED;


















Else PcstError( "Incorrect call to •




1************** METHOD: NoSolution **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, NoSolution, 0,
{
SendMessage( Explanation, Add, "No method could be found to alter the ..
/I Self:Variable U " (If If
# Self:Item # H
or it did not change with in the avaliable time" );
Assert( Self:Item );
ForwardChain( NULL, Rule:DefaultRules);




1************** METHOD: GetLink **************1
1* "This tries to find the best avaliable AE.· *1





If Class?( L_ U Self:Item )
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'I11en Getlnstancel.iat; L_ # Self:Item, Self:Valid_Links);
If ( LengthList( Self:Valid_Links) > 0)
Then {
EnumList( Self; Valid Links, VA,
{ -
If SendMessage( VA, Cali, Sdf, Selfrltem, Self:Variable,
Self: Variation, Self: Criticaf_ Time, Self; CostT )
Then AppendToList( Scif:NewLinks, VA);
} );
};
Not( LengU1List( Self:NewLioks) == 0 );
} );
SetMethodComment(Nodes. GetLink, "This tries to find the best avaliable AB." );
1************** METHOD: GetPath ******01<*******1




ForwardChain( NULL, Rule:LinkRules );
SendMessage( Self, GetLink );
} );
I*******T-****** METHOD: Search **************/
1* "This method is called by Seek to search for a solution to the
node." *1




If Not( SendMessage( Self, GetAction ) )
Then {
If ( Global:LinkChain #= ALWAYS)
Then {








If Not( SendMessage( Self, GetLink ) )
Then {
















Self:TimeLSP = Self:TimeLBS + Self;TimeLSC;
If Instance?( GetNthEleml Self:Caller, 1 ) )
Then!
If IsAKindOf?( GetNthElem{ Self:Caller, 1),
Nodes)






SetMethodComment(Nodes, Search, "This m-thod is called by Seek to search for a solution to the
node. h);
1************** METHOD: Insert **************1




1************** METHOD: Store **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, Store, [APriority AVarilltion ACrt_Time ARepeatTime AWait ATimeLSC ACldler







If ( Instance?( ACaller) And IsAKindOf?( ACaller. Links) )
Then {
Self:Calling_Link = ACaller;
If Not( Member?( Self:Caller, ACaller:CuUer ) )
Then AppendToList( Self:Caller, ACaller:C.aller );
}
Else {
If Not( Member?( Se!f:CalIer, ACaller } )
Tht::n AppendToList( Self:Caller, ACalIer );
Self:CaUing_Link = NULL;









SendMessage( Explanation, Add, FormatValue(" Rule"
II ACaller




1/ n \n by %3.2f. The original value is %3.2f units. ",
Self:Variation, Self:Ori,ginaIValue) );
};
Self:OrizinalValue = SendMessage( Se!f:Item, GelVal, Self:Variable,
VAR)j
Self:VariableType == SendMessage( Selfeltem, Getval, Self:Variable,
TYPE ):
Self:Cailed Time = GetT;me( );
Self:Critkal_Time = ACrt_Time;
Self:TimeLSC = ATimeLSC;




If ( AMessage 1/= LOOK)
Then {
If Member?( Global:NewSetNodes, Self)
Then RemoveFromList( Global:NewSetNodC',s, Self);
}
Else {
If ( Not( Member?( Global:NewSetNodes, Self) )







/*;.************ METHOD: Seek **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, Seek, [Cost ],
{
Self:Status = LOOKING;
If Member?( Global:SetNodes, Self)
Then RemoveFromList( Global:SetNodes, Self);
If Member?( GlobaI:NewSetNodes. Self)
Then RemoveFromList( Global:NewSetNodes, Se!f);
Self:CostT = Cost;
Self:Temp = SendMessage( Self, Search );
If ( Self:Temp #= FALSE)
Then {
If Not( SemlMessage( Self, Root? ) )





If ( Selfe'Temp #= TRUE)




1********"'***** METHOD: NoLinks **************/
MakeMethod( Nodes, NoLinks, [J,
{
If ( LengthLis!( Self:NewLinks) = = 0 )
Then {
SendMessage( Self, GeiPllh )j
If ( LengthLilit{ Self:NewLinks) == 0 )
Then {
If Not( SendMessage( Self. R.oot? ) )
Then {
SendMessage( Self, End, Self. NORMAL );
}
Else {






1**********"'*** METHOD: Success **************1
MakeMethod( Nodes, Success, O.
{
SendMessag~( Explanation, Add, H - The " # Self: Variable #
H of" # Self:Item # " was changed satisfactorily." ):
If Not( Self:Wait)
Then {
If Nat( Null?( Self:Applied_Link) )
Then SendMessage{ S,~lf;Applied_Link, Reply, SUCCESS ):
If Not( Null?( Sel f:AppIied_Action ) )
Then SendMessage( Self:Applied_Action, Reply, SUCCESS ):







SendMessage( Self, End, Seit~ CLEARDOWN );
});
1************** METHOD: Root? **************1






If Instance?( CaH )
Then If IsAKindOt?( MaU,Nodes )




1************** METHOD: Use **************1
MakeMeth<:>-- -des, Use, [ACalier ],
{
If Not( Member?( Self:CaUer, ACaller ) )
Then Af>t>endToList( SeIf:Caller, AGaller );
SendMessage( Explanation, Display," "u ACaUer U " using "




SetSlotOption( Nodes:Priority, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Priority, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Pdority, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Priority, MAXIMUM _VALUE, 10 );
Nodes.Priority = 10;
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Priority. IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Priority, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Priority, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOptiou( Nodes.Priority, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( NodesrVarlation );
Nodes.Veriation = 0;
SetSlotOptiun( Nodes.Variation, IF_NEEDED, NULL };
SetSlofOption( Nodes:Variation, l 'EN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Varietion, L.,.:ORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSiotOption( Nodes:Variation, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL);
MakeSlot( Nodes:Valid_Actions);
.C;;etSlotOption(Nodes: Valid_Actions, MULTIPLE );
SetSlotOption( Nodes: Valid_Actions, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Nodes: Valid_Actions, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Actions);
ClearList( Nodes:Valid_Actions);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Valid_Actions, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSIotOption( Nodes:Valid_Actions, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Valid,_Actions, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetS1otOption( Nodes:Valid_Actions. AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSiot( Nodes.Status );
SetSlcilOption( Nodes-Status, NO_AUTO~ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Status, ALLOWAJ3LE_ VALUES, READY, SET, LOOKING, FOUND.
PENDING, HOLDING, ACTIVATED, UNSOLVED, USE);
Nodes.Status = READY;
SetSlotOption( NodesrStatus, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Status, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
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SetStotOption( Nodes:Status, BEFORE._CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nocles:Status, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSloi.( Npl, ::Applied_Action);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Applied_Action, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Applied_Action, ALLOWABLE_ CLASSES, Actions );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.AppliedAction, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
Set~btot.:Uon( Nodes:Applied_Action, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlott'plion( NoJes:Applicd_Action, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Applied _Action, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Nodes:Caller );
SetSlotOptioll( Not!es:Caller, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Caller, MULTIPLE );
SetSIotOption( Nodes.Caller, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CaUer, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Links, Nodes );
Clearl.ist( Nodes:Caller );
SetSlotOption( NodesrCaller, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes: Caller, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SelSlotOption( Nodes.Caller, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Caller, AfTER_CHANGE, NULL );
M&keSlo~(Nodes: Item );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Item, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Item, AI .LOWABLE~_CLASSES, Items );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Item, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Ncdesiltem, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL »
SetSlotOption(Nodes:Item, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSiolOption( Nodes.Item, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( Nodes:Variable);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Variable, iF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Variable, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption{ Nodes:Variable, BPFORE_CHANGE, NULl.,):
SetSlotOpHon( Nodes.Variable, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot{ Nodes.Originalvaluc );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:OriginaIValue, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Originalvalue, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Nodes:OriginalValue = 0:
SetSlotOption( Nodes:OriginaIValue, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Originalvslue, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSiotOption( Nodes:OriginnIValue, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:OriginaIValue, AFTER_CHANGE, NlILL):
Makr.slot( Nojes:Critical_Time);
SetSlotOption( Noues:Critical_Time, VALUE_.TYPE, NUMBER ):
SetSlolOption( Nodes:Cr:ticlll~Til:ile, MINIM l1M_VALUE, 0 );
Node.'l:Criticltl_Time = 0;
SelSlotOption( Nodes.Crltical Time, IF_NEUDED, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Crilical_Timc, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSIolOption( Nodes:Critical_ Tune, BFFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Critical_Time, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MI'.keSlot( Nodes:Called_Time ):
SetSlotOption( Nodcs:Cnlled Time, NO AUTO ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Calltx(Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CalJed_Time, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 )j
Nodes:Called_Time = 0;
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SetSlotOption( Nodes: Called_Time, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Node .Called_Time. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL )i
sotSiotOption( Nodes:Called_Time. BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SotSlotOption( Nodes:CaIled_Time, AFfER_CHANGE, NULl. ,Ii
MakeSlot( Nodes:CaUing_Time);
SotSlotOptiOll( Nodes:Calling •.Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SotSlotOption( Nodes:Calling_Time, MINIMUM_ VALUE. 0 )i
Nodml:Calling_ Time=« O.
8eJtSiotOption( Nodes:Callin8_Time. IF_NEEDED. NULL »
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Calling~.Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL)i
SotSlotOption( k ,1cs:CaUing_Time, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOptioo( Nodes:Calling_Time, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Nodes:Valid_Links);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Valid_Links, MULTIPLE);
SetSl{}tOption( Nodes: Valid _.Links, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
C1earList( Nodes:Vulid_Links);
MskoSlot( Nodes:Applied_Link);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Applied_Link, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
StotSlotOption( Node.s:Applied_Link, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Applied Link, ALLOWABLE CLASSES, Action Effect I;
SetSlotOptioll( Nodes:Applied=Link, IF_NEEDED, NULL), -
S<>tSIotOptiot. Nodes:Applied_Link, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Applied Link, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Applied _Licl:, AFTEf<_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Nodes:Best );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Best, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Best, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES. Actions);
MakeSlot( Nodes:BestType );
SetSiotOption( Nodes:BestType, NO_AUTO._ASK. TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:BestType, ALLOWABLE_ VALUES, ACTION, PATH, LINK );
Mak~,slot( Nodes:BestCost ):
SetSlctOption( Nodes:BestCost, 'iALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:BestCo:;t. MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 ):
SetstotOption( Nodes:BestCost, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1):
Nodes:BestCost = 0:
SetSlotOption( Nodes:BestCost, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:BestCost, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
SetSloLOption( Nodes.Bestoost, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSJotOption( Nodes:BestCost, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Nodes:CostS );
SctSlolCotMtnent( Nodes:CostS, "No longer used. It contained the cost of moving the variable
from it's set point. It was found to be confusing. ~ );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostS, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostS, MINIMUM_ VALUE. -I )j
SetSlotOption( Nodcs:CostS, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Nodes:CostS == 0;
MakeSlot( Nodes:CostST)i
SetSlotConuncnt( Nodes:CostST, "Total cost for self to p.~changed (value passed back)" );
SetSlotOptioo( Nodes:CostST, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Noues:CostST, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 )j




SetSlotOption( Nodes:FinalCost, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER »
SetSlotOption( Nodes:FinalCost, MINIMUM_VALUE, *1 );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:FinaICost, MAXIMUM_VALUE, 1);
Nodes:FinalCost ::; OJ
SetSlotOption( Nodes:FinaICost, IF._NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlolOption( Nodes:FinaICost, WHEN_ACCESS~ NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:FinalCost, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:FinaICost, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot{ Nodes:Mode );
SetSlotOpi.ion(Nodes:Mode, ALLOWABLE_VALUES, ACTIVE, LOOK);
Nodes:Mode = LOOK;
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Mode. IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOplion{ Nodes:Mode, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Mode, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSiotOption(Nodes:Motie, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Nodes.TenrpCost );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Tempoost, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:TempCost, MINIMUM _VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOpHon( Nodesz'IempCost, MAXfMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Nodes:TempCost = 0;
SetSlolOption( Nodes:TempCost, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Tempf'ost, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SelSlotOption( Nocles:TempCost, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:TempCost, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( Nodes:TimeLSC );
SetSlotCc:mment( Nodes:TimeLSC, "Time Jag between self and caller." );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:TimeLSC, VALUE_TYPE. NUMBER );
SefSlo~Option( Nocles:TimeLSC, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Ti11'eLSC, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 ):
Nodes:TimeLSC :=: 0;
MakeSlot( Nodes:TimeLSP );
SetS~otComment( Nodes:TimeI..SP. "TIle time for self to change parent. " ):
Nodes:TimeLSP == 0:
MakeSlot( Nodes:Copies );
SetSlotOption( Nodes: Copies, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOpt.ion( Nodes. Copies, ALLOW ABLE_ CLASSES, Copies):
MakeSlot{ Nodes:MaxCost ):
SetStotOption( Nodes:MaxCost, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:MaxCost, VALUE_.TYPE, NUMBER. ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Max:Cost, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:MuxCost, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Node.s:MaxCost = I:
SetSlotOption( Nodes.MaxCost, IF_.NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlolOption( Nodcs:MnxCost, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:MllxCost, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:MaxCost, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MnkeSlot( Nodes:NewLinks );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:NewLinks, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):
SetSll)tOption( Nodes:NewLinks, MULTIPLE );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:NewLinks, VALUE_ TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:NewLinks, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES. Links);
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ClearList( Nodes:NewLinks );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Newl.inks, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
&tSlotOption( Nodes:NewLinks, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:NewLinks, BEFORE _CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:NewLinks, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Nodec:TimeLBS );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:T.imcLBS, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOptioD( Nodes:TimeLBS, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOptioD( Nodes:TimeLBS, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 ':
Nodes:TimeLBS = 0;
SetSlotOptioD( Nodes:TimeLBS. IF_NEEDED. NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:TimeLDS, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:TimeLBS, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:TimeLBS, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Nodes:Activated_Node):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Activated_Node, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Activated Node, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL.);
SetSIotOption( Nodes.ActivatedNcde, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Activated_Node, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL »
MakeSlot( Nodes-Temp );
Makp.slot( Nodes: Calling_Link );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Clllling_Link, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSiotOption( Nodes:Ca1Iing_Link, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSIotOption( Nodes.Calling Link, ALLOWABLE_ CLASSES, Links ):
SetSlotOption{ Nodes.Calling Link, IF_NEEDED, NI!1,L );
SetSIotOption( Nodes:CalIing_Link, WHEN_ACCESS, NeLL):
SetSlotCption( Nodes.Calling Link, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Calling_Link, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL II
MakeSlot( Nocles:CostP );
SetSlolComment( Nodes:CostP. "This is the cost of u"ing the primary node excluding
the cost of actually implementing that node." ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostP, NO_lWTO_ASK. TRUE);
SetS!otOption( Nodes:CostP, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CcstP, MINIMUM_ VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostP, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Nodes:CostP = 0:
MakcSlot( Nodes:VariableType):
SetSlotOption( Nodes: Variable'Iype, ALLOWABLE _VALUES, Analogue, Discrete ):
NodestVariable'Typc = Analogue;
SetSlotOption( Nodes:VariableType, IF_NEEDED. NULL);
SetSlotOption( NodesrVariable'I'ype, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Nodes:VanableType, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSIotOption( NodescVariable'Iype, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSl'Jt( Nodes:Boolean »
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Boolean, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN);
S~tSlotOption( Nodes:Boolean, IF._NEEDED. NULL );
SetSlotOption( NodesBooleau, WI-lEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOptioll( NodcsiBoolean, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Boolean, Al<iER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Nodes.Root );
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Root, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN ):
Nodes.Root = TRUE;
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SetSlotOption( Nodes:Root, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSiotOption( Nodes.Root, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes.Root, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SeiSlotOption( Nodesrkoot, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Nodes:Message );
MakeSlot( Nodes:RuleNo );
SetstotOption( Nodes:RuleNo, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
Node.s:RuleNo == O.
SetSlotOption( Nodes:RuleNo, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption{ Nodes:RuleNo, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( NO(: ~:RuleNo, BEFORE CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:RuleNo, AFTER_CliANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot{ Nooes:CostPT);
SetSlotComment( Nodes:CostPT, "The cost of the secondary node that will cause this node
to change. K );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostPT, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSloiOption( Nodes:CostPT, MINIMUM_ VALUE, ·1 )i
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostPT, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
Nodes:CostPT == 0;
MakeSlot( Nodes:CostT );
SetSlotComment{ Nodes:CostT, "Cost of path thus far." );
SetSlolOption( Nodes:CostT, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
SetSlotOpiion( Node:~:CostT, MINIMUM_VALUE, -1 );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:CostT, MAXIMUM_ VALVE, 1 );
Nodes:CostT = 0;
MakeSlot( Nodes:Wait );
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Wait, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN);
Nodes:Wait = FALSE;
MakeSlot( Nodes:Repeat_Time);
SetSlotOption( Nodes:Repeat_Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
SetSlotOl)tion( Nodes:Repeat_T:me, MIN~MUM_ VALUE, 0 );
Nodes:Repeat_ Time = 0;
1*************************************
**** CLASS: Items
**** 'nus class contains nil the knowledge about the physical
**** layout of the plant.
*************************************1
MakeClass( Items, Root);
SetClassComment( Items, "This class contains all the knowledge about the physical
layout of the plant. .. );
1************** METHOD: Get_Value *******>1<*****>1</
1* "This function calls the value_list, finds all the values required." *1
MakeMetbod( Items, GP.t_Value, [J,
{












If Not( GetValue( GetValue( Self, N # Value ),
Tag) #= NONE)
Then {
Send Message( Self, SetVar, Value,











SetMethodConunent(Items, Get_Value, "This function calls the value_list, finds ell the values required. ~
):
1******'1<******* METHOD: Request "'*************/
MakeMethod( Items, Request, [Variable Peiority Variation Crt_Time RepeatTime AWait TitneLSC
Caller Message Bxplanaticn RuleNo ],
{
Self:Cuuoter =: 0;
Self:NodeNatne - N If Self /I _ # Variable;
If Not( Instance?( Self:NodeName ) )
Then Makelnstancef Self:NodeName, Nodes);
While ({
Global:1'emp = SendMessage( Self:NodeNatne, Set, Self,
Variable, Priority, Variation, Crt_Time.
RepeatTime, AWait, TimeLSC, Caller,




If Not( Instance'l( C_ n Self # _ # Variable) )
Then Makelnstancef C_II Self # _ U Variable, Copies );
ScudMessage( C_ /I Self 11._ # Variable, Insert, Self:NodeNume );
SendMessage( Self:NodeNume, Insert, C_ # Self # _ /I
Variable );
Self:Coulltcr += 1;
Self:NodeName = Self /I _ # Variable # _ # Self:Counter;
If Not( Instance?( Self:NodeName ) )
Then Makelnstance( Self:NotleName, Nodes ):
};
If Instance?( C_ # Self # _ # Variable)
Then {
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SemlMetSSase( C_II Self II _II Variable. Insert, Self:NodeName);
s-dMessa8e( Self:NodcName, Insert, C_ II Self # _ #
Variable );
};





M~( Items, GetVar, [Name JJ
"{
G:KV~ OetValue( Self, N # Name ). Variable);
});
"' •• J$'I" ~"'**"''''METHOD: SetVar "''''**'''*********1
~( Items. SetVar. (Name Parameter I,
f
~essage( GetValue( Self. N II Name ). SetVal. Parameter );
Self;Name '"" GetValue{ GetValue( Sr,;lf, N # Name ). Variable);
} );
'!/iii< I I I~'*01<~*** METHOD: GetV til *01<**01<*"'*******1
MUoMethod( Items, GetVal. [Name Parameter 1.
{
If (Parameter tI- sP)
Then {
GetValue( GetValue( Se1.:',N # Name ), SetPoint);
}
Else {
If ( Parameter #= U1L)
Then {
GelValue( Get'VaJue( Self, N # Name), UpperLevel);
}
Else {
If ( Parameter #= LL )
Then {




If ( Parameter #= VAR )
Then {









































































1************** METHOD: SetVal **************1
MakeMethod( Items, SetVal, [Name Value Parameter 1.
{ .
If ( Parameter #= SP )
Then {
SetValue( GetValue( Self. N # Name ), SetPoint. Valu.::);
}
Else {
If ( Parameter #= UL)
Then {




If ( Parameter #= LL)
Then {




If ( Parameter 1/= VAR )
Then {



















































SetSlotOption( Items:Inputs, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Hems:lnputs, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Items);
ClearList( Items:lnputs);
SetSlotOption( Items:Inputs, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Items:Inputs, WI-lEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSJotOption( Items.Inputs, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption(Items:Inputs, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Items.Outputs );
SetSlotOption( Iterus:Outputs, MULTIPLE );
SelSlotOption( Items:Outputs, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Items.Outputs, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Items);
CleurList( Items:Outputs );
SetSlotOption( Items.Outputs, iF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Herus:Outputs, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Items.Outputs, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SctSlotOption( Items.Outputs, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( Items:VttIidVars);
SetSlolOplion( Iterus:VaIidVars, MULTIPLEt)j
SetValue( Items:VaIidVars, Level, Temp, Add, Flow, Settling, Sl.evel, Zn, Status, Flow, Basicity,
Speed, Screwl, Screw2, Screw12, Running, PumpAB, PumpAB. PumpAOrB, PumpA, PumpB,
PumpAB, PumpA01l.1, PumpA13, PumpAOrH, PlllllpAB, PumpAOrB, PumpAB, PumpAOrB, PumpAB,
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PumpAOrB. ScrewCon, ScrewConv. Dl.evel, Frequency, F'Fime, DLevSetpoint, DLevMax. DLe'/Min,
cle );
SotSlotOption( Items:ValidVars, IF_NEEDED. NULL)j
~,;~~lotOptioo( ltems:ValidVars, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Items: VaIidVars, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Items:ValidVars, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( ltems:Valuc_List);
SotSlotOption( Hems:Value_List, MULTIPLE )j
SetValue( ltems:Valu"._List, Inputs, Outputs, Validvars, Value_List, NodeName, Counter, ValidSlots,
ltemNo );
MakeSlot( ltems:NodeName );
SetSlotOption( It1tms:NodeName, NO_AUTO_ASK. TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Items:NodeName, IF_NEEDED" NULL);
SetSlotOption( Items:NodeName, WHEN_ACCJ!SS, NULL );
SdSlotOption( Items:NodeNslfJ6, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Items:NodeName, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Jtems:f'.ounter );
SetSlotCommenf( Items.Counter, "A counter USI~ by request ." );
SetSlotOplion( Items.Counter, VAI,UE_TYPE, NUMBER »
SetSlotOption( Items.Counter, MUlIMUM_ VALUE, 0);
MakeSlot( Items.Vslidslots );
SetSlotOption( Items:ValidSlots, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SeiSlotOption( Items: VaIidSlol.s, MULTIPLE );
S&Value( ltems:ValidSIots, Hi );
SetSlotOption( Items:VaiidSlots, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Itellrul:ValidSlots, WHEN_ACCE:SS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Items: ValidSlots, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );




**** This class contains all the variables in the plant.
*~F*************'**********************I
MakeClass( Variables, Root);
SetClassComment( Variables, "Ihis class contains all the variables in the plant." );
1************** METHOD: Set ************~'*I
MakeMethod( Variables, Set, [slot 1,
{
SetSlotOption( Self. slot. MAXIMUM_VALUE, GetSlotOption( Owner,
GetParent( Self),
MAXl;OvHI~,f_VALUE) »




1************** METHOD: Convert **************1
MnkeMethod( Variables, Convert, [Value. ],
{
If Member?( Se1f:StllteList, Value)
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Then {





1*****"'****>£*** METHOD: SetVal **************1
MakeMethod( Variables. Se!Val. [Value 1.
{
If ( Null?( Value) Or ( No~( Self:Type 11'= Discrete)
Or Not{ Number?( V"lue) ) ) )
Then ( Self:Variable = Value)
Else {
If ( GetElemPos( Self:StateValues, Value}
== 0)
Then (Self:Variable = NULL)





SetSlotOption( VariablesrVariablc, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
Variables:Variable = 0;
MakeSlot( Variables:SetPoint );
SetSlotOption( Variables:SetPoint, NO_AUTO _ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Variab!es:SetPoint, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER »
Variables:SetPoint = 50;
SetSlotOption( Variables.Setl'olnt, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables:SetPoint, WHEN._ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Variables:SetPoint, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables:SetPoint, AFTF.R_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Variables:UpperLevel );
SetSlotOplion( Variables:UpperLevel, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( VariablestUpperl.evel, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
Variables:UpperLevel = 100;
SetSlotOption( VarieblesrUpperl.evel, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Variables:UpperLevel, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL)j
SetSlotOption( VariablesrUpperf.evel, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( VariablesrUpperl.evel, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( Variables:LowerLevel );
SetstotOption( Variables:LowerLevel, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Variablesrl.owerl.evel, VALUF _TYPE, NUMBER );
Variables:LowerLevel = 0;
SetSIot01Jtion( Variables:LowerLevel, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( VariablesrLowerbevel, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL )j
SetSlotOption( Varlables.Lowerl.evel, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Variables.Lowerl.evel, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Variables:Owner ):
SetSlotOption( Variables:Owner, NO_AUTO_ASK TRUE)j
SetSlotOption( Variables.Owner, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables.Owner, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
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SetSlotOptiou( Variab!es:O-Nner, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotaptiGn( Variables.Owner, AFTER _CHAi'KrE. NULL );
MakeSlot( Variables:Condition);
MakeSlot( Variables:Tag );
SetSlotOption( Variables:Tag, NO_AUTO_AS](, TRUE);
Vtaiables:Tag - NONE;
SetSlotOption( VariablesrTag, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Variable..c;:Tag,WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption{ VariablesrTag, UEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( VariablesrTag, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Variables.Units );
Variables:Units = FormatValue ( "\96ft );
SetSlotOption{ Variables:Units, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables.Units, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables:Units, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
SetSIotOption( Variables:Units, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Variables:Type );
SetSlotOption( Variables.Type, ALLOWABLE_VALUES, Discrete, Analog );
Variablesr'Iype = Analog;
SetSlotOption( Variables:"..'ype, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables.Type, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Yariables.Type, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);




SctSlotOrJtion( VariaoJes:StateList, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOpiion( Variables.Statel.ist, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSIotOption( Variab!es:StateList, EEFORE_ CHANGE. NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Variables:StateList, AFTER_ CHANCiE, NULL )j
MakeSlot{ Variables:StateValues );
SetSlotOptiou( Variables:StateValues, MULTIPLE);
S~tSlotOptton( Variables:StAteValues, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
ClearList( Variables:StateValues );
SefSlotOptionCV ..riabl.lS:StateValues, IF_NEEDED, NULL)j
SetSlotOption( Variables:StateValucs, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables:StateValues, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );





SetSlotOptioc( Variables.Plantarea, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Variables:PlantArea, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Variables:PlantArea, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Variables:PlantArea, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL)j
MakeSlot( Variables.Mes'Iype );
SctSlotOption( Variables.Mes'Fype, ALLOWABLE_VALUES, ANALOG, COUNTER, UINARY)j
Variables:MesType = ANALOGj
SetSlotOption( Variables:MesType, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SetSlotOpti..:m(Variables:MesType, WHEN_ACCEfS" NULL );
SetSlotOption( Variables.Mes'Iype, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
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SetSlotOption( Variabl"'!S:MesType, AFTER._CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Variables:Number ):
SctSImOption( Vari.bles:Nulllbt.r. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Varlahles:Number - 0:
SetSlotOption( Variahles:Numbet, IF_NEeDLD, NULL);
SotSlotOptioil( Variables:Number, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSidtOption( Variables:NlImber. BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( VariabIes:Numb~r. AFTER~ CHANGE, NULL );
, .........."'..."'..."'*."'*,,********"'****+.' .."..."'*0*******************"'''''''*/







1************** METHOD: Percent ************1<*/
Mak13Method( Global, Percent, [].
{
If (Global O;:ucces'les+ Global:FaiIures = = (' )
Then (Clobal:<'ercent =: 100)
Else {





/********-1<***** METHOD: AVtime **************1
MakeMethod( Globnl, AVtime, [New Old l.
{
Average( Self:New, Old );
} );
1************** METHOD: CalcAV **************1
MakcMethod( Global, CalcAV. n,
Self:A VTime = Self:A VTimeF _ Self:A VTimeS );
1************** METHOD: DackUpSet ***********-1<**/
MakeMethod( Global, DackUpSet, ll.
{
KillTimcr( 3 )i
SctTimer( 3, Giohai:BackUpRate, 0 );
} );
MakeSlot( Globlll:SetNodes );
SetSlotOptioll( Global:SetNodes, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlotOption( Global:SeiNodes, NO_AUTO_.ASK, TRUE);
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SetSlotOption( Global:SetNodes, MULTIPLE ):
SetSlotOption( Global:SetNodes, VALUE_TYPE, OEJECf ):
SetSlotOption( Global:SetNodeil, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Nodes ):
ClearList( Global:SetNodes );
SetSlotOption( Global:SetNodes, IF_NEEDED. NULL );
SetSlotOption( GlobaI:SetNodes, WHEN_ACCESS. NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:SetNodes, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSJotOption( Global.Setblodes, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL »
MakeSlot( Global:lI.it_List);
SetSlotOption( Global:lnit_List, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlotOption( Global.Inir List, MULTIPLE »
SetSlotOption( Global:lnit_List, VALUE_TYPE, OBmCf ):
SetStotOption( Global:lnit_List, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Action_Effects):
SetValue( Globol:lnit_List, TKPOl_uwel );
SclSlotOption( Global:Iuit_List, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlolOption( Global:lnit_List, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Globul:Init_List, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:lnit_.List, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Global:Itetn_List):
SetSlotOption( Global.ItemList, INHERIT, FALSE );
SelSlotOption( Globalrltem List, MULTIPLE):
SetSlotOption( GlobakltemList, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSIotOption( Global:ltetn_List, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Items );
SetValue( GlobakltemList, POI, P02 );
SetSlotOption( GlobalrltemList, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SctSlotOl,tion( Global:ltelYl_List, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlolOption( Global.ItemList, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL)j
SetSlotOption( Global:It~m_List, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( GlobalrTemp );
SetSlotOption( Global:Tcmp, INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSiotOption( Global.Temp, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):
Global:Temp -= FALSE;
SetSlotOption( Global.Temp, IF_NEF.DED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Globah'Femp, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlolOpHon( Global:Temp. BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Globalr'Temp, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlo.( Global:Continue ):
SetSlotOption( Global:Continue, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Global:Continue, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Global:Continue. ALLOWABLE_ VALUES, Yes, No );
Global:'continue = Yes;
MakeSlot( GIobal:Time -,
SetSlotOptioll( Giobalr'Tr- " VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
Global.Time = 50S.~lOOOO;
SetSlotOption( Glob2.1:Timc, iMAGE, Edit3 );
MakeSlol( Global: Value ):
SetSlotCommcnt( GlcbalrValue, "This slot is used by Read Data and is a temporary affair. H );
SctSlotOption( Global:Valuc, VALUE_TYPE, NUMIJER );
SetSlotOption( Global:Value, MINIMUM_ VALUE. -100);




S~lotOption( GlobakState, INHERIT, FALSE)i
SetSlotOption( Gtobal:State, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOpl;on( Global:State, ALLOWABLE_VALUES, READY, INITIAL, READING, WAITING,
CHAIN, RESET, SORTING, SEARCHING, ACTIVATING, CLEARING)i
Olobal:State .... READING;
SetSlotOptiollt Glohal;State, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:State, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:State, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:State, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( GIobal:State, IMAGE, StateBox14, ComboBoxl ):
MakeSlot( Global:Temp_List):
SetSlotOption( Global:Temp_List, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Global:Temp_List. MULTIPLE );
SetSlolOption( Global:Temp_List, VA:~UE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Gkbal:Temp_List, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Actions);
ClearList( Global.Temp List );
SetSlotOption( Global;Temp_List.lF _NEEDED, NULL);
SelSlotOption( Global:TeOlp_List, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( GlobaJ:Temp_List, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:Temp _List, AF1'ER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Global:NewSetNodes );
SetSlotOption( Global:NewSetNodes, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Global:NewSetNodes, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Globa~:NewSetNodes, MULTIPLE);
f ..tSlotOption( Global:NewSetNodes, VALUE_ TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Global:NewSetNodes, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Nodes};
ClearList( Glob1J,I:NewSetNode.,'i);
SetSlotOption( Global;NewSetNodes, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetS[otOption( Global:NewSetNodes, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:NewSetNodes, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
('',It&.otOption(Global:NewSetNodes, ,AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Global:Actlvated_Nodes);
SetSlotOption( Glob.'JI:Activated_Nodes, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( OIobal:Activated,-Nodes, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOption( Global:Activated_Nodes, MULTIPLE);
SetSlotOption( Global:Activated_Nodcs, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOption( Global:Activated_Nodes, ALLOWA13LE_CLASSES, Nodes );
ClearList( Global:Activated_Nodes );
SetSlotOption( Global:Activated_Nodcs, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOptioll( Global:Activated_Nodes, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:Activated_Nodcs, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global::Activated_NocJes, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Global:Cosl );
SetSlotComment( Global:Cost, "Cost used by cost functions
" );
SetSlotOption( GlobaI:.Cost, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Global:Cost, MINIMUM_ VALUE, ·1 ):
SetSiotOption( Global: Cost, MAXiMUM_ VALUE, t );
Global:Cost =< 0.4316;5'46762:2993;
MakeSlot( Global.Unexpandedl.ist );
SetSlotOption( GlobalcUnexpaadedl.ist, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Globalrlfnexpandedl.ist, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
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SetSlotOption( Oloblll:UnexpandedList. MULTIPLE);
SetSlotOption( Global:UnexpandedList, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOpt.iao( Global: Unexpandedl.ist, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Links );
CloarU~ OIobal:UnexpandedList);
SetSlotOption( Globnl:UnexpandedList, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSiotOption( Global:UnexpandedList, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global: UnexpandedList, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSIotOption( Global: Unexpandedl.ist, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Global:ExpandedList );
SetSlotOption( Globat:ExpandedList, INHERIT, FALSE);
StltSlotOption( Globaf:ExpandcdList, NO._AUTO_ASK, TRUE )i
')SetSlotOption( GlobalrSxpandedl.iet, MULTIPLE );
SetStotOption( OlobaI:ExpandedList, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
SetSlotOpt1on( GlobahBxpandedl.ist, ALLOWABLE_ CLASSES, Links);
ClearList( Global: Expanded List );
SetSlotOption( Global:ExpandedList, IF_NEEDED, NULL };
~lt)tOption( Globa!:ExpandedList, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
Sel.flolOption( GlobeliExpandedl.Jst, BEFORE_ CHANGE. NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:ExpandedLisl, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot{ Global:X );
SetSlotOption( Glohal:X, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Global:X, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Global:X, VALUE _TYPE, NUMBER );
Global:X == -10;
MakeS[ot( Global:NLinkList )j
SetSlotOption( CrIobal:NLinkList, INHERiT, FALSE );
Se.tSlotOp!ion( Glot,al:NLinkList, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetS1ot0ption( Global:NLinkList, MULTIPLE )j
SetValue( Global:NLirlkList, Flow_5, Flow_G, Flow_7 );
SetSlotOption( Global:NLinkList, IF_NEEDBD. NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:NLinkList, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:NLinkList, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:NLinkList, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( GlobaltActive );
SetSlotOtltion( Olobal:Active, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Global:Active, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Global:Active, VALUE_ TYPE, BOOLEAN );
Global.Active = FALSE;
SetS!otOpticJU(GlobaltActive, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SctSlotOption( GlobaltActive, WHEN_ACCESS. NULL)j
Sct~lotOrtioll( GlobahActive, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SctSlo!Oiption( Global.Active, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL)j
Make;Slot( Global.C'l'ime );
SetSlotOption( Global:CTime, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Global:C1'ime, NO .AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( GlobaJ:Cfime, MULTIPLE);
SetSlotOption( Global:CTime,' \.LUE_TYPE, NUMBER)j
SetSlotOption( Giobal:CTime, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 )j
ClearList( (,lobal:CTime);
MakeSM( Global:StdDelay );
SetSlotOption( Global:StdDelay, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Global:StdDeJ;ty, NO_AUiO_ASK, TRUE );
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SetSlotOption( Global:StdDelay, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Global:StdDelay, MINIMUM _VALUE, 0 );
Olobal:StdD~Iay - 300;
SetSlotOption( q~obal:StdDelaYI IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( GlobaI:StdDelay, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetS~?tOption( Global:StdDelay, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
3etSlotOption( Global:StdDelay, AFfER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MabS1Qt( Global:ListTemp );
~Optioo( Glol:ial:ListTemp, INHERIT, FALSE);
SotSIotOption( Olobal:ListTemp, NO_AUTO_ASK. TRUE);
~.8otSJotOption( Global:ListTemp, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
Global:LislTemp := FALSE;
Set.SiotOption( Global'List'Temp, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SatSlotOption( Global:ListTemp, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SedlotOption( GIobal:ListTemp, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
htSlotOption( Global:ListTemp, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MnkeSiot( Global:Counter );
SotSlotOption( Globul:Counter, INHERIT, FALSE);
S$lSlotOption( GlobalrCountcr, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SotSloLOption( GlobalrCcanter, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
Global:Counter "" 8:
'\ SetSlotOption( Glo!Jai:Counter, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SotSlotOption( ClobaI:Counter, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption~Global:Counter, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:Counter, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( GIobal:Quit );
SetSlolOption( Global:Quit, INHERIT, FALSE)j
SetSlotOption( Global:Quit, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption(Glubal:Quit, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN);
Global:Quit :::: 'TRUE;
Se~SlotOption( Giobal:Quit, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Olcbal:Quit,. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption\ llobal:Quit, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );




SetSlotOption( Glcbalt Actionl.ist, lNHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Global:ActionList, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
SetSlotOptlon( Glcbal.Actionl.ist, MULTIPLE);
St,tSlotOptiou( GlobakActionl.ist, VALUE_ TYPH, OBJEcr );
ClcarList( GlobaltActlonl.ist );
SetSlotOption( Global.Actionl.ist, IMAGE, Multiplel.istlsox l );
MakeSlot( Global:ActionSpacing );
SeiSlotOptioll( Global.Actionspacing, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Global:ActionSpacing, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
S~tSlotOption( Global.Actlonspacing, MINJMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
Global:ActionSpacmg :::::30;
SetS{otOption( Global:ActionSpacing, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:ActionSpacing, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Global:ActionSpacmg, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global.Actionspacing, AliiEi{_ CHANGE, NULL );
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MakeSlot( Global:PauseTime ):
SetSlolOption{ Global:PauseTime, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOptiou( Global:PauseTime, VALUE TYPE, NUMBER ):
Global:PauseTime - 334938.091209: -
SetSlotOption( Obbal:l'auseTime, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Gtobal:PauseTime. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
Sot..C:;lo~Option(Global:PauseTime, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOplion( Global:PauseTime, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Global:ReadList ):
SetSlotOption( Globat:ReadLil~t, INHERIT, FALSE}:
SetSlotOption(G1obal:ReadList, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):
SetSlotOption( Global:ReadList, MULTIPLE ):
SetValue( Global:ReadList, LlPOOl, FIPOO6,TIP016, TIPOn, TlP018, TIf'!gO, FIPOIO, FlP030,
FIP012 ):
SetSlotOption( Global:Read!:.ist, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:ReadList, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:ReadList, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Globa1:ReadList, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Olobal:StartTime );
SetSlot0l'tion( Olobal:S!artTime, INHERIT, FALSE)j
SotSlotOption( Global:StartTime, VAUIE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Global:StartTime, MINIMUM_VALUE, 0 );
G!obal:StartTlnw ... 338410.114286;
SetSlotOptivn( GlobaJ:StartTime, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( GIobal:StartTime, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( GIobal:StartTime, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Giobal:StartTime, AFTER•.CHANGE. NULL );
MakeSlot( GlobaJ:Failures):
SetSlo(Option( Global:Failures, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Giobal:Failures, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
SetSlotOption( Global:Failllrcs, MINIMUM_VALUE, 0 ):
Glcbal.Pailures = 115;
SetSlotOption( Global:FlIilures, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Global:Faih.lrt",s, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SelSlotOption( Globll.l:Failures, BEFORE ••CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( GlooohFailllte8, AFTER_ CHANGE, Percent );
MakeSlot( Global:Successes ):
SetSlotOl'tion( Global:Succcssee, INHERIT, FALSE);
SelSlotOption( Global:SucceB.'Ies, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
GlobRl:Sncce.'I8eS== 178;
SetSlotOption( Global:Success;e$, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Global:Succesr .....WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SelSlotOption( Giobal:Succp.:.ses, BEfoORE._CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:Su~~, AFTER_CHANGE, Percent ):
MakeSlot( GlobilI:Percent »
SelSlotOption( Global:Percent, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetS[otOpiion( Global:Percent, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Global:Percent, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Global:Percent, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 »
SetSlotOption( Global:Ftlrcent, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 101' ):
G1ohal:Percent .. 39 ..2491467576792;
Sc,SlotOption( Gkbnl:Percent, IF_.NEEDED, NULL);
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SetSlotOptlon( GlobaI:Percem:, WHEN_ACCESS; NULL)j
SetSlotOption( Global:Percent, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOp1ioll( GlobaJ:Percent, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL):
Mak3Slot( Globa1:A VTime »
SetSlotOption( Global:A<'1Time, INHERIT. FALSE):
SctSlotOption( OIobal:Avrime, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Globa1:AVTime>= 34.4251162506422;
SetSMOption( Global:AVTime, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Otobal:A VTime, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL)j
sctSlotOption( Global:A VTime, BEFORE_CHANGE, AVlime );
SetSlotOption( Global: AV'I'ime, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( GIobal:A VTimeS )i
SetSlotOption( Globtlll:AVTimeS, INHERIT. FALSE );
SetSlcl(Jption( Globa1:A VTimeS, VALUE TYPE, NUMBER ):
SetSlotOption( Global:A VTimeS, MINIMUM.Y ALUE, 0 ):
Global: AVTimeS = 334856.278022;
SetSlotOption( Glohal:A VTimeS, IF.•NEEDED, NULL);
Se(SlotOption( Global:A vnees, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:AVTuneS, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotQptioll( Global:A VTimeS, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL);
MakeSlo!( Global: AVTimeF );
SetSlolOption( GlobaI:A VTimeF,INHERlT. FALSE):
SetSlotOption(Global:AVTimeF, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
SetSlotOption( Global:AVTimeF, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0);
Olobal:AVTimeF = 334920.289011;
SetSI'ltOption( GlobaI:A VTimeF, IF_NEEDED, NULL );




SetSlolOption( Global:StmionID. INHERIT, FALSE );
GlobaI:S!JltionJD ... 00;
SetSlolOp~lon( Globlli:StationID, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOptioll( Global:S!JltionID. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:StatiotilD, DEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlolOption( Global:StationID, AFfER_ CHANOE, NULL),
MIlk6Slot( GlobaI:Read );
SetSlotOption( Global:Read, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption(Global:Read, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN)i
Global:Read ... FALSE;
SetSlotOption( Global:Read, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( G1obal:Read. WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ),
SetSlolOption( GlobaI:Read, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL)i
SetSlotOption( Global:Read, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:Read, IMAGE, CheckBoxS, CheckBox 1 ):
MtlkeSlot( Global:Write):
SetSlotOption( Global:Write, INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption(Global:Write, VALUE_TYPE, DOOLEAN);
Global:Write .. FALSE;
SetSlotOptklD( Global:Write, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:Write, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:Write. BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
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SetSlotOption( Gl~~;Write. AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:Write, IMAGE, CbeckBox6 ):
MakoSlot( Global:Read,)tate );
SetSlotOpt1on( Global:R\~dState. INHERIT. FALSE)j
SetSlotOpfioc( Olobal:R(18dState, ALLOWABLE_ VALUES, READ, WRITE, OPEN, CLOSE ):
obba}:R('.adState "" READ:
SelSlotOption( Global:RelldStatc, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:RetItlState, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Global:ReadState, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOpti\ln( Global:RealdState, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
Set51olOption( Global:ReallState, IMAGE, RadioDuttonGroup2. RadioBUtilmGroup4 );
MakeSlot( Glohal:RunState );
SetSlotOptic!1( t.::iobal:Run~ltate, INHERiT, FALSE ):
St'ltSlotOpilon( Global:RunS\tate, ALLOWABLE_VALUES, Running, Pause ):
Global:RunState ... Running;
SetSlotOption( GIobal;RunState, IF_NEEDED, NULL }:
SetSlotOption( GlobllJ:RunS;tate, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption{ O:obal:RunSl:ate, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Olobal:RunState, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:RunSlate, IMAGE, RadioButtonGroup5):
Mak:oSlol{Global:BackUpRate ):
SetSlolOplion( Global:BackUpRate, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Globat:BackUpRate, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSiotOption( GlobahBackUpRate, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 ):
Global:BackUpRate ... 20:
SotSlotOption( G!obal:BackUpRare, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlofOption( Global:BackUpRate, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOplion( Global:BackUpRate, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:PackUpRate, AFTER_CHANGE, BackUpSet );
MakeSlot( ~:hbal:Response );
SetSlotQptuu( GlobahRespocse, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Global:Re.~ponse. VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
Global:Respomre'" }lALSE;
SetSlotOption( Global:Responsc, IF.."NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:Responsc, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( GIobal:Response, BEFOlm_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( GlobaljRespouse, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Global:Busy );
SetSiolOption{ Globnl:Busy, INHERIT. FALSE):
SetSiolOption( Global:Busy, ALLOWABLE_ VALUES, BUSY, PAUSE );
Glolml:Busy == BUSY:
SetSlotOplion( Globalrlsusy, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SatSlotOption( Giobal:Busy, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Global:Busy. BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlolOptinn( Global:Busy, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption{ GItlbal:Busy, IMAGE, SmleBox2 ):
MakeSlol.( GlobaI:ActionFlag );
SetSlotOption( Global:AclionFlag, INHERIT, FALSE ):






SetSlotOptiOll( Oloba1:ItemNo, INHERIT, FALSE );
OI()bal:ltemNo - 4:
SetSlotOption{ Olobal:ltemNo, IF NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( OIobal:ltemNo, w: ,IN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Olobal:ItemNo, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlolOption( Olobal:ltemNo, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( Olooo:VarNo);
SetSlotOpl:ion( OIobal:VatNo. INHERIT, FALSE );
Global:VarNo = 3;
MakeSlot( Olobd:UnkCbain );
SetSlotOption( Olobal:LinkCbain, ALLOWABLE_ VALUES, Al.WA YS, NEEDED):
Giobat:LinkCbain ... ALWAYS;
MakeSlot{ GIobal:NewUnks );
SetSlotOplion( OIobal:NewLinks, MULTIPLE ):
SetSlotOption(Olobal:NewLinks, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT);
SetSlotOptioo( Olobnl:NewLinks, ALLOWABLE_ CLASSES, Links );
ClearList( Global:NewLinks );
MakeSlot( Olobal:Cbange );
SetSlotOption( Global:Change, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN):
Global:Cllllllge'" tALSE;
MakeSlot( Globar:~imulalionSpacing);
SetSfotOption( Global:'3imulationSpacing, INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption( Globai:SimulationSpa<;ing. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Giobal:SimulationSpacing = I:
SetSlotOption( G1obal:SimulntionSpacing, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( GlobaI:SimulationSpaci:lg, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SoiSlotOption( Globa1:SimulationSpacing, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Global:SimulationSpncing, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Global:Simulation ):
SetSlotOption( Global.Simulation, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOptbn( Global:Simulation, VALUE_ TYPE, BOOLEAN );
Olobal:Simulation "" TRUE;
SetSlotOption( Global:Simulation, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Global:Simulation, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlolOption( Global:Simulation, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
















SetValue{ SESSION:BackgroundColor, 0, 128, 255 );
SBSSION:Freeze = FALSE;




Makelnstance( Choice, Menu );
/************** METHOD: DisplayCaIl ********* ..****/






SetValue( Choice:Choices, Edit, Delete, Rename );
SetValue( Choice:ChoiceNames, &Edit. &DeJele, &Rename):
/*******************************N*****
**** INSTANCE: Quicksort
**** Sort routine. Ituses the shell short.
*****~***************~~**************I
MakeInstance( Quicksort, Root);
SetlnstanceComll'1ent( Quickoort, "Sort routine. It uses the shell short," );
1************** METHOD: Shell **************'




Self:Count = LengthList( Selfrltem );
EnumList( Self:a, gap,
{
If (gap < Self:Count)
Then {
For i From gap To Self:Count By I
Do {
Self:x == GelNlhElem( Seif:I!em, i);
Self:j = i-gap:







SetNtbh1em( Self:Item, Self:j + gap,














SotSlotOption( Quicksorl:j, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Quicksort:j ... 4;
Makl'l51ot( Quic1csort:x );
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:x, INHERIT, FALSE );
Quick80rt:x ... Flow_8;
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:x. IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:x, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOptiOl1( Quicksorl:x, BEFORE._CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlolOption( Quicksort:x, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Quicksort:k );
MakeSlol( Quicltsort:a );
SetSlotOption( Quicksortia, INHERIT, FALSE );
Set.SlotOption( Quicksort:lI. NO:_.AU10_ASK, TRUE);
SctSlotOption( Quicksortra, MULTIPLE);
SetSlolOption( Quicksort:a, VALUE_TYPE. NUMBER):
SetSlotOptioll( Quicksort:a, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 1 );
SetValue( Quicksort:u, 9, S, 3, 2, 1 );
SetSlotOplion( Quicksort:a, IF NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:a, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SelSlotOption( Quicksort:a, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL )j
SetSIotOption( Quicksort:a, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Quicksort:Count );
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:Counl, INHER1T, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:Count, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlot'Option( Quicksort:Count, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER )j
Quickllon:Count = 1;
StltSlolOption( Quicksort:Count, IF_NEEDED, NULl..):
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:Count, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOptiou( Quicksort: Count, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:Count, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL):
MakeSlot( Quicksort:Itcm ):
SetSlotOption( Quicksortrltern, INHEIUT, FALSE ):
SetSlolOption( Quicksort.Item, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( Quicksort.Item, MULTIPLE );
SetSlotOption( Quicksort:Item, VALUE_TYPE, oamcr ):
SetSlotOption( Quicksornltem, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Links, Nudes);
SetValue( Quicksort.Item, CVPOlSwitch );
SetSlotOption( Quicksortrltem, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SetSlotOption\ Quicksort:Item, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOl'tion( Quicksort:Item, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);




**** Data used by function CostSlf.
*****~**********************r*******1
MakelnltMce( CostSlf, Root);
SetInstanccComment( CostSlf, "Data used by function CostSlf;"");
MakeSlot( CostSlf:Cost );
SetSiotOption{ CostSlf:Cost, INHERIT. FALSE);
SetSlotOption( CostSlf:C.ost, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( CostSlf:Cosl, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOr,tion( CostSlf:Cost, MINIMUM_ VALUE, ·1 );
SetSlotOption( CustSlf:Cost, MAXIM'IM _VALUE, 1 );
CostSlf:Cost = 0;
SetSlotOption( CostSlf:Cost, IF_NIml.. '. NULL );
SetSlotOption( CostSlf:Cof;t, WHEN_Ad .:ESS, NUL!: );
SetSlolOption( CostSlf:Cost, REFORB_CHANGE. NULL);
SetSJolOption( CostSlf:Co~'l, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( CostSIf:X );
SetSlolCollU1lellt( CostS:f:X. ·OrignalValue + vanation·);
SetSlotOption( <;',ostSlf:X. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
CoIiI~f:X "" -J1
MakoSl<ll( (',rAslf:Temp );
SetSlotOpl.lon( CostSlf:Temp, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption{ CostSlf:Temp, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( CostSlf:Temp, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
CostSlf:Temp ... NULL;
SetS!otOplion( CostSlf:Temp, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOplion( CostSlf:Temp, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
&ltSlotOption( CostSlf:Temp, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);




Makelnstance( RuJeEdit, Menu );
1"'********"**** METHOD: Rule **************1
MakeMeUmd( RuleErlit. Rule, [owner window choice J.
{
Self:Choice "" ", _•• denu( RuleCho: . 'i
If ( Self:Cltoicl: #= Delete Or Self:{._ " ~ 11= Rename)
Then {
If ( LengthList( Rule.choice ) = = 0 )
Then {




Seif:S'cllX:tion = P01>tMenu("Select Rule", Rulerohoice );
};
};
If ( ( Self:Choice 11= Delete) And Not( Null?( Self:Seleclion ) ) j
Then {
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SendMessage( Self, Delete, owner, window, choice );
};
itt (Self:Choice If- Rooamrc) A'id Not( Null?( Self:Selection ) ) )
Then SendMe8Sage( Self, Rename, owner, window, choice:~;
If ( Self:Cboice H= New}
Thm SendMessage( Self, New, owner, window, choice );
If ( Self:Cboice 1= Edit)
Then SendMeB8Ilge(Self, Edit);
} );
/*** ......*******' ......METHOD: New **************1







PustInputForm{ • Name Rule ., Self, name, Name );
If ( Not{ Null?( Self."lamc ) ) And Not{ Rvlt"'l( Self:name ) ) )
Then {
Self:Check ... FALSE;
AppendToLis!( Rulerchoice, Self:name );
If ( choice H= ControlRules)
Then MlikeRule( Self:name, [ Item I Items].





Name?, Num? ) );
If ( choice 11== LinkRules)
Then MakeRule( Self:name, [ Node I Nodes],







If ( choice #= Defaultkules )
Then MakeRule( Selfrname, [ Node I Nodes],
Node:Item U"" ? And Node.Variable U:=
?, SelldMcssage( D ActionName ,
Activate, Control, 10»: -
If ( choice #= Cos~Rules)
Then MabRule( Selftname, r Link I Links J,
Link:PItem Il-.:. ? And Link:PVlIriable




If ( choice #"'" Va!ueRulcli)
Then Makd~uk:( Selfiname, { Item I Items 1.
ltllm?:Vuriable? n"', 'l, Scnr.lMCllSIIge( Item,
SctVar, Variable?
Value? )):
If ( choice #"" Actionkules )
Tbctt MllkcRuII:;(Sdt:llalll~. {Action I Actions 1.
AClion:Itel1l #"" ? And Action:V;uillble
11= '1 AmI Acticn.Variatlon < >.
S,.·mIMcss:.lgt( Action, AIICl)s(, ? ) ):
};










/*"''''''>1<- +<1<*",,,,,,,** METHOD: Edit **"""**********1














PoslInrlltForm( • Rename Rule • 1/ Self:Sclection, Selfrname,
"New name" );
If ( Not( Rule'/( Selfmame ) ) And N()I( Null?( Self:name ) )
And RenameRule( Self:Selectioll, Selftname ) )
Then {
Self:Check = FALSE;
RcmoveFromList( Rulerchoice, Selr:Selection );
AppendToList( Ruleichoice, Selfiname );
};
If ( Nun?( Selfmame ) Or Selfmamc It"-, Self:Selcctiotl )
Then Sdf:Chcck "" FALSE;
If Sclf:Ch~~k




/**********"'*** METHOD: Delete **************1
MabMetbod( RuleEdit, Delete, [owner window chcice J,
{
Olobal:Cbll11g6 ... TRUE;
If ( PostMenu( "Dl"lete rule" # Self:Seh:ction # t, YES, NO )
.1/- YES)
Tben{
If Rule'!( Self:Sf';lection )
Thein DeleteRt.lie( Selr:Selection );
If Member'l( Ruletchoice, Self:Selecfion )





SetValue{ RnleEdit:Choices, Contl'olRules, ValueRules, LinkRules. DetitultRules. ActionRules,
CoatRules ):




Ru!eEdit:Selection ... L LewlDLevel 1;





SetSlotOption( RuleEdil:Check, INHERIT, FALSE »
SatSlotOption( RuleEdit:Check, VALUE_TYPE, nOOLEAN);
RuleEdit:Check = FALSE:
SetSlotOr'jon( RuleBdit;Check, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSMOption( R.uleEdit:Check, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( RuieEdit;Check, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );




MakeInstance( ~ulcChojce. Menu );
1********"'***** METHOD: InilMenu +*I<'~*"'********/
MakeMelliod( RulcChoice, InitMenu, [],
{} ):
1************** METHOD: PrepareMenu **************1
MakeMethod( RuleChoice, PrepareMenu, n.
NULL);
1**********"'*** METHOD: Call *****;11********/





RuleChoice: X = 234;
RuieCboicc:V ... 61:
SetValue( RuJeChoice:Ch<)jces, New, Edit, Delete, Rename ):






MakelnstanceC ItemEdit, Menu );
'''''''********'''*** METHOD: Delete **************/
MakeMetbod( ItemEdit, Delete, [owner window choice ],
{
If ( PostMenu( "Delete" II owner 1/ • '1", YES, NO ) II"", vns )
Then {
If Class?( A_ # owner)
'tllen {
ClearList( Sclf:TempList );





DeleteClass( A_ # owner ):
}:
If Cla.s.s?( L_II owner)
Then {
ClearList( Self:TempList );









If Slot'1( owner, N 1/ YO )
Then {
If ( Not( NillI'l( GetVulue( owner, N II YD ) ) )
And ( GetYalue( owner, N II YD )
no:: owner n _/I YO ) )
Then {
If Inslance'1( owner /I _ 1/ YO )
Then Deletelnstancet owner /I _
rv» );














1"'*******"""**'"'" METHOD: Edit **************1
MakeMethod( ItemEdit. Edit, n,
NULL);
1********'*'***** METHOD: Move **************1
MakeMethod( Itemlidit, Move, [owner window choice 1,
{
Self' Check ... TRUE:
While (Sclf:Check)
{
PostInputForm( "Move • II owner, Self:name, "New parent" );
If ( ClASS'?(Self:name ) And Not( Num( Selfmame ) )
And Movelnstancet owner, Self:name ) )
Then Self:Chwk == FALSE:
If ( Nu!l'?( Self:name ) Or Self:name U- GetPllrent( OWMr ) )
Thcl.l Self:CI:cck = FALSE:
If Self.Check
Then PostMcsslIgc( "ERROR - Class does not exlsts" );
};
} ):
.r************** METHOD: Rename *********"""***1






PostIllputForm( • Rename Instance II II owner, Self:name,
"New name" );
If ( Noi( In!;tnnce'l( Selfmame ) ) And Note NulI?( Selfrname ) )
And Renamelnstancef owner, Selfrname )
'(lIen {
Self:Check = FAL~E:
If Class?( A /I owner)
Then Ren~eClass( A_ /I owner, A_ II Selfrname );
If Clnss?( L_ II owner)




If Slot?( GetValue( Self:name ),
N HVD)
Then {
If ( Not( Null'?( GctVnlue( Gt\tVn!lle( Selfrname ),
N N VD»)
And ( GetValue( GelValue( Self:namo ),
N II VD ) 1/ .... owner
#_#VD»
Then {
SetValue( GetValue( Selfiname ),









If ( Nu1l1( Self:name ) 01' Selfmame #= owner)
Then Self:Check ... FALSE:
If Selr:cbel:k
Then Plr.stMessage( "ERROR· Instance already exists" );
};} »
I*+*****""~'~****METHOD: ActionEd **+*****+*+*+*1
MakeMetbo·J( I!.emEdit, ActionEd. (owner window choice J.
{
If NOl{ Ckss7( A_ # owner) )
Then MueClass( A_\# owner, Actions):
HideWiudow( BROWSER ):
If Functiun?( ShowlnslanceMenu )
Then Dell"reFunction( ShowInstnnceMenu ):




Then DeleteFunction( ShowClnssMenu )j
MakeFunction( ShowClassMenu, [ obj J. PopupMenu( ActionEdit2,
obj, BROWSER) );
ShowClassMenu;
PositionWindow( BROWSER. 70, 70, 500. 300 ):
Glubal:Item ... owner;
SetBrowserFocus( A /I owner ):




JII*i'UII fIoIl! "'**"'* METHOD., LinkEd *"'*"'*"'*******"'1
~o1Jrod( ltemEdil. LinkEd, [owner window choice 1,
(
11ClaI&'l{ L_ II owner)
~{
HideWindow( BROWSER );
If Ptmction?( ShowlnstanceManu )
Then DeleteFunction( Showlnstnncelvlenu );
MakePunction( ShowlnstanceMenu, [ (lbj 1.
Popul'Menu( LinkEc.lit, obj, BROWSER) );
SbowInstanceMenu;
If Punction?( ShowClassMenu )
Then DeleteFunction( ShowClassMenu ):
MakeFunction( ShowClassMenu, [ obj ], PopupMenu( LinkEdit2,
obj, BROWSER) );
SbowClIlll$Menu;
PositionWindow( BROWSF~, 70, 70, 500, 300 );
SetMenuBar( BROWSaR, Browserlvlenu );
SetBrowserFocus( L_ II owmr ):




PostMessage( "ERROR - There are no llaks avaliable" ):
};
} )j
''''''''''***'''**+**'''* METHOD: DefaultEd ***********++*/
MakeMetbod( ItemEdit, DefaultEc.I, [owner window choice ],
{
If Not( Clnss?( Default) )
Then MakeClass( Default, Actions );
HideWindow( BROWSER );
If Function?( ShovlnstanceMenu )
Then DeleteFunction( ShowlnstanceMenu );
MnkeFunction( Showlastancelvlenu, [ obj 1, PopupMenu( ActiollEdit,
obj, BROWSER) ):
SbowlnstanceMenu;
If Function?( ShowClassMenu )
Then DeleteFunction( ~howClassMenu );
MakcFunction( ShowClnssMenu, [ obj J. PcpupMenu( AclionEdit2,
obj, BROWSER) );
ShowClassMcnu;
PositiollWindow{ BROWSER. 70, 70, 500, 300 );
G1obal:Item = owner:
SetBrowserFocus( Default );
SetWindowTitle( BROWSER, "Default Actions" );
ShowWindow( JJROWSER );
} ):




SetVakIe( ltemEdit:Choicos, ltemEdit2. Rename, Delete, Move, -, ActionEd, LinkEd, DefaultEd);
SetSlotOption( Itelll.Edit:ChoiceNames. NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE):
seCVahIe( ltemEdit:ChoiceNames, &Edit, &Renllme, &Delete, &Move, -, &Actiolll, &Links, &Default
);. c::.)
M~ ltemBdit:Check »
~ ltemBdit:Check, INHERIT, FALSE ):
~ llemBdit:Chcck, NO_AU'ra_ASK, TRUE);
~ rtemEdit:Ch(;ck, VAl.UE_TYPE, BOOLEAN);
~Qe~k .. FALSE;
S~ 1temEdit:Chcck, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
~ ItcInEllil:Chcck, WIlEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
s.61iOptioa( ltemEdit:Check, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
~ion( lte.mEdit:Check, AFfER_CHANGE, NULL);
MMSloI( ltemEdit:m:me );
M~t( ltem.Edit:TempLi$t ):
Se~on( ltemEdit:TempList, INHERIT, F'\LSE );
~ ItemEdit:TempList, MULTIPLE
&eV~ ltemEdit:TempList. PUPi80fT);
kSotOption( ltemEdit:TempList, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
~Oll( HemEdit:TempList, m.· '';::CESS, NULL);
~ptiOft( ltem13dit:TempList, BEP '::HANGE, NULL);




Mahll1lltance( HalEdit. Menu ):
'*****"' ......+***** METHOD: Run **"'>I<*O!<~"'***"'*"'1
MakeMcthod{ HalEdit, Run, n,
{




MakeMcthod( HalEdit, Normal, [],
{
HideWindow( BROWSER );
If Funchon?( ShowInstanceMenu )
Then DeleteFunction( Showlnstancelvlenu ):
If Function?( ShowCll1ssMcnu )








MakeMeLhod( Hallidit, InitMenti, [owner J.
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II ','IIIIi' ,,,'II 1 ....... METHOD: Stop *****"'********1
~(HalEdit, Stop, u.
f
~~ue ... PostMenu( "Continue? 0, Yes, No );
.(UfoW:Continue II .. No )
. ,.{
,y; ~yTOXf( HalEx, FormatVlI!ue( H\n Endin~ .... \n"»;
1'f'MlHt:lbet1( HaIEdit:Disabled. Run)










I**"""******!~*** METHOD: Node **************1






1*******""**+*** METHOD: Action **************1





SetSlotOption( HalEdit:Choices, NO_AUTO~ASK, TRUE);
SetValue( HalEdit:Choices, Files, Run, Stop, HalEditl, Explain, Interface, Normal, Node, Action );
SetSlotOption( HalEdit:ChoiceNamcs, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
SetValue( HalEdit:ChoiceNames, &File, &Run, &Stop, &Edit, &Explain, &Interface, N&ormal,
&Nodes, &Action, Win)j




Mukelnstancef HalEditl, Menu ):
1********"'***** METHOD: Frame **************1






If Functioo7( ShowInstanceMenu )
Then DelcooFunctioo( Show~stanceMenu )j
MKkePunctioo( ShowInstanceMenu, [ obj 1, PopupMenu( ItemEdit,
obj, BROWSER) )j
ShowInstanceMenu;
If Punctioo?( ShowCIIlSSMenu )
Then DdeteFunction( SbowCla;;sMenu )j
MakePu'I1Ction(ShowCla.ssMenu. [ obj 1. PopupMenu( ItemEdit3,
obj, BROWSER) );
ShowClaaMenuj
P06itionWindow( BROWSER, 70, 70, 500, 300 )j
SetBrowserFocus( Items );
SotWindowTiUe( BROWSER, "Item Browser" );
ShowWindow( BROWSER );
})j
1*"'''''''''''*-'''''''''''' METHOD: InitMenu ****"'*"'*******/
MakeMetl1od( HalEditl, InitMenu, [owner 1,
{} );
1**"'***"'******* METHOD: JprepareMenu **********"'***1
MakoMe~hod( HlllEditl, Prepd\\eMenu, [],
0); .:
StltValue( ~-IalEdit1:Choiccs, flame, Rulelidlt );
Set.SlotOptit.I'n(HIlIEditI:ChoiteNamcs, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);




M1lkelnstance( ItemEdit2, Menu )j
1************** METHOD: Input **************1










If Not( Inslan..:e?( I ) And Is. ,KindOt'}( I, Items) )
Then Self:Check = TRUE;
} ):
If ( LenglhLisl( owner.Inputs ) == 0 )
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
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If Self: Check
Then PostMessage( "ERROR - Input Item does not exist" ):
}j
} );
/**....********** METHOD: Output ****~,*********/











If Not( Instance?( I ) And IsAKindOfl( I, Items) )
Then Self:Check = TRUE;
} );
If ( LengthLis!( owner:Ouiputs) == 0 )
Then Self:Check = FALSE:
If Self: Check
TIleD PostMessage( "ERROl\. - Output Item does not exist " );
}:
} )j
1**01<****~'****** METHOfl: AddVar ***';,**********/







PostInputFonl1( • Add Variable - • 1/ owner, Selfrname, "Variable Name" );
EnumList( Sclf:VnrLillt, V,
{













If (Not( NUll?( Sclf:name) ) And Self:Check #= FALSE)
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Then {






}, Number, Global:VarNo );
If Not( Member?( Itemsrvalidvars, Selfmame )
Then AppendToList( ItemsiVulldvars, Selfiname );
};
If IsAKindOf?( Selfiname, Variables)
Then {
If Not( Instance?( owner # _ # Selfrname ) )
Then Mllkelnstance( owner # _ # Self:name,
Self:name )j
If IsAKtndOfl( owner # _ H Selfiuame, Self:name )
Then {





Make.<lot( owner. N II Self:name );
SetValuc( owner, N # Self:name,
owner # _II Selfmame );
SetValue( owner # _ # Selfiname,
Owner, owner );


















If NulI'!( Self:name )
Then Self:Cbeck = FALSE;
If Self:Chock
Then {
If ( Self: Error = = 1 )
Then PostMt:Ssage( "ERROR - Variable already exists" ):
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If (J Se~r:Error == 2 )




I~II j II n ~ I ~I 1"'*METHOD: EditVar **************1
~1'Itibod( ItemEdit2, EditVal, [owner window choice ],
{
s.lf:NVar == GetValue( owner, N # choice ):
If (Not( Null?( SeJf:NVar ) ) And ( Self:NVllf #= owner 1/
_# choice»
Then {
SendMessage( ItemVars, Init, owner, choice, Self;NVar);
}
Else {
If (PoslMcnu( • Make Local?", YES, NO) #= YES)
"hen {
If Not( Instance?( owner # _ # choice) )
Then {
Makclnstance( owner # _ /I choice, choice ):
};
MakeSlot( own!" choice):
SetSlotOption( " ner choice, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOpti( : OWl]"'. ;oh~' WHEN_ACCESS, GetVar );
MdkeSlot( owner, ',7 cboic .. A
If Not( Member?( n.." .. is:ValidVars, Selfiname )
Then AppendToList( Items:VaIidVars, choice);
SetSlotOption( owner, choice. VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER):
SetVlllue( owner # _ H choice. Owner, owner):
SetValue( owner, N # choice, owner H # choice );
SetValue( GetVa!ue( owner, -
{
N # choice;
} ), Type, Analog );
PostMessage(' Making !OC<l!· );




I*******"'****~~*METHOD: DisplayCall ******** ~*****I








1**';'*********** METHOD: InitMenu *"'*"'**********/
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MakeMethodl.t~ll'FAit2. Val'S, [owner window choice ).,
{
Self:Function "" PopupMenu( Choice );
If ( Self:Fullction 11= Edit)
Then SendMess.tge( Self. EditVar, owner, window, choice );
If ( Self:FuDction /I- Delete )
Then SendMessage{ Self, Delet~Var, OWl'2(, window, choice);
If ( Self:Function Do.., Renam,; }
Then SendMessage( Self, r.enameVar, owner, window, choice):
} );
lll',""'*****"'***** METHOD: Renamevar *+***"'*"'******1
:f..!akeMethod( UemEdit2, RenameVar, [owner window choice],
:'',,If:Check = TRUE:





PostlnliutForm( " Rena ne Variable • /I owner, Selfsname,
"New name" );
If ( Nol( Slot?( owner, Selfmame ) )
And Not( Null'?( Setfrname ) ) )
Then {
If Not( Cillss?( Selfmame ) )
'!'hen {
MakeClass( Selfrname, Variables);






RenameSlut( owner, choice, Self:name ):
Ren~meSlot( owner, N /I choice,
N /I Se1f:name )j
Movelnstance( GetVu!ue( owner, N 1/ Self:name),
Sclf:name );
Self:Check ... FALSE:







SelVahlU( owner, N # Selfmame,
Roollrr,eInstance( GetV1!lue( owner, N
#
Selfename ),
, wner # _ # Selftname ) ):
}i
i.f ( Null?( Selfrname ) Or Self:name 11= owner)
Then Self:Cbeck ... FALSE;
If Self:Checlc





PostMcssage( "ERROR - Variable is inherited" );
};
\ );
1*""'''''**''''''****** METHOD: DeleleVnr ****"""**"*****1
MakeMethod( ItemEdit2, Deletevar, [owner window choice ],
{
If ( Self:NVar II ... owner H _ fI choice)
Then {
Self:name ,. PostMenu( "
Delete variable • It choice H
• 1", YES, NO);
If ( Selfiname fI .... YES)
Then {
PeleteIllstance( GetVnlue( owner, N /I choice J );
De!eteSlot( owner, choice ):
DeleteSlot( owner, N /I choice );
If ( CountInstances( CI1O;"I,) =: "" 0 )
Then {
DeleteClass( choice ):





EID PO$tMessage( choice if • Not Local" );
} );
/** ...",01<*01<*-***METHOD: ItemNum ****"'*****01<**./
MakeMetbod( I~emEdit2, ltemNu.l1. [owner window choice ],
{
P06tlnputForm( • Item Number for • J owner, owner. ltemNo, "Number;" ):
});
ItemEdit2:Y ,,. 160:
SetValue( ltemEdit2:Choices, Input, Output, -, AddVar, -, EditDevice, ltemNum, -, Level );
SetValue( ltemEdil2:ChoiceNames, "Edit &Inpuls", 'Edit &OutpulB", -, "Add &Variable", ", "&Edit
Device", ·&Item Number", -, Level);
MakoSlot( ltemEdit2:Check ):
SetSll>tOptioo( ltemEdit2:Check, INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption( lternEdit2:Check, V/LUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN);
ltemEdit2:Check - FALSE;
SelSlotOption( ltomEdit2:Cbeck, IF_NEEDED. NULL):
SetSiotOption( ltewBdit2:Cbeclc, WHENj\CCESS, NULL );
Se-.tSlotOption(ltemEdit2:Cfv.lck, BEFORE_CHfJIIGE, NULL):
Set$lctOptiolil( ltelTaEdil2:Chec!t, AFTER_('HANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( It.emBdit2:V!V-'u;;!):
SctSiotOption( lternEdit2:VarLilif, INHERIT, FALSE);
SelSlotOption( l.telUEdit2:VarList, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE );
SotSlotOptioll( ltemEdit2:VarList, MULTIPLE):
SetValue( ItemEdit2:VarList, Level ):
SetSlotOption( ltemEdit2~VarLi$t, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption(ltemEdi!2:VarList, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( IternEcilt2:VarList, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption(It.:.mF.dit2:VarList, Al~ER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSJot( ItemEOit2:TempClloiceNameB );
SetSJotOption( ltemEdit2:TempChoiceNames, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSIotOptio'l( ltemEdit2:TempChoiceNames, MULTIPLE );
SetValue( ltemEditZ:TempChoiceNames. "Edit &Inputs", "Edit &OUlputs", -, •Add &Variable", -,
"aEdit Device", "&Item Number", -);
SoltSlofOptiQn(ltemEdit2:TempChoiceNames, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:TempChoiceNames, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSIotOption( ItemEdit2:TempCb(JiceNames, BEFOkE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:'fempChoiceNamt;S, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL »
MakeSJol( ItemEdit2:TempChoices );
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:TempChoices, INHERIT, FALSE):
St..tSlotOption( ItemEdI(2:TempChoice.~, MULTIPLE );
SetValue( ltemEdit2:TempChoices, Input, Output, -, AddVar, -, EclitDevice, ItemNum, - );
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:'fempChoices, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ItemEdii2:TempChoices, WHr ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( HemEdiI2:TempChoices. BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( HemEdit2:TcmpChoices, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL ):
MnkeSlot( ltemEdit2:NVar );
SetSlotOption( ItcmEdit2:NVar, INHERIT, FALSE ):
ItemEcit2:NVar == TKPOl Level:
SetSlotOpllon( ItemEdit2:NVar. IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( l~emEdit2:NVar, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOplion( I1emEdit2:NVar, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
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SetSlotOption( IlemEdit2:Max, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOptioil( ItemEdit2:Max, VALUE_TYPE. NUMBER):
ItemEdit2:Max = 100;
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:Max, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:Max, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ltemEdit2:Max, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:Max, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( ltemEdit2:Min ):
SetSlotQption(lti;mEdit2:Min, INHERIT, FALSE »
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2:Min. VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER );
ItemEdit2:Min = 0:
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit2~MitJ, IF_NEEDED, NULL »
SetSlotOption( I1cmEdit2:Min, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( ItemEc!it2:Min, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );








MakeInstance( ItemEdil3, Menu ):
/**1<*******"'*** METHOD: Instance **************1






PostIlI:JutForm( • New Instance ~ • H owner, Selfrfnstancc,
"Instance name" );








}, ItemNo, Global:ItcmNo );
}:
If Nul1?( Self:lnslance )
Then Sclf:Check = FALSE;
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If Self:Chcck.
Thw PostMessage( "ERROR - Instance already exists" ):
};
)}j
, ........_ •• ***', ..1<*METHOD: SubCl_ ****"'*****+***1






Postlnpllil'orrn( ~ N~ SubCIIISS• /I owner, Self:SubClass.
·SubClass name" »
If ( Not( Null'/e Self;SubClass ) ) And ( Not( CllIS8?(Self:SubClass ) )
And MakeClass( SeJt:SubCllISs,
owner» )
Then Self:ChlCk - FALSE;
If Nu1l7( Self:SubClus }
Then Self:Check - FALSE;
If Self:rheck
Then PostMessage( "ERROR - Class already exists" )j
}j
} ,.n
1**"'*********** METHOD: AddVllf .**********,.,"'*/





Self,·'·'· k = FALSE:
Selfr, .. ac -= NULL;
PostlnputForrn( " Add Variable - " # owner, Selfiname, "Variable Name" ):
EnumList( Sclf:VarList. V,
{














If ( Not( N,~JI?(Selfmaine ) ) And Self:Check #= FALSE)
Then {
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If Not( Member?( Items:ValitlVars, Selfrname ) )
Then AppentlToList( Items:Vl1lidVars, Self:name):
}:
If IsAKindOf?( Self:name, Variables)
Then {
If Not( Instance?( owner # # Self:name ) )
Then { -
MakeInstance( owner /I _II Self:name,
Self:name ):
};
If IsAKindOt?( owner It _ H Self:name, Selfrname )
Then {




WHEN ACCESS, CMVar ):
MakeSlot( ~wner, N 1/ :Self:name )i
SetValue( owner, N 1/ Selfrname,
owner # _ # Selfrnurne );
SetValue( owner II _ 1/ Self:nnme,
Owner, owner ):


















If Null?( Selfmame )
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
If Self:Cbeck
Then {
If ( Self:Error == 1 )
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.'
'Then POGtMessage( "ERROR ~Variable already exists .. );
if ( Self:Error - - 2 )




,le"""""-"*"""",,,, MlunOD: Delete ******* ..******/
~~ 1tomEdit3. Delete, [owner window choice ],
{
If (~oes( owner) ...... 0 )
Thea (





If Slol?( owner. N # VD )
Tbea{
If ( Not( Null7( GetValue( owner,
N # VD»)
And ( OetOwner( owner, N
1/
VD)
#= owner j )
Then {



















Else PostMeesage{ "ERROR - Erase instances of class first" );
} );
J****"'********* METHOD: Rename **************1







~orl1:l( " ~ C!1UlII " 1/ ownerj Sc:lf:Mm8, "Now name" ):
1ft _ C1Ms?( Self:D$ll& ) ) Aad Not( Nuil~( Self:name ) )
.Md ltenD.llleClass( GWMr. Self:naltllt»
NO:Ieck ... 'qALSE;
'1........,...~L:wf:name) Or SeJf;name fI- OWllU)
- FALSE;
Inatance already eltists* ):
........... METHOD: InitMenu **",***** ..**.01<./
l1iemEdH3. InitMetlil, {owner I.
#"" ltmna)




~oLll..~ Selr:Choit»NlIlues, Self:TempChoiceNIlmet' );













1~1.****.*****0I<* MEnIOP: EdilVar ****","'01<**"'*01<01<"'/
MabMethod( ItemEdit3, EditVafl, [owner window choice ],
{
Self:NVar ... aetValue( owner, N It choice ):
If ( Self:NVar it= owner it _ AI choice)
Then {
SendMessage( HemVara, Init, owner, choice, Self:NVar);
}
Else {
If ( l'ostMenu( • Make Local'!", YES, NO) #= YES)
Then {
If Not{ Instance'1( owner # _ # choice) )
Then {
Mr.kelnstance( owner # ._ H choice, choice };
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};
MakeSlot{ owner, choice )i
SetSlotOption( owner, choice, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( owner, choice, WHEN_ACCESS, (letVar ):
MakeSlot( owner, N # choice );
If Not{ Member?( ltems:VaIidVars, Self:name ) )
Tben AppendToUsL( ILems:ValidVars, choice);
SetSlotOption{ owner, choice, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetValue( owner, N # choice. owner If _II eaoice )j
PostMessage(" Making local" ):
SetValue{ GetValue( owner, N 1/ {
choice;
} ), Type, Analog »
SendMessage{ Self, EditVar, owner, window, choice);
};
};} »
1"''''......***...'''***** METHOD: Vars ********"'***"'*1
MakeMethod( ItemEdit3. Vars, [owner wirdow choice ],
{
Setf:Function = PopupMr..nu( Choice );
If ( Self:Function #- Edit)
Then SendMessage( Self. EditVar, owner. window, choice):
If ( Self:Function 1/= Delete)
Then SC'udMessage( Self, Deletevar, owner, window, choice):
If ( Self:Function #= Rename)
Then SendMessage{ Self, RenarneVar, owner, window, choice ):
});
1"'''''''''''''''''''*'''*'''***METHOD: RenarneVar ***** ...********/
MakeMethod( ItemEdit3. RenameVar, (owner window choice 1,
{
Self:Check = TRUE;





PostlnputForm( " Rename Variable • II owner, Self:naml.,
"New name" );
If ( Not( Slot'!( owner, Self:name ) )
And NoI( Null?( Self:name ) ) )
Then {
If Not{ Class?( Selfrname ) )
Then {
MakeClass( Selfmame, Variables);






RenarucSlrH owner, choice, Self:name );
RenameS., ,,)e(. N /I choice,
NilS.. ~);
Movelr>slau..:e(fJetValue( owner, N H Selfasame ),
Selfiname );
Self:Check = FALSE;







Se, ,!I"e(owner, N /I Self:name,
hi.;nameInstance( GetVa!~Ie( owner, 1'1
/I
Self:name ),
owner # _ # Selfmame ) ):
};
If (Nu1l7~Selfrname ) Or Selfrname #= owner)
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
If Self: Check





PostMessage( "ERROR - Variable is inherited" );
};
} );
1"''''************ METHOD: Deletevar **************1
MakeMetbod( ltemEc1it3, DeleteVar, [owner window choice 1,
{
If ( Self:NVar 11= owner 1/ _ H choice)
Then {
Selfmame ,., PostMenv( "
Delete variable • # choice H
" '1". YES, NO );
If (Self:name #= YES)
Then {
Deletelnstance( CletValue( owner, N H choice) );
DeleteSlot( owner, choice };
DeleteSlot( owner, N # choice );












$rtVabI( It4mBdit3:Ciloices, Instance, SubClasII, -•. ~dclVar. EclitDevice, ., Rename, Delete, -);
~00( ltemEdit3:CboiceNames, NO_AUTO _ASK, FALSE )i
~ llemEdit3:ChoiceN:uues, •Add &Instance", •Add &SubchlllS", -, HAdd &Variable". "Edit




~on( ltemEdit3:Check, INHErur, FALSE);
~(ItemEdit3:CbtY.:k, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
~OD( ltemEdit3:Cbeck, VALUE TYPE, BOOLEAN }j
~t3~Ch~k ... FALSE; _
SlUttotOption( ltemEdit3:Check, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
~tiOll( ltemEdii.3:Check, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
~tion( ltemEdit3:Check, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
~on(ltemThlit3:Cbeck, AFTER_CHA.l\IGE, NULL);
J44lkeSlot( ltemEdit3:lnstance);
~tOption( ltemEdit3:I.nsbmce, INHERIT, FALSE );
hliBdit3:lnstance = P02;
$etSlotOption( ltemEdit3:Instance. IF_}'IlEEDED. NULL );
SetSlotOption( ltemEdit3:Insl:mce, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SotSlotOption( IfemEdit3:Instance, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );






SetSlotOption( ItemEdit3:VarList, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( ltemEdit3:VarList, ~,ruLTIPLE );
ClearList{ ItemEdiI3:VarUst);
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit3:VarList. IF, ")BEDED, NULL);
SelSlotOption( ItemEdit3:VarList, W. ! N_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit3:VarList, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);




SetSlotOption( ltemEdiO:TempChoices, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlolOption{ ItemEdit3:TempChoices, MULTIPLE);
SetValue( ItemEdit3:TempChoices, Instance, SubClnss, -, AddVar, EditDevice, ., Rename, Delete, - );
SetSlotOption( ltemEdit3:TempChoices. IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SelSlotOption( ItelllEdit3:TempChoices, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SelSlolOplion( ItemEdit3:TempChoices, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ItemEdit3:TempChoices, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL);
MllkeSlot( ltemEdit3:TempChoiceNames );
S¢tSlotOption( ltemEdit3:TempChoiceNames, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlolOption( ItemEdit3 :TempChoiceNames, MULTIPLE );
SetValue( HemEdit3:TempChoiceNames, "Add &Instance", "Add &Subclass", -, "Add &Variabl,,·,
"Edit &Device", -, &Rename, &Delele, - );
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~ ltemBdit3:TetnpOloiceNames, IF_NEEDBD, NULL ):
~ ItemBdi'.3:TompCf-oiccNamell, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
~ ikm1Edit3:TempOroiceNames, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
~ ~t3:TempChojeeNr.mes. Al<1ER_CHANGE, NULL);
Jl~~:NVar);
~:MVM - Hall.eacll Level:
NI'ilIIe$laf( ~13:Min); -
~ ~iVj:M;,n, INHERIT, FALSE);
~UemEdit3:Min. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
~:M .... O;
~ I~it3:Min. IF_NEEDED, NULL):
~ IeemHdit3;Min, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
~ ltem.Edit3:Min, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
~ ltemEdit3:Min, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL)i
~ ItemBdit3:Max ):
~ ItemEdit3:Max. INHERIT, ~.1_LSE):
~ UemEdit3:Max. VALUE_TYPE. NUMBER);
u..Bclit3:Max .. 100;
~n( ltemBclit3:Max, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
~n{ ItemEdit3:Max, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL)j
~(ltomEdit3:Max, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);






Makefuata.nce( ActionEdit, Menu );
1*"'*"'-"'*"'*"'** METHOD: Edit **************/
MakoMethod( ActionEdit, Edit, [owner window choice 1.
{
owner:Item ... Globalrltem;
PostInputForm( "Edit Action " /I owner, owner, Variable, "Variable:",
owner, ActionMesg, I( Action Message:", owner, Tag, "Tag Name;",
owner, ActionNo, "Action Number", owner, AcVariation, "Variatiom",
owner, Mode, ·Variation type", owner, TimeLSP, "Time Lag(sec):",
owner, InitCost, "initial Cost:", owner, Delay, "Repeat Delay(sec):",
owner, ActionType, "MANUAUAUTO");
PostInputForm{ • Edit Action • 1/ owner # • continued". owner, Vari:ableType,
•AnaloglDiscrete", owner, Failures, Failures, owner, Successes,
"Successes:" );
} »
,"'*..*********** METHOD: Delete ***********"'**1
MakeMethod( ActionEdit, Delete, [owner window choice].
{
If ( PostMenu( "Delete." /I owner 1/ • 7", YES, NO ) #= YES)
Then Deletelnstaacef owner ):
} );
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1************** METHOD: Rename **************1





PostinputForm( " Rename Instance • H owner, Self:name,
"New name" ):
If (Not( InsfAnce7( Self:name ) ) And Not( Nu1l7( Self:name ) )
And Renamelnstance( owner, Selfmame j )
"f!ten Self:Check = FALSE:
If ( Null?( Self:name ) Or Self:name 11= owner)
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
If Self:Check
Then PO$tMessag('.( "ERROR - Instance already exists" );
};
}~.n
1************** METHOD: Move **************1





PostInputForm( "Move· # owner, Selfrname, "New parent" );
If ( Class?( Self:name ) AmI Not( Null?( Self:name ) )
And Movelnstancer owner, Selfmame ) )
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
If ( NUIl?{ Self:name ) Or Self:name #= GetPalenl( owner ) )
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
If Seif:Check





SefValue( ActionEdit:Choices, Edit, Delete, Rename);
Se~Value( ActionEdit:ChoiceNames, &Edit, &Delete, &Rename)j
MakeSlot( ActiuuEdit:Ct.eck);
SetSlotOption( ActionEdil:Check, INHERIT, FALSE)j
SetSlotOption( AcUonEdit:Check, VALUE_ TYPE, BOOLEA.~ );
ActionEdit:Check = FALSE;
SetSlotOption( ActionEd;.t:Check, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SelSlotOption( ActionEdit:Check, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ActionEdit:Check, BEFORE •.CHANGE, NULL ):







~Ian.~,,: ActionF.dit2, Menu );
-""\
'" flit. &\It ~* MBTIIOD: Instttnce **"'*"'***'"*****1




.. t:Instmoo ... NUlL;




If ( Not( lnstance?( Self:Instance ) )
And ~4akeItl8fanCe( Selfrlnstance, owner) }
'J:ben ( Se1f:Chock = FALSE)





,... t , I 1***+*** lIiJETHOD: SubClass **** 10***",***,





PClstInputForm( - New SubClass • /I owner, Self:SubClass,
~Su'lCl.ass name- )j
If ( No' '_~':IaSll?(Self:SubClass ) ) And Mak&class( Self:SubClass,
owner ) )
Then Self:Check == FALSE;
If Null?( Seli:SubClass )
Then Self:ClIeck = FALSE:
};'
} );
1***"'**"'**-** METHOD: Delete **************1
MakeMethod( A¢tionEdil~. Delete, [owner window choice 1,
{
If ( CountInstances( owner ) = == 0 )
Then {
If ( PostMenu( • Delete • # owner # « 1", YES, NO )
#= YES)
Then DeleteClass( owner );
}
Else PostMessage( "ERROR - Erase instances of class first" );
} );
I*'~************ METHOD: Rename **********>l<***1
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PosHnputForm( • Rename CIa.'IS• # owner, Selfiname, "New Class name" );
If ( Not( Class7~ Self:name ) ) And Not( Null'/( Selfrname ) )
And i<.cuameClu!is(owner, Selfrname )
Then Self:Check .... FALSE;
If (NuIl?( Selfraame ) Or Selfmame #= owner)
Then Self:Check "" FALSE;
If Self:Check
Then PostMes.sage( "ERROR ~ Instance already exists" );
};
} );
,.************* METHOD: InilMenu **************1
MakeMetbod( ActionEdit2, InitMenu, [owner 1,
{
If ( owner #- Actions)
111enApll<lnd'l:'oList(Self:Disabled, Rename, Delete, Edit, Mf've)





SetSlotOption( ActionEdit2:Choic.:Names, NO_AUTO_ASK, FALSE);
SetValue( ActionEdit2:ChoiceNames, "Add &Installce" );
ClearList( ActionEdit2:Disllbled);
MakeSlot( ActionEdit2:Check);
SetSlotOption( ActionEdit?~Check, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( ActionEdit2:ChlJl;.k, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlotOption( ActionEdit2:Che:.:k, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
AcfionEdit2:Check"" FALSE;
SetSlolOption( ActionEdit2:Check,lF _NEEDED, Nl'LL ):
Se~,:aotOption(ActionEdit2:Check, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ActionEdit2:Check, .BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSI·)tot)ti(Jn(ActionEdit2:Check, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( ActionEdit2:Inst:mce );
SetSlotOption( ActionEdit2:Instance, INHERIT, FALSE );
ActionEdit2:Instance = P02 DO1;
SeCSlotOp!ion(ActionEdit2:Inslunce, IF_NEEDED, 1 .,L );
SotSlotOption( ActionEdit2:Instance, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOptlon( AclionEdit2:In"·"nce, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):










Makelnstanqe( LinkEdit, Menu );
J*~************ METHOD: Edit *********01<****1
MakeMetbod( LinkEdit, Edit, [owner window choice ],
{
POBtInpulFonnl; "Edit Link • # owner 1/ • ~ Creator! • # owner:CreatOl',
owner, SVllriable, • Secondary Variable;", owner, Pltem, "Primary Item:",
owner, PVariable, "Primary Varia~'\e«, owner, MaxVar, ~Max relation range",
owner, MinVar, "Min relation randge", owner, TReJalion, "Time Relation:",
owner, VSRelation, • Secondary Variation Relation", owner,
VPRelation. " Primary Variation Relatiom" owner, EstimatedCost.
"Estimated Costt" );
PoatInputPorm( "Edit Link " /I owner /I • ~ Creator: « It owner:Creator,
owner, Failures, "Failures:", owner, Successes, "Successes.",
0 .....1101', Wait, 'Wait:", owner, Hold_Time, "dold Time:" ):
} );
1**********"'*** METHOD: Delete ******"'*******1
MakoMethod( LinkEdit, Delete, {owner window choice 1,
{
If ( PostMenu( "Delete .. # owner # e T", YES, NO) #= YES)
Then DeleteInstance( owner );
} )j
1************** METHOD: Rename **************1






PostInputForm( • Rename Instance • /I owner, Selfsname,
"New name" );
If ( Not( Instance?( Self:name ) ) And Not( Null?( Self:llame<) )
And Renamelnstance( owner, Selfmame ) )
Then Self:Check ... FA~.sE;
If (Nu1l7( Sclfmame ) Or Selfiname #= owner)
Then Self:Check ... FALSE;
If Self:Cbeck









PostlnputPorm( "Move " H owner, Self:name, "NeVIparent" );
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If ( .r:::tass?( Self:name) And Not( Nutl'?( Self:name ) )
And M(Jvelnstrmce( owner, Selfmame } )
Then Self:Check = FALSE:
If ( Null'?( Self:llame ) Or Selfsname #= GetParent( owner) )
Then Self:Check = FALSE:
If Self:Check





SetValue{ LinkEdit:Choices. Edit, Delete, Rename );
SetValue( Lir'<Edit:CltoiceNames. &Edit, &Delete, &Re:name):
MakeSlGt( L _lit:Cbeck ):
SetSlotOplion( Lil1kEdit:Check, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit:Check, VALUE_ TYPE, BOm"EAN );
LinkEdit:Check = FALSE;
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit:Check, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit:Checlc, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit:Check, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):















SetValue~ ~essionl:BackgroundColor, 192, 192, 192);
Sessionl:Titlebar .., TRUE;
Sessionl:Sizebox == TRUE;
ResetWimlow ( Sessionl )j
I*'~****** ~***"'***************"''''''''''********* INSTANCE: Explanation
*"'*********"'***"'********"'+*********'~'*I
Makelnstanc.e( Explanation, Roo! ~;
1**"'''''''"'********METHOD: i'dd ~****>I<***~****I





DispJayText( HalEx, FonnatValut:( "'n "1/ Time( ) H
• "/I Date( )
II "\n '»:
DispJayText( Hallix, FormatValuet· "H text II NULL).
}:
} );
1************** METHOD: Display **************1
MakeMelbod( Explt.llation, Display, [text 1,
{
If Solf:ExpJain
Then DispIayTr,xl( HalEx, FormatValue("\n • II text ) );
} );
1******.**"'**** METI-IOD: Clue **************1





1************** METHOD: Error **************1
~akeMethoo( Explanation, Error, [text],
{
If Self:Error
Then DisplayText( Error, FormatValue( "'n • II Time( ) #" •
# text) ):
}):
1************** METHOD: Action ***********011**1




DisplayText( HalEx, FormlltValue( "'n • II Time( ) N
" • II Date( )
/I" ACTION: • /I
Action # "'11 • ) );
If Instance?( Root)
Then DisplayText( HalEx, Root:M essage ):
DisplayText( Ha!Ex. FormatValue( "'n ") );
DisplayText( HalEx, A-:tion:ActionMesg ):
};} »
MakeSlot( Explanation:Explaiti ):
SetSlotOption( Expianation:Explnin, INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption( Explanntion:Explain, VALUE_ TYPE, BOOLEAN ):
Explanation:Expiain "" TRUE;
SetSlotOption( Bxplaaatiomllxplain, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Explanl1tion:Explain, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Explanation:Explain, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlolOption( Explanation:Explain, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );
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SetSlotOption( Explanation:Explain, IMAGE, CheckBox3 ):
MakeSlot( Explanation:Error );
SotSlotOption( Explanation:Error, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlotOption( t::xplanation:Error, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
RxphlDaHon:Error :=; TRUE;
SetSlotOption( Explanationifirror, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlOlOption( ExpIanation:Error, WHEN ••ACCESS, NULL );
SetS!otOptiOll( ExpIanation:Error, BEFORE_.CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Explanation:Error, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL );




MakeInstallce( Files, Menu ):
1*"'************ METHOD: Load **************1
MakeMetbod( Files, Load, n,
{
SendMessage( File, Load );
Olobal:Run ..tate = '''!ILL;
} »
1**********"'*** METHOD: Save **************1
MakeMethod( Files, Save, [],
SendMessage( File, Save) ):





PostMes.'lag~( " Change/) have not been Saved!" );
If ( PostMenu( "Changes not Saved! ErllSl!I<Jlowledge B&se?",



















PostMessage( • Chanl~es have not been Saved!" );















1"''''*'''****'''****.METHOD: Settings ** ....*"'****.".."*1
MakeMethod( Files, Settings, n.
{
PostInputForm(" HAL EXPERT SETTINGS', Global, ActionSpllcmg,
"Action Release Rate [sec]:", Oloblli. StdDelay, ·StawJard Delay Time [sec]:",
Global, LinkChu;"" "Link Rules", Global, StationlD, "HO Station ID number",
Global. BackUI " Back up rate [Min):", File, BackUpFile,
• Backup File ~4 __ i· );
});
1**++"""*"'****** METHOD: Directory >1<+*+*****.***+/
MakeMelhod( Files, Directory, [J,
{
PostInputForm( 'Set Directory", File, Palh, 'Path;" );
});
SetSlotOption( Flles:Cl.oiceNames, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetValue( Files:ChoiceNarnes, &New, -, "&Load Knowledge", "&Save Knowledge", -, &Directory,
"&Settings •••", -, &Quit);





1+...·'******+*"'* METlh )l}: Date +*****"'*******1





Self:TLen .. StringLength( Self:Date);
For x From ( Self:1'Len • 4 ) To ( Self:TLen • 3 )
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Do{
Self:Char = SubSlring( Self:Date, x, x );
If Number7( Self;Char )
Then Self:Day ... Self:Day 1/ Self:Char:
}.,-
For x From! To 2
Do {
Self:Char ... SubString( Self:Date, x, x )j
If Numbet7( Self:Chl1c )
Then Self:Month "" Self:Monlh # Self:Char;
h
Ii' ( !)tringLengtb( Self:MonUl) = ... 1 )
Then Self:Month = 0 Ii Self:Month;
If ( StringLength( Self:Day) "'"= 1 )
Then Self:Day ... 0 # 1elf:DaYi
} );
MJkeSlot( Times:TimeNum );
SetslotOption( Times:TimeNum, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlotOption( Times:TimeNllm, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
Timcs:TimeNum = 0;
SelSlotOption(Times:TimeNum, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SelSlotOptil)n( Titnes:TimeNum, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetsiotOption( Times:TimeNum. BEf<ORE_('HANGE, NULL ):





SetSlotOption( Times:Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( Times:Time, MINIMUM_VALliE, 0 ):
Times.Time = 301.208791;
SetSlotOption( TimearTime, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SI.){SlotOption(Times:Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Times:Time. BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Timesi'Fime, AFTER_ CHANGE NULL};
MakeSlot( TimesiDate );
SetSlotOption( Times:Date, INHERIT, FALSE );
TiDlt'lS:Date= "4/4/93";
SetSIotOption( Times:Dllte, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption(Times:Date, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption(Times:Date, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SelSlotOption( Times-Date, AFTER_ CHANG]E. NULL ):
MakeSlot( Times:Hr );
SeISlotOption(Times:HI, INHERIT, FALSE I;
SetSlotOptioll( TimesiHr, VALUE_ TYPE, NUMBER);
Tilnes:Hr = 09;
SetSlolOption( Times:Hr. IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlolOption( Times:Hr, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( TimeseHr, 3EFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );




SetSlotOption( Times:Day, VALUE_TYPE. NUMBER):
Times:Day ... 04:
SetSlotOption( Times:Day, IF_NEEDED, NULL }:
SetSlotOption(Times:Day, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SatSlotOption(Times:Day, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Times: Day, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( Times:TLen j;
SetSlotOption( Times:TLen, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Times:TLen, VALUE TYPE, NUMBER ):
Times:TLen == 6: -_
SetSlotOption( Times:TLen, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOptio.'1(Times:TI.en, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Times:TLen, BEFORE CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOptlon( Times:TLen, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( Times:Sec ):
SetSlotOption(Thnes:Sec. INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption( Timcs:St:e, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
Times:Sec ... 04:
SetSJotOption( Timu:Sec, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption(Times:Sec, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
S&SlotOption( Times-Sec, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL »
SetSlotOption( Times:Sec, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot{ Times:Min ):
SetSlotOption( Times:Min, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlolOption(Times:Min, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Times:Min "" 48:
SetSlotOption( Times:Min. IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption(Times:Min, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption(Times:Min, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL):
SetSlotOption( Times:Min, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MakeSlot( Times:Month ):
SetSlotOption( Times:Month, INHERIT, FALSE ):
Times:Month = 04;
SetSlolOption( Times:Month, IF_NEEDED. NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Till1es:Monlh, WHEN_ACCBSS, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Till1es:Month, BEFORE_.CHANGE. NULL):
SetSlotOption(Times:Month, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Times:TCNo );
SetSlotOption( Times:TCNo, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Till1es:TCNo, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER }:
Times:TCNo = 74;
SetSlotOption( TinM:s:TCNo, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption(Times:TCNo, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetS!otOption( Times:TCNo, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOptior( Times:TCNo, AFTER CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( Timel'l:CycleNo ): -
SetSlotOption{Times:CycleNo, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Tim..s:CycleNo. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER }:
Times:CycleNo = 95;
SetSlotOption( Times:CycIeNo, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Times:CycleNo, WHEN_ACCESS. NULL);
SetSlotOption( Times:CycleNo, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL);
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SetSlotOption( Times:CycloNo, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Times:Max ):
SetSll)tOption( Times:Max., INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlolOption( Times.Max, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER ):
Times:M'Ix = 336:
SetSlotOption( Times:Max, IF NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlolOption( Times:Max, wHEN_ACCESS, NULL Ii
SetSlotOption( Times:Max, BEFORE CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlolOption( TimesjMax, AFfER _CHANGE, NULL );
MakeStClt(Times:CyclePeriod );
SetSlotOption(Times:CyciePeriod, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlo10ption( Times:C)"clePel"iod, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
S~JotOption( Times:Cyc1ePeriod, MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 ):
Times:CyclePeriod = 3600.1:
SetSlotOption( Times:CyclePerioJ, IF._NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Times:CyciePeriod, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SelSlotOption( Times:CycloPeriod, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):




MakeInstance( Explain, Menu );
1************** METHOD: Clear **************1
MakeMethod( Explain, Cleat, [],
{
SendMessage{ Explanation, Clear );
} );
1************** ME11{OD: Load ***********"'**1
MakeMethod\ Explain, Load, n,
{
Filr:EFileName = SelectFile( • Load Explanation File",
File:Path /I H •• Exp" );
If Not( Null?( File:EFileName ) )
Then {
PQstBusy( ON, "Loading .•• " );
CalchEtror( DisplayFile( HalEx, Flle:EFileName ),
{





1************** METHOD: Save **************1
MakeMethod( Explain, Save, [J,
{
File.:EFileNante "" SelectFile( "Save Explanation Window",
File:Path /I "*.Exp" );
If Not{ Null?( File:EFileName»
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Tben{
If CatchError( OpenWritePile( File:EFileName), FALSE)
Then {











MabMethod( Exphun. Bxp, {owner window choice },
{
If ( cboicc 11- Enabt.)
Then {
lhplanadon:Expfuin = TRUE;
Appeud"foLiat( S&!f:Disabled, Enable ):
If Membor?{ Self:Disabled. Disable)
Then RemovePromList( Self:Disabletl Disable):
};
If ( clwice #= Dil>1lble)
Thea {
Explanation:Explain = FALSE;
Appet.ldToList( Self:Disabled, Disable );
If Me.m~r?( Self:Disabled, Enable)
ThOll RemoveFromList( Self:DisabJed, Enable );
} );
SetValue( Explain:Choices. Save, Load, ~, Clear );
SetVaIue( Explain:ChoiceN ..mes, &Save, &Load, ., &Clear):





MakeInstance( InterfaceMenu, Menu );
1************** METHOD: Close ************"'*/




SetVaiue( InterfaceMenu:Choices. Close )j











1************** METHOD: Type *********"'****:
MakeMeihod( Inter, Type, U.
{












MakeMethod( Inter. Change, [J,
{
If (Not( Null?( Self:ltem) ) And Not( Null?( Self:Variable) ) )
Then {
If Instance?( Self:Item )
Then {
Seff:VariableType = SendMessage( Selfrltem, GetVal,
Self:Variable, TYPE):
Self:TagName = SendMessage( Self:Item, GetVal.
Self:Variable, TAG ):














SetSlotOption( Inter:Value, INHERIT, FALSE);
SctSlotOption( Inter.Value, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
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Inter: Value = 51.3;
SetSlotOption( Inter:Value, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOPl:IOIl{~:lter:Value, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Inter:Value, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL};
Se!SlatOption( Int.-r:Value, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
SeISlotOplicn( Illter:Value, IMAGE, CornhoDox2, Sliderl, Edit2 )i
MakeSlot( Inter:TegNerne );
SetSlotOption( InterrTagblame, INHERIT, FALSE );
Inter:TagName = FIP022:
SetSlotOplion( Inter:TagNarne, IF_NEEDED. NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Inter:TagName, WHEN __ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOplion( inter:TagNarne, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Inter:TagName, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( !nter:TagName, IMAGE, Combolsox'Z, snu );
MakeSlot{ Inter:VariableType):
SetSlotOption( Inter:Varlab1eType" INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption( In!er:Vl\riableTYJ>~, ALLOWABLE _VALUES, Analog, Discrete }:
lnter:VariableType "" Analog:
SetSloiOption( lnter:V&riableType, IF_N'1.El>ED, NULL );
SetSIotOption( lnler:VariableType, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Inter:VariableType, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlolOption( Inter:VariableType, AFTER_CHANGE, Type):
SetSlotOption( Inter:VariableType, IMAGE, RadioButtonGroupl );
MakeSlot{ Inter:ltem );
SelSlotOption( Inter:ltem, INHERIT, FALSE );
Inter:Item = P22~
SclSlotOption( Intenhem, IF_NEEDED. NULL ):
SetSlotOption( Inter:ltem, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOp~ion( Inter:Item, DEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOplion( Inter:Item, AFTER_CHANGE, Change ):
SetSlotOption( Iuter:ltern, IMAGE, ComboBox4 ):
MakeSlo!( Inter:Variable);
SetSlotOption( Inter:Variable, INHERIT, FALSE):
Inter:Variable = Flow:
SctSlotOption( Int~r:Variable, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SetSlo!Option( Inter:Variable, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOptio.£l( lnter:Varlable, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption(Inf.er:Variable, AFTER_CHANGE, Change);





1************** METHOD: Save **************1
MueMelhod( File, Save, [1
{
Sclf:FiIeNatne = SetoctFile( "Saw Knowledge Base", Se!f:FiIeName );
If Not( Null?( Self:FileName ) )
Then {
PoslBusy( ON, "Saving Knowledge ... • ):
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Error( 2. NULL, .r-1\JLL);
}:
} );
1************** ME11iOD: Load ******~*******f
MakeMethod( File. Load, Il.
{
Self:llllcyU)File = "C:\I~APPA\HAL\BACKlJP.KNB";
Self:~ .me >= SelectFile( " Load Knowledge Base".
Self:Path /I "*.KNEw ):
If Not( Null?( Seff:FileName ) )
Thel."{













MakeMethod( Filt", Write, [FileName ],
{














If Not( Action 1/= Default)
Then WriteCtass( Action );


















GetIns!anceLisl( Var, Selfilastancel.ist );
EnumLi.it( Self:ln~tanc.eList. lnst,
{








1*******"'****** MhlHOD: BackUp ********"""****/
MakeMethod( File, BackUp. [I.
{
PostBusy( ON. "Timed backup •.•• ):




SetSlotOptbn( File:FilcNnnw.. INHERIT. FALSE );
File:FileName,... ·C:\i{APb\\HAL\TESTJ.KNB"j
MnkeSI()f( Hlc:lnstnnccList »
SelSlolOplion( Pilerlnstuncct.lst, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOpHon( Filerlnstancel.ist, MULTIPLE)j
SetValue( File:lnlltanceList, TKP01_Levc! ):
SetSlotOption( FiIe:lnstanceList, IF_NEEDED, NULL ).
SetSlolOplion( File:lnstanceList, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOi,fion( File:lnstnnceLillt, n8FORE_ CHANGE, NULL )i




SetSlotOption( File:Palb, INHERIT, FALSE );
File:i'atll '" Formatvalue ( "C:\\KAPPAPC\\HAL\\· );
~etSlotOption( File: Path, IF_NEEDED, NULL)i
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~iot~ PUe:Patb, WHEN ACCESS, NULL ):
~ Pi!e:Patb\ BEPORE~.CHANGE, NULL »
~FiklPath, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
~ llfile:BaekUpPile }:
~ PiIe:&ckUpFile. INHERIT, FAt,sE ):
1'i1a:JMt~. - ·C:\KAPPA\HAL\BACKUP,KNS·;
"'=~~~ I~...."'*"'**"'** .........***** ...*** ...*****
..... ~~CE: BroWKrMenu
..... _~ 1. 1+********"1<***"'******"'***';'**/
~ ••• """'" Brows Menu, Menu ):
i· r. ..




I*'~I""""'*'" MB'ffiOD: Return *******"'******/
~ BmwaerMetliI, Return, n.fr
&a.dow( BROWSER );
1!r1'lmotion?( ShowlnlrtAnceMenu )
~ DcrletcFunetion{ Showlnslalll:eMenu ):
~unetion( ShowlnatanceMenu, [ obj 1, PopupMenu( ItllmEdit,
obj, BROWSER) );
SkowlnstanceMcllu;
If Praaetion?( ShowClassMenu )
Then DeleteFunction( ShowCI;.ssMenu );
MlIksFunclion{ SbowClassMenu, [ obj 1, PopupMenu( ItemEdit3,
obj, BROWSER) );
ShowCllI8sMenu;
PositionWindow( BROWSER, 70, 70, )00, 300 ):
SetMonuBar( BROWSER, Browse~Mcnu );
SetBrowserFocus( Items );
SctWindowTitle( BROWSER, "Item Browser" );
ShowWindow( BROWSEI, );
} );
SetVaJue( BrowserMcnu:Choice:', Close, Return ):




Mnkelnstnnce( EditDevice, Menu »
I****'~********* METHOD: InitMenu *****""********/




AppendToLisl( Sclf:ChoiceNames, Self:TempChoiccNames );















MakeMethod( EditDevice, Rename, [owner window choice J.
{
Self:Check ... TRUE;





Post[nplitForm( • Rename Variable • H owner, Selfrname,
"New name" );
If ( Not( Slot?( owner, Self:name ) )
And No!( Null?( Selfrname ) ) )
Then {
If Not( Member'!( ownt;r:ValitlSlots, Selfimme ) )
Then AppemlToList( owner.valldslots,
Selfrnamc );
RenameSlot( owner, choice, Selfrname );
RemoveFromList( owner:ValidSlots, choice );
Self:Check = FALSE;
};
If ( NUI1?( Selfiname ) Or Selfrname 11= owner)
Then Self:Check = FALSE;
If Self:Check





PostMessnge( "ERROR - Variable ill inherited" );
};
});
1************** METHOD: Edit "'*********** ...*/
MakeMethod( EuitDt.lvice, Edit [owner windcw choice 1.
{
PostInputFonn( "Edit Slot", ownenchoice, " Slot" );
} );
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,***",******** ...."METHOD: Devices **************'
MakeMetbod( EditDevice, Devices, [owner window choice ].
{
Self:Function "" PopupMenu( Choice );
If ( Self:Function #= Edit)
Then SendMessa1;'t!( Self, Edit, owner, window, choice )i
If ( Self:Function 11= Delete )
Then SendMessage( Self, Delete, owner, window, choice);
If (Self:Fullction II.,. Rename)
Then SendMp,ssage( Self, Rename, owner, window. choice );
} );
1************** METHOD: Delete **"'~**********I
MakeMelbod( EditDevice, Delete, (owner window choice }.
{
Self:n.1me "" POlitMenu( •
Delete variable • 1/ cholce /I • T", YES,
NO);
If ( Self:name #- YES)
Then {
DeleteSlot( owner, choice );
IfMember?( If.ems:VaIidSlots, choice)
Then RemoveFromLislt Items:,\talidSlotll, choice);
};} »
1**"''''********** METHOD: AddDevice **************1







PostInputForm( • Add Vnriable· • # owner, Self:narne, 'Variable Name' )j
EnumLisl( Self:VarLi:;t, V,
{














If (Not( Null?( Selfmame ) ) And Self:Check #= FALSE)
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Tl~~1{
ilf Not( Slot?( owner, Selfmame ) )
Thee {
MakeSlot{ owner, Selfrname );
};
If Not( Member?( Items:ValidSlots, Selfrname )
Then AppemlTolisl( hems:ValidSlots, Self:name );





If Nul!?( Self:n me \
Then Self:coo.\k '" FALSE;
If Self:Check
Then {
If ( Self:Error "" ... 1 )
Then PostMf.lIISage("ERROR - Device already exists" );
If ( Self:Errot -."" 2 )




SetValue( EdiIDevice:Choices, AddDevice, - ):
SetValue( EdiIDevice:ChoiceNall1~. "&Add Device", - ):
EditDevice:Defauln.'fethod ... Devices;
MlIkeSlot( EditDevice:SlotList);
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:SIotList, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlotOpti(m( EditDevice:S)otList, NO_AUTO __ASK. TRUE):
SetSlotOption( EditDev;Cf'l:SlotList, MULTIPLE ):
SetValue( EditDe'lice:SJotList, Inputs, Outputs, ValidVars, Value List, NodeName, Counter, VaiidSlots,
ltemNo, Level, NLeveI ); -
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:SlotList, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Slo!List, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL )l
SotSlotOptiol1( Edil.Device;SlotList, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:SlotList, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( EditDevice;VnrList):




S~.tSlotOption( EiiitDevice:TempChoiceNames, INHERIT, FALSE):
. ISlotOption( EditDevice:TempChoiceNamcs, MULTIPLE );
:; ;tValue( EditDevice:TempChoiceNames, "&Add Devk.e*, - );
SetSlotOption( EJitDevice:TempChoiceNames, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlofOption( EditDevice:TempChoiceNam!lS, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SelSlotOption( EditDevice:Te~lpChoiceNL,~nes, BEFORE_CHANGE, NUll.);
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:TempChoiceNames, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
MlIkeSlot( EditDevice:TetnpChoices );
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:T~ll1pChoices, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:T~mpChoices, MULTIPLE );
SetValue( EditDe'icc:TempChoices, AddDcvice, • );
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SetSlolOption( EditDevice:TempChoices, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOplio!l( EditDevice:TempChoiccs, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL };
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:TempChoices, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( EditDeviee:TempChoice8, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL)j
MakeSlot( EditDevi-::e:Cbeck);
SetSlotOption( EdltDevice:Check, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlolOption( EditDevice:Check, VALUE_TYPE. BOOLEAN ):
EditDevice:Check = FALSE;
SetSlotOpLion( EditDevice:Chock, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Check, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Check, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Check. AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( EditDevice;Error ):
SetSlolOption( EditDcvice:Brror, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Error. VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
EditDevice:Error ee 2;
SdSlotOption( EditDevlce:Error, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Error, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:Error, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOptioll( EditDevice: Error, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakeSlot( EditDevice:name ):
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:name, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( EditDevice:llame, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlo~Option( EditDevice:name, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
Se!SlotOption( EditDevice:name, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL )j







1**+*********** METHOD: Init *+***+*******.;.,
MakeMethod( Itemvars, Init, [owner choice VariableName J,
{





Self:UppuLimit ,.. GetValue( {
Self:VnrName:
}, Upperl.evel );
Self:LowetLimit = GetValue( {
Self:VarName;
}, Lowerl.evel );
Self:SetPoint = GetValue( {
Self: VarName;
}, SetPoint);




Self:SbortToxt = GetValue( {
Self:VarNamo:
}, ShortText):
Self:PlantArea = GetValuo( {
Self:VatNamo:
}, PlantArea);
Salf:Dimension = GetValue( {
Self: VarNa me:
}, Units):
Self:Type ... GetValue( {
Self: VarI<1llme;
}, MesType):
Self:Valuo ... GetValuc{ {
Self; VarName:
}, Variable):
Solf:VarNo ... GetVaJue( {
SeltWarNamo;
}, Number);
If ( Selfi'Fype 11= ANALOG)
Then {
SendMessage( Self. Analog );
}
Else {




Else SendMessage( Self:Counter );
}:





1*"'****** ......"'*** METHOD: GetData **************1
MakeMethoc]( Itemvars, GetData, n,
{
If Not( Selfr'Tag 11= NONE)
Then {
If Not( CatchError( {
HBRead( Sclf:Tag, 1»
}, HBError( » 11= 40 )
Then {




























SendMessage( Self, Error ):
} );
Self:Type '" HBType( ):
Self:Condition == ('..atchError( HBCoU(l( ), NULL );
If ( Self:lype 11= COUNTER)
Then {}
Else If ( Self:Type 11= BINARY)
Then {
SendMessage( Self, Binary):


















SendMessage( Self, Analog ):



















j*lt III "*"'*-** METHOD: Error **************1
~ ltemVars, Error, [],
{
Ieep( ):
SandMIJSSIlge<Explanation, Error, HBErrorMsg( »;
\\ SeudMessage( Explanation, Error, SelfrTag );
CatchBrror{ HBClose( ), FALSE);




1***"'***"'****** METHOD: Analog ***********>1<**1
















If ( Not( Null?( Self:Max ) ) And Not( NUlI'!(Self:Min ) ) )
Then {
SetSlotOplion( Self, SetPoint, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Max );
SetSlolOption( Self, SetPoinl, MINIMUM_VALUE, Self:Min );
SetSlotOption( Self, UpperLimit, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Max );
SetSlotOption( Self, UpperLimit, MINIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Min);
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SetSlotOption( Self, LowerLimit, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Max ):
SetSlotOption( Self, LowerLimit, MiNIMUM~ VALUE, Self:Min):
};
} );
1"'************+ METHOD: Binary +*01<***********1

















1************** METHOD: Update *****>1:********/
MakeMethod( ItemVnrs, Update, Il.
{



























AppelldTotist( Self:VerName:StaleUst, Self:Statel ):
AppendToLiet( Self:VarName:StateValu~. 1 );
AppoudToU~( ScIf:VarName:StateUat, Self:StateO ):
AppendToUst( Self:VarName:StateValues, 0 ):
h













}, MINIMUM_ VAl.UE, Self:Min ):
SetSlotOption( GetVlllue( Self:YarName), SetPoint,
MAXL\fUM _VALUE. Self:Max )j
SetSlotOption( GetVa[ue( Self:VarName ), SdPoint,
MINIMUM_ VALUE. Self:Min):
SetSlotOptioo( GetValue( Self:VarName ), Loweri.evel,
MAXIMUM _VALUE, Self:Max ):
SetSlotOption( GetYa)ue( Se)f:VarNam~), LowerLevel,
MlNlMUM_ VALUE, Self:Min );
SetSlotOption( GetYalue( Self:VarName ). UpperLevel,
MAXIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Max );
SetS)otOption( GetValue( Self:VarName ). Upperl.evel,






1*******"'****** METI!OD: Counter ********>1<*****1














SetSlotOptioo( Self, SetPoint, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Max );
SetSlotOption( Self, SetPoint, MINIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Min );
SetSk'Option( Self, Upperl.imit, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, Self:Max );
SetSIo\Option( Self, Upperl.imit, MINIMUM.'y ALUE, Stllf:Min );
ZetSlotOplion( Se!.; LowerLimit, MAX~MUM_VALUE, Self:Max );
SetSlotOption( Self, LowerJ..imit, MINIMUM_VALUE, SeIf:Min);
} )j
'*"'>10*"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ME11IOD: Type 11-...... "' ... "'*"' ......***"'/
MakeMethod( ItemVars, Type, n.
{
If ( Self:Type #= ANALOG )
Then SendMessage( Self, Analog' );
If ( Self:Type H= COUNTER)
Then SendMessage( Self, Counter )j
If ( Self:Type 11= BINARY)
Then SendMessage( Self, Binary );
})i
MakeSlot( ltetuVars:Max );
SetSIolOption( ltemVars:Max, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSloiOption( ltem.Vllrs:Max, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
ItemVars:Max == 100;
SetSlotOption( ItemVllrs:Max, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption{ ItemVkrs:Max, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption{ ltemVars:Max, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotOption(ItemVars:Ma;t, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:Max. IMAGE, Edit6 );
MakeSlot( ltemVars:Min );
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:Min, INHERIT, FAf.SE);
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:Min, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
ltemVars:Min = 0;
SetSlotOplion(itemVars:Min, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:Min, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL »
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:Min, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:Min, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);




SetS!o:Option( ItemVars:Tag, INHERIT, FAI.SH):
ItemVars:Tag ,_"LIPOO2:
SetS!otOption(ltemVars:Tag, AFTER_CHANGE, GetData):
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:Tag, IMAGE, EditI2 );
MakeSlot( ItemVars:VarNamc );
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:VarName, INHERIT, FALSE);
ItemVars:VllrName = TKP01_Level;
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:VarName, IF_NEEDED, NULL):
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:VarName, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):





SetSlotOption( ltemV'lrs:ShortText. IMAGE. EditS ):
MakeSlot( ItemVars:LongText );
SelSlotOption( itemVars:LongText, INHERIT, FALSE );
!temVars:LongText = NULL;
SetSlmOpfvn( ItemVars:LongText, IF_NEEDED. NUL' ;,
SetSlolOption( ItemVars:LongText, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSIotOption( IlemVars:LongText, BEFOt{E_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( l!cmVars:LongText, AFTER_CDrANGE, NULL);
SelSlotOptklll( ItemvarsjLong'Text, IMAGE, J;'dit9 )j
MakeSlot( Itemvars.Type );
SetSlotOpdon( Item\'ars:Type, INHERIT, FALSE ):
ItemVars:Type = ANALOG;
SetSlotOption( HemVars:Type, IF_NEEDED, NULL »
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:Type, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( !temVars:Type, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( itemVars:Type, AFTER_CHANGE, Type ):
SelSlotOption( ItemVars:Type, IMAGE, RadioButtonGroup3 );
MakeSlot( ItemVnrs:Dimension )j
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:Dimension, INHERIT, FALSE »
!l\lmVars:Dimension = FormatValue ( "\%N ):
SetSlolOption( ItemVars:Dimension, ~F_NEEDED, NULL)j
SetSlolOption( ItcmVllrs:Dimensior., WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:Dimension, BEFORE_CHANGE, NUll.),
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:Dimension, AFTER_ CHANQE, NULL );
SetSlotOption( ItemVllrs:Dimension, IMAGE, Edit4 );
MakeSlot{ HemVars:PlantArea);
SetSlotOption( ItemVllrs:PlantArea, rNHERIT, FALSE)j
ItemVars:PlantArea = Pi
SetSlotOption( IterrNars:PlantAtea, IF_NEEDED, NULL »
SetSlotOption( ltemVare:PfantArea, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSiotOjltion( ltemYars:PlantArea, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlotot1tion( ItemVars:PlantA~, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL)j
,:;etSlotOption( ItemVars:PlantArea, IMAGE, Edit l l )j
MllkeSlot{ ItemVars:Statel )j
ItcmVllrs:Statel ... ON;
SetSlotOp;1on( ItemVars:Statel, IMAGE, Edit3 );
MakeSlot{ ItemVars:StateO );
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:SlateO, n,HERIT, FALSE ):
ItemVars:StateO = OFF;
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:StateO, IF_NEEDED, NU ...L);
SetSlolOption{ ItemVars:StateO, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
iletSlotOption( ItemVars:StateO, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL)j
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:StatcO, AF1'ER_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSIotOption{ ItemVars:StateO, IMAGE, EditS )j
MakeSlot( Itemvars.Upperl.imlt );
SetSIotOption( ItemvarsrUpperl.imit, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( Itemvars.Upperl.imit, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:UpperLimit, MINiMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
SetSI )IOption( !tcmVars:UpperLimit, Mp,XIMUM_ VALUE, 20 );
ItemVars:UpperLimit .., 100;
SetSIotOption( Itemvarsilfpperl.imit, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SelSlotOption( ItcmVars:UppcrLimit, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
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SetS'otOplion( IlemVatll:UpperLimit, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:UpperLimit, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOption( llemVars:UpperLimit. IMAGE, Slidcr4 );
M:akeSlot( JtemV"rs:SctPoint);
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:SetPoint, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlatOption( ltemVars:SetPoinl, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
~Ionption( ItemVars:SetPoint, MINIMUM_ VALUE. 0 );
SetSlctOption( ltemVars:SetPoint, MAXIM UM_VALUE, 20 );
lletnVars:SdPoint == 50;
SetSlotOption( HemVars:SetPoillt. IF_NEEDED. NULL);
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:SetPoint, WHEN_ACCESS, N;JLL);
SetSlolOption( ItcmVars:SetPoint, BEFORfi_ CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlolOption( ltemVars:SetPoint, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlotOpfion( ItcmVars:ScIPoint, IMAGE, SIi(br3 );
MakeSlot( ItemVars:LowerLimit);
SetStolOption( ltemVars:LowerLimit, INHERIT, fALSE );
SetSlotOption( ltemVars:LowerLimit, VALUE_TYPE. NUMBER );
SeISlotOplion( ItemVars:LowerLimit. MINIMUM_ VALUE, 0 );
SetSlotOption( ItemVllrs:LowerLimit, MAXIMUM_ VALUE, 1.0 );
ItemVllrs:LowerLimit"" 0;
SetSlotOption{ ItemVllrs:LowerLimit, IF._NEEDED. NULL );
SelSlotOption( IternVars:LowcrLimit, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL~;
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:LowerLilllit, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( ItemVars:LowerLimit, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SI"~\otOp'.ion( ItemvaraiLowerl.imit, IMAGE. Slider2 ):
• _ l\tot( ItemVar:;:Ok):
)p ..;on( Itemvars.Ok, INHERIT, FALSE );
Se~JQ\Option(ItemVars.'::>k, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN):
tVlroVars:Ok ... TRUE;
SetSll)tOption( I1emVars:Ok. IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( 1temVars:Ok, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSiotOption( ItemVars:Ok. BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL );
SetSlo'Option( ItemVars:Ok, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL):






S'~ISlotOpti('n( ItemvarsrValue, INHERIT. FALSE):
ItemVars:Vlllue = OJ
SetSlotOption( Iternvarst Value, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SctSlotOption( ItemVars:V.duc, WHEN.~ACCBSS, NULL);
SetSlolOption( ItemvarsrValue, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Itl!mVufs:V..lue, AFTER_CHANGfi. NULL):









MakeInstance( ActionDi:lp, Roct ):
1************** ME'TIIOD: Display ***********"'**1
MakeMethod( ActionDisp. Display, [],
{
If Not( llull'l( Self:CurrentChoice ) )
1""11611 {
ClearTranscript!magc( Action );
Disp!ayTeltt( Action, FormatValue( "\n • N Time( ) N
• • # Dale( )
N' ACTION·
# Se1f:CurrentChoice
H "\n\n" ) )j
DisplayText( Action. FormatValuc( "\n .»:
DisplayTr:r.t( Action. Self:CllrrentChojc~:Root:Message );
DisplayText( Acticn, FonnatValue( "\n It is recommended that you - \n .»:
DisplayText{ Action, FormatValuc( • \n .»:
DisplayText( Action. SeH.CurrcntCh()ice:A«:.tionMt.'Sg ):








/************** METHOD: Init **************1
MakeMethod( ActionDisp, Init, n,
{
ClearTrarscriptImafe( Action ):






1********""""'*** METHOD: Reset ***********>1<**1
MakcMethotl{ ActionDisp. Reset, n.
{







SetSlotOptioll( ActionDisp:CurrentChoice, INHERIT, FALSE);
ActionDisp:CurretltChoice "" ~ULL;
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SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:CurrentChoice, IF_NEEDED, NULL »
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:CurrentChoice, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:CurrentChoice, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SatSlotOptiOll( ActionDisp:CurrentChoice, AFTER_ChANGE. Display):
SetSlotOption( ActionD:sp:CurrentChoice, IMAGE, SingleListBoxl );
MakeSlot( ActionDisp:Acknowl&lged):
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:AcknowleJged, INHERIT. FALSE):
ActionDisp:Ackllowiedged ., NULL;
SetSlotOptio!1( ActionDisp:Acknowledged, IF_.NEEDED, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:Acknowledged, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
Set5loIOption( ActionDisp:Acknowledged, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SeLSlotOption( ActionDi6p:Acknow!edged, AFTER_CHANGE. NULL):
SetS~otOpljon( ActionDisp:Acknowle.dged. IMAGE, Statellox 1 );
MakeSlot( ActionDisp:Actions );
SeLSlotOption( AciionDisp:Actions, INHERIT, FALSE ):
SeLSlotOptlcn( ActionDisp:Actions, MULTlPU1);
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:Actions, VALUE_TYPE, OBJECT );
\!)eLSiotOption(AetionDisp:Actions, ALLOWABLE_CLASSES, Actions):
ClearList( ActionDisp:Aclions );
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:Actions, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOplion( ActionDisp:Actions, WHEN_ACCES~. NULL );
SetSlotOp!ion( Actio;lDisp:Aclions, BEFORE_CHANGE. NULL);
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:Actions, AFTER_CHANGE, Reset );
MaIceSlot( AclionDisp:ChoicePos );
SelSlotOption( ActionDi$p:ChoicePos, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( ActionDibl,;CboicePos, Vi j •.vE_TYPE, NUMBER);
ActionDisp:ChoicePos = 0:
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:ChoicePos, IF_NEEDED. NULL):
SetSlotOption( ActionDisp:ChoicePos, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SetSlotOption( ActionDi!;p:ChoicePos, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOl'ti.on( ActionDisp:ChoicePos, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);




Makelnstance( LinkEdit2, Menu ):
;,"***ol<********* METHOD: Instance **************1





PostInputForm( • Ne , Instance" H owner, Self:Inslance,
"Instance name" ):
If ( Not( NulJ?( Self:lnstance ) ) And ( Not( Ir.stance'?{ Selfilnstance ) )
And MakeInstance( Selfalnstauce,
owner» )
Then ( Sclf:Check = FALSE)
Else If Not( Null?( Self:lnstance ) )
Theil PostMessage( Sclf:lnstance # " already exists!" );
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If NulI?( Self:Instance )
Then Self;Chc~k == FALSE;
};
} )j
1*"'*"'********** METHOD; SubClass "'*************/





Postlnputl-omu • New SuhClass • H owner, Self:SubClass,
·SubClass name" );
If ( N()I( Class'!( Self:SuhClass ) ) And MakeClass( Self:SubClass,
owner ) )
Th(;11Self:Check = FALSE;
If Null'!( Sclf:SubClass )
Then Self:Check ". FALSE;
};
} ):
I************·~* MFTHOD: Delete **************1
MakeMethou( LirJ;n·ht2, Delete, [owner window choice },
{
If ( Countlnstancesr owner ) == 0 )
Then {
If (PosIMenu( " Delete" /I owner II· ?", YES, NO)
11= YES)
Then DeleleClass( owner );
}
Else PostMessage( "ERROR ~ Erase instances of class first" );
} ):
i*************'" METHOD: Rename **************1






PostlnputForm( • Rename Class " /I owner, Sclf:name, "New Class name" ):
If ( Not( Class7( Selfiname ) ) And Not( Null?( Selfiname ) )
And RenameClass( owner, Selfiname ) )
Then Self:Check "" FAL.,)E;
If ( Null?( Selfrname ) Or Selfinnme II:.: owner)
Then Self:Check == FALSE:
If Sclf:Check
Then PostMesslIge( "ERROR ~ Instance already exists" );
}:} »
1**"'''''''********* METHOD: Int!Menu **************1
290
MakeMethoc.l( LinkEdit2, InitMenu, [owner ],
{
If ( owner #= Links )
Then AppemIToList( Self:Disahled, Rename, Delete, Edit, Move)
Else ClearList( Self:Disabled );
} );
LinkEdit2:X = 46;
LinkEdit2: Y = 120;
SetValue( LinkEdit2:Choices, Instance );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:ChoiceNames, NO_AUTO .•ASK, FALSE);
SetValue( LinkEdit2:ChoiceNames, "Add &Instance" );
ClearList( LinkEdit2:Disabled);
MakeSlot( LinkEdit2:Check );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Check, INHERIT. FALSE );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Cbeck, NO_AUTO_ASK, TRUE);
SetSlolOptioll( LinkEdit2:Check, VALUE_TYPE, BOOLEAN );
LinkEdit2:Check .. FALSE;
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Check. IF_NEEDED, NULL };
SetSiotOption( LinkHdiI2:Check, WHEN_ACCESS, NUL.L );
SetSlotOption( Linklldit2:Clteck, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SetSlolOption( LinkEdit2:Check, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( LinkEdit2:Instance );
SetSlotOptj,:m( LinkEl1it2:Instance, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Instance, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Instance, WHEN __ACCESS, NULL );
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Instllllce, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL ):
SetSlotOption( LinkEdit2:Instance, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( LinkEdit2:SubClass);




**** INST AN-eE: Simulation
*************************************/
MakeInstance( Simulation, Root );
/************** MBTHOD: Evaluate **************'
MakeMeihod( Simulation, Evaluate, [],
{
Sclf:D_Time = G~tTi1ne( ) - Sdf:Last_Tillle;
Self:ust_Time = GetTime( )j
EnumList( Self:Evaluate, X, SetValue( Self, X, Self:X ) );
} );
\'************** METHOD: LIP002 ********"'*****'
MakeMt~hod( Simulation, LIP002, [Slot Level ],
{





S(~tSiotOplioll( Simulation.Evaluate, INHERIT, FALSE );
Sl:ISlotOl'tion( SimulntionrBvaluate, MULTIPLE );
3etValu~( Simulation.Bvaluatc, LIP002 h
SetSlotOptioll( Simulatiomfivaluate, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
Sc(SlotOption( Sirnulatlon.Evaluate, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SdSlotOplion( Simulation-Evaluate, llEFORE_CHANGE, NULL);
SCISlotOption( Simulation.Evaluate, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Simulation:LIPOO2 );
SetSlotOption( Simulation:LIPOO2, INHERIT. FALSE ):
SctSlutOption( SinlUlatioll:LIPOO2, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
Simulatioll:LIPOO2"" 13.7306694674992:
SclSlotOplion~ Simulation:LIPOO2, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SctSlotOptioJ1( Simulation:LH'OO2, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL):
SclSlotOplion( Simul:llion:LIPOO2, BEFORE_ CHANGE, LIPOO2);
St!tSiotOption( Simulation:LIP002. AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
MakcSiot( Simulation.Last Time);
SetSlotOption( mmulation:Last_Time, INHIJRIT, FALSE);
SctSlotOption( Simulation:Last_Tillll:l, VALUE_TYPE, i'fUMBER):
Simulation:Last Time « 338710.608791;
SetSlotOptioll( Slmulation:l.ast_Time, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
SctSlotOptiou( Simulation:Last_Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlo(Oplion( Simulation.Last Time, BEFORE_ CHANGE, NULL);
SctSIOIOption( Simulation:Last_Time, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Simulation:D _Time ):
SetSlotOption( Simulation:D_Time, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Simulation:D _Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
Simulation:D Time = 60;
SelSlotOptioJi( Simulation:D _Time, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlotOplion( Simulation:D_Time, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
St!tSlotOption( Sitnulation:D _Time, BEFORB_CHANGE, NULL);




Make1nstance( HalEx, Transcript ):
HalEx:Ses!;ionNumher "" 0;
HaIF;t:Title:= "HAL Expert - Explanation Window":
SctVaiUf~(HaIEx:F!'regroundColor, 0, 0, 0 ):
SetValul~ HalElt:BackgroundCoICt(, 0, 255,255):
SetValue( HlllEx:ForegroundColor2, 0, 0, 0 );












SetSlotOption( Simulation'Bvaluate, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( SirnulatiomEvaluate, MULTIPLE );
SetValue{ Simulatior.:Evaluate, LIPOO2);
SetSlotOption( Simulation:Evaluat1e, IF_~~EEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Simulation:Evaluate, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
S,~tSlotOpti(ln(Simulation:Evalunte, DEFORE._CHANGE, NULL);
SeLSlotOption(Simulation:Evaluatl~, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL );
Mak('Slot( Simulation;L1POO2);
SetSlotOption( Simulation:LlP002, INHERIT, FALSE);
SetSlotOption( Simulatioll:LIPOO2, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER);
Simulation:LIPOO2 == 13.7306694674992:
SetSlotOption( Sirnulation:LIP002, IF_NEEDED, NULL);
SetSlolOption( Simul:>tion:LlPOO2,WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Simulation:LIP002, BEFORE_ CHANGE, LIPOO2):
SetSlotOption( Simulatinn:LIPOO2. AFTER_CHANGE, NULL):
MakeSlot( Simulation:Last_Tirne);
SetSlotOption( Simull;tion:Last_.Time, INHERIT, FALSE );
SetSIotOption( Simulation:!.ast_.'I'ime, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER );
Siruu}ation:Last Time == 338710.608791;
SetSlotOption( Simulation:LalIt_Time, IF_NEEDED, NULL );
SetSlotOption( Simubtion:Last_l'in"le, WHEN_ACCESS, NULL);
SetSlotOption( Simulation:Last_Time, BEFORE_CHANGE, NULL):
SetSlotOption( Simulationtl.astTime, AFTER_CHANGE, NULL);
MakeSlot( Simulation:D Time.);
SetSlotOption( Simulatio";;:D_Tim.:.,INHERIT, FALSE):
SetSlotOption( Siruulation:D_Time, VALUE_TYPE, NUMBER):
SimuJation:D Time ... 60;
SetSlotOptioll( SimuJation:D_Time, IF_NEEDED, NULL ):
S~tSlutOpt1oo(S1mulation:D_Tim .., WHEN_ACCESS, NUI.L):
Sc.tSlotOplion( Simula!ion:D_Time, BEFORE••CHANGE, NULL);
SelSlotOi)tionl Simulation:D_ Time, AFTER_ CHANGE, NULL):
1*******' "**"'*****If.***************~'******** INSTANCE: HalEx.
****>1<*"'******************************1
Makt.lilstlulce( HalEx, Transcript );
HalEx:SessionNunlber = 0:
HalEx:Title "" "HAL Expert - Explanation Window";
SetValue( HalEx:ForegrounclColor, 0, 0, °);
SetValue( HalEx:BackgrotlntlCo!of, 0, 255, zss );
SetValue( HaIEx:ForegroundColor2, 0,0,0).;



























Makelnstance( Error, Transcript );
Error:Se.ssiorNumber == 0;
Error:Title - ERRORS:
SetValue( Errcr-Forcgrcund'Color, 0, 0, 0 );
SetVah.ie( Errorrlsackground'Color, 255, 0, 0);
StltValue( Error:FocegroundColor2, 0, 0, 0 );


























Makelnstancef Action, Transcript )j
Action:SessionNumlJer = 3;
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